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THE SPEAKER (Mrs M.H. Roberts) took the chair at 9.00 am, acknowledged country and read prayers. 
REMNANT BUSHLAND — HAMERSLEY 

Petition 
MRS J.M.C. STOJKOVSKI (Kingsley — Parliamentary Secretary) [9.03 am]: I have a petition from 
1 381 petitioners that has been certified by the clerks and is couched in the following terms — 

To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 
We, the undersigned residents of Western Australia note that land at Lots 802 and 803 179 Erindale Road 
Hamersley was until 1999 owned by the Commonwealth Government on behalf of the people of Australia 
for the purposes of communication before it was privatised, and is now owned by BAI Communications, an 
international company with headquarters in Toronto, Canada and offices in New York, London, Hong Kong 
and Sydney. BAI Communications is seeking to develop for housing, 13.5ha of this remnant threatened 
and rapidly declining Banksia and Tuart Woodland of the Swan Coastal Plain. 
We ask the Legislative Assembly to protect this important bushland at Lots 802 and 803 179 Erindale Rd 
Hamersley for the people of Western Australia because: 

1. This area is recognised as a nationally protected threatened ecological community under 
the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Act 1999; 

2. It is a habitat, nesting and foraging area for the endangered Carnaby’s Black Cockatoo; 
3. It provides a bio-link with other remnant banksia woodland in the northern suburbs; 
4. Its clearing would result in a significant loss of tree canopy in the surrounding area. 

[See petition 23.] 
PAPERS TABLED 

Papers were tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house. 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN HERITAGE AWARDS 

Statement by Minister for Heritage 
MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Minister for Heritage) [9.05 am]: I rise today to advise members of 
the individuals, organisations and projects honoured at the 2021 Western Australian Heritage Awards ceremony 
held on Friday, 19 November 2021, at which you attended, Madam Speaker. Now in its twenty-ninth year, the annual 
awards are widely recognised as highlighting best practice in conservation, interpretation and adaptive re-use of 
state heritage places. Volunteers and professional heritage champions recognised in this year’s awards have worked 
tirelessly to preserve valuable stories, culture and places. 
The coveted Gerry Gauntlet Award went to Farmers Home Hotel in Northam for its multimillion-dollar restoration 
that showcases adaptive re-use and the layering of old and new in the hotel’s design and interpretation to provide 
a unique tourism experience. The hotel was also a joint winner with the York Residency Museum for excellence 
in conservation or adaptive re-use of a heritage building, with commendations awarded to Fremantle’s Warders Hotel, 
Emily Taylor and Old Onslow town site. 
Volunteers and professional heritage champions recognised in this year’s awards include Owen Briffa, the 16-year-old 
voluntary curator for the Lost Mundaring and Surroundings Local History Museum—a remarkable young man. Owen 
has produced two photographic history books that feature pictures from Glen Forrest to Wooroloo, and a documentary 
in which he interviewed and recorded residents about life in the Perth hills. It was a pleasure to hear Owen speak 
so passionately about his commitment to sharing stories of the Mundaring region. 
The Judges’ Award recognised structural and heritage engineer, Ian Maitland, OAM, who, throughout his 54-year 
career and into retirement, has worked tirelessly to promote and advocate for heritage, in particular engineering 
heritage. From St George’s Cathedral to Trinity Church in Perth, the heritage balconies of the State Buildings and 
the redevelopment of Raine Square, Ian has passed on his knowledge through mentoring and teaching to emerging 
engineers, architects and builders. 
Local governments play a vital role in the conservation and promotion of cultural heritage and services and programs 
in Western Australia. The City of Belmont and the City of Rockingham were both finalists on the evening. The 
award-winning Rockingham Beach Foreshore project has led to a better appreciation and recognition of heritage 
values in the community. 
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As Minister for Tourism, I was delighted to see such a wide range of heritage tourism experiences showcased at 
the awards ceremony. I particularly want to acknowledge the Ngajarli Trail, a rock art–viewing trail, which has 
been carefully designed to achieve cultural safety and caring for country in a very sacred place. The high standard 
of the volunteers, professionals, organisations and projects recognised on the evening are a testament to the vital 
and dynamic heritage scene in our state. I congratulate all our winners on their outstanding achievements. 

PERTH FESTIVAL 2022 
Statement by Minister for Culture and the Arts 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Minister for Culture and the Arts) [9.08 am]: I am pleased to update 
the house on the Perth Festival 2022. The Perth Festival 2022 is proudly supported by the state government. The 
Perth Festival is the longest running international arts festival in Australia and is Western Australia’s premier cultural 
event. For almost 70 years, the festival has welcomed to Perth some of the world’s greatest living artists, and entertains 
and connects with hundreds of thousands of people each year. In 2022, the Perth Festival will celebrate the theme 
of Wardan—ocean—and will provide three weeks of music, dance, theatre and visual arts film and writing events. 
A strong contemporary music program and the ever popular Lotterywest Films will be staged under the stars and 
in the pines at the University of Western Australia’s Somerville Auditorium. 
The opening event, Escape, is a massive, madcap, free, multisite family adventure through the streets of Fremantle, 
inspired by the Catalpa convict escape. The literature and ideas program returns to inspire, entertain and challenge 
across two weekends with A Day of Ideas: At Sea at Subiaco Arts Centre, and a writers’ weekend and family day 
for youngsters to experience the magic of literature in the lush grounds of Fremantle Arts Centre. To close the 
festival on the March long weekend, Perry Lakes will light up with the immersive, multisensory experience of 
Noongar Wonderland, a dynamic expression of Noongar culture through lighting, dance and song. 
In 2021, the Perth Festival was able to present one of the few major arts festivals in the world. According to the 
Perth Festival 2021 Impact report, the 2021 Perth Festival made a $30 million direct impact and a $90.3 million 
flow-on impact across the Western Australian economy. Audiences spent $3 million at the box office, and another 
$19.1 million on food, hospitality and associated activities. Almost all the 1 041 participating artists were from 
Western Australia, and Perth Festival paid $11.28 million into the pockets of local artists, workers, suppliers and 
contractors. Perth Festival 2022 will run from 11 February to 6 March, and I encourage all to go out and support 
the Perth Festival. 

ROAD SAFETY — SUMMER HOLIDAY PERIOD 
Statement by Minister for Road Safety 

MR P. PAPALIA (Warnbro — Minister for Road Safety) [9.10 am]: With just over four weeks until Christmas, 
I would like to urge all Western Australians to take care and drive safely on our roads in the lead-up to, and during, 
the holiday period. Tragically, 150 people have died on our roads this year. These are mothers, fathers, sisters, 
brothers, aunts, uncles, cousins, friends and colleagues who will all be sadly missed this Christmas, and beyond. 
There are also many Western Australians who are now learning to live with life-changing injuries as a result of 
a road crash this year. 
As in previous years, double demerits will apply during the holiday period to help motorists be more mindful of 
their behaviour, and to keep themselves and others safe on our roads. The Road Safety Commission has worked 
hard throughout the year to educate and promote the road safety message to our community. I acknowledge the 
commission, which has worked to create, and will soon implement, the road safety action plan 2021–23. The action 
plan sets out the path for government, the private sector and the community to collaborate in saving lives and 
reducing serious injuries as a result of road crashes. I look forward to continuing to work with the commission and 
seeing the implementation of the action plan over the coming years. 
I would also like to acknowledge and thank the Western Australia Police Force and all other first responders who 
will work tirelessly over the holiday period. They sacrifice their holidays and time with their families to keep us 
safe and provide assistance when we need it most. Road safety is up to all of us. It is up to all of us to make every 
journey safe, whether as a motorist, a cyclist, a motorcycle rider, an e-rider or a pedestrian. Please do not be missed 
this summer. Drive safely. 

ANZAC DAY TRUST GRANT PROGRAM 
Statement by Minister for Veterans Issues 

MR P. PAPALIA (Warnbro — Minister for Veterans Issues) [9.12 am]: I rise to bring to members’ attention 
exciting news for the veterans’ community in Western Australia. During this year’s election campaign, the McGowan 
government committed to increase the annual Anzac Day trust grant program by $1 million from $300 000 to 
$1.3 million, and I am happy to provide an update to the house on how we are delivering on this commitment. A few 
weeks ago, the Premier and I announced that Legacy WA will receive $1.14 million over three years through this 
year’s Anzac Day trust grant program. This funding will enable Legacy to deliver three key veteran support programs. 
Legacy will receive $477 000 for its independent living program, which supports the families of veterans in regional 
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and metropolitan areas and helps those with similar shared experience build social connections; $300 000 for its 
intake program, which enables eligible families to understand their needs and provide assistance in managing 
emotional and financial instability; and $366 786 for its very successful Busselton holiday camp, which provides 
current serving members, veterans and their families an opportunity for respite and a chance to connect. Through 
these grants, Legacy has been provided the certainty of funding so it can focus on the important work it provides 
families of serving Defence personnel and veterans. 
I am also happy to inform the house of the successful applicants in this year’s Anzac Day trust grant program. A sum 
of $51 752 will be provided to the HMAS Sydney Association to hold its recent HMAS Sydney II eightieth anniversary 
memorial weekend in Denham. A sum of $61 100 will be provided for the HMAS Perth I Memorial Foundation 
to construct the centrepiece for the HMAS Perth memorial at East Fremantle. A sum of $150 000 will be provided 
over two years to the Perth Korean War Memorial Committee to construct a Korean War memorial at Kings Park. 
A sum of $150 000 will be provided over two years to the Battle of Crete Memorial Committee Perth WA to construct 
the Battle of Crete memorial at Kings Park. A sum of $2 148 will be provided to the Women’s Royal Australian 
Army Corps Association to hold their seventieth anniversary reunion event early next year. These grants are the 
first to be announced from the latest round of the Anzac Day trust grant program. Additional grant recipients will 
be announced soon. 
I am immensely proud to be part of a government that values our veterans and the contribution that they make to our 
community. Our veterans deserve gratitude and support for the service that they have given our nation. We want 
Western Australia to be the best place in the nation for veterans to transition back into civilian life by making sure 
that we provide support for employment opportunities, mental health programs and support veteran organisations. 

FUTURE BATTERY INDUSTRIES COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTRE — 
CATHODE PRECURSOR PRODUCTION PILOT PLANT 

Statement by Minister for Mines and Petroleum 
MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington — Minister for Mines and Petroleum) [9.15 am]: I would like to inform 
the house of a significant milestone in Western Australia’s growing battery minerals processing capability. Last 
month, work commenced on the Future Battery Industries Cooperative Research Centre’s cathode precursor 
production pilot plant. The pilot aims to demonstrate Australia’s capability to produce cost-effective, high-quality 
nickel, cobalt and manganese for producing precursor cathode active materials. PCAM is a form of advanced 
chemical manufacturing and is a key material used in lithium-ion batteries to power electric vehicles. 
The McGowan government, through the Minerals Research Institute of Western Australia, has invested $900 000 
in the project, which is led by Curtin University. The Future Battery Industries Cooperative Research Centre and 
its partners will invest $9.2 million in cash and $9.2 million in kind to develop the pilot plant. Commissioning of 
the plant is expected to begin in early 2022, followed by an 18-month trial. Western Australia’s downstream battery 
minerals processing capabilities continue to grow. Last month, BHP Nickel West opened Australia’s first nickel 
sulphate plant at its refinery in Kwinana. We also saw Alcoa and FYI Resources sign a binding high purity alumina joint 
venture term sheet. Just last week, I cut the ribbon at First Quantum Minerals’ Shoemaker-Levy mine at Ravensthorpe. 
This new mine will add decades to the life of FQM’s rejuvenated Ravensthorpe nickel–cobalt operation. It will supply 
thousands of tonnes per annum of a mixed nickel–cobalt hydroxide intermediate product used in the production of 
nickel sulphate. Nickel sulphate is a key material in lithium-ion batteries for electric vehicles. 
These recent developments underline WA’s once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to be a leader in this industry. 
Western Australia has all the battery minerals needed to make batteries and energy technologies. We have a stable 
and robust economy with low sovereign risk. We are world leaders in research and development, and the only state 
with a clear strategy to support the development of a battery minerals industry. The McGowan Labor government’s 
Future battery industry strategy Western Australia will drive the development of this emerging industry. It is a plan 
to build on our state’s expertise in the resources industry and move further along the value chain into downstream 
processing activities. We have also committed $13.2 million to facilitate global investment in precursor cathode 
manufacturing as part of our WA recovery plan. These initiatives will create WA jobs, contribute to skills development 
and economic diversification, and maximise benefits to regional communities. On behalf of the Labor government, 
I congratulate the FBI CRC. 

GREEN STEEL INDUSTRY 
Statement by Minister for Mines and Petroleum 

MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington — Minister for Mines and Petroleum) [9.18 am]: I rise to update the house 
on the McGowan Labor government’s election commitment to investigate the viability of a Western Australian 
green steel industry. As members know, the McGowan Labor government has committed $1 million to this work 
through our $750 million climate action fund. To deliver on this commitment, the Minerals Research Institute of 
Western Australia has appointed lead adviser GHD Group, in partnership with ACIL Allen, to investigate the iron 
ore to steel value chain. Initial works will identify opportunities and barriers for WA to support the global steel 
industry’s green ambitions. Further work will then examine regional infrastructure needs, market dynamics and 
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the policies needed to ensure that the state has a comprehensive understanding of creating green steel. The steel 
industry generates between seven and nine per cent of global carbon emissions. Traditionally, coal is used in the 
steelmaking process as both an energy source and as a reducing agent to extract iron. Green steel production will 
require renewable energy and hydrogen, or an alternative reducing agent, to avoid producing carbon dioxide. As 
the world’s largest supplier of iron ore, Western Australia has a significant role to play in understanding the viability 
of green steel. We have an opportunity to position our state at the forefront of innovation in this emerging industry, 
as we transition to net zero carbon emissions by 2050. 
The McGowan Labor government is focused on making sure that WA has every advantage to secure the opportunities 
and investment in our state. That means attracting global investment and positioning ourselves to take advantage 
of future trends in the global market. The McGowan Labor government’s investments in mining research, including 
green steel, will strengthen our state. These investments will support our transition to net zero by 2050. They 
will diversify our economy and help create the WA jobs of the future. I look forward to hearing more from the 
Minerals Research Institute of Western Australia as it delivers this important investigation into the iron ore to steel 
value chain. 

CORONAVIRUS — VACCINATIONS — 
CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE COMMUNITIES 

Statement by Minister for Citizenship and Multicultural Interests 
DR A.D. BUTI (Armadale — Minister for Citizenship and Multicultural Interests) [9.20 am]: Since the onset 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the McGowan government has been working with service providers and community 
groups to ensure that vital COVID-19 information is accessible for our culturally and linguistically diverse 
communities. The Premier, the Minister for Health, the Chief Health Officer and I have met with members of my 
Ministerial Multicultural Advisory Council specifically to discuss ways to promote COVID-19 vaccination within 
our CALD communities. 
The Office of Multicultural Interests is working in partnership with the Department of the Premier and Cabinet 
and the Department of Health on developing and delivering a targeted communication strategy so that we can support 
the vaccine rollout to CALD communities. As part of the Roll Up for WA campaign, campaign advertisements 
have been translated into multiple languages including Arabic, Cantonese, Hindi, Mandarin, Punjabi, Swahili 
and Vietnamese. 
A number of resources have been developed to ensure that COVID-19-related information reaches Western Australians 
from CALD backgrounds, especially the most vulnerable within that cohort. These resources have been translated 
into over 33 languages, which have been extensively promoted to CALD communities. A series of community 
information sessions has been held to educate CALD community leaders about the importance of COVID-19 vaccines. 
The sessions encourage community leaders, as trusted voices, to take this information back to their communities. 
The WA government has also set up information stalls at targeted community events, identified through engagement 
as hotspots, to engage with CALD community members. These events to promote the uptake of vaccinations within 
CALD communities have included the Multicultural Eid Carnival and the Indian Society of Western Australia’s 
Diwali Mela. 
A number of pop-up vaccination clinics targeting CALD communities have been set up at community centres and 
places of worship, which include Al-Ameen College in Langford, Rockingham Mosque, the culturally secure 
COVID-19 vaccination centre at the Herb Graham Stirling Leisure Centre in Mirrabooka, the Australian Islamic 
College in Thornlie, the Wamusyi Community in WA group in Stirling, Diwali Mela in Claremont, the Southern River 
Mosque, the Gosnells Mosque, BAPS Temple in Doubleview, and the Katanning Mosque. In the coming week, 
pop-up clinics will also be set up at the Sikh Temple in Canning Vale and at Sikh Gurdwara Perth in Bennett Springs. 
From the list of pop-up clinics at religious places of worship, we can see that our Muslim community has been at 
the forefront of this initiative. This is really not surprising, given the history and valuable contributions of the Muslim 
community to all aspects of life in Western Australia since the 1800s. I thank all CALD community leaders and 
associations for working together with the government to ensure that Western Australians from CALD backgrounds 
are fully informed and actively rolling up for WA. 

COOGEE COAST 
Grievance 

MR D.A.E. SCAIFE (Cockburn) [9.24 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Transport. I thank the minister for 
taking my grievance this morning. My electorate of Cockburn is a vibrant and growing community. It is a community 
that is increasingly attractive to young families, with new developments in Yangebup, Beeliar and Lake Coogee 
springing up all the time. I count my wife and I as one of those young families who have moved into the area who 
are enjoying the great amenities Cockburn has. One of the drawcards for the community of Cockburn is the 
much-loved Coogee coast. It is used by locals and people throughout Perth for the great recreational opportunities 
it presents. People can swim and dive along the Coogee coast. I swim at Coogee Beach every week. I also take my 
dog for a walk along Jervoise Bay. There is also a great diving spot around the platform at Woodman Point ammo 
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jetty. The Omeo shipwreck is a great snorkelling site, located a little further up the coast. There are boating and 
fishing spots throughout Cockburn Sound. As I mentioned, the Woodman Point ammo jetty is there. It is a very 
popular spot for fishing; it is actually the only fishing platform in Perth’s southern suburbs that is fully accessible 
for the disabled. We have great pedestrian and cycle paths and barbecue areas, which I am sure will be very busy 
over the coming months. Of course, it is a growing place for tourism. There is significant potential for tourism and 
hospitality in the area. It is close to Fremantle. It has two great caravan parks and the redeveloped Coogee Hotel, 
Coogee Common, is a great hospitality venue in the area. 
Today I want to recognise some of the great community organisations that make Coogee such a brilliant area in 
which to live. I want to mention the Coogee Beach Progress Association, particularly its members Daryll Smith, 
Terry Hemsworth, Jon van Santen and Tony Certoma. I also want to mention the Coogee Community Garden and 
its team of Karen and Craig Moulton, John Ivey, Danielle Pascucci, Megan Wishaw and Vicki Discerni. I also want 
to mention the Coogee Beach Surf Life Saving Club and its executive team of Aaron Patton, Paul Maney, Darren 
Spencer, Jacqui Snelgar, Dave Lanfear, Phil Hatt, Patrick Rivers, Aaron Howell, Beth Lewis and Joseph Wooden. 
All those people make an outstanding contribution to ensuring that Coogee is a place that people in my electorate 
and, in fact, throughout the whole metropolitan area, can enjoy. 
As Cockburn continues to grow and as more development springs up across the area, I am focused on ensuring that 
the infrastructure and facilities along the Coogee coast keep pace with community expectations. I am really pleased 
that the McGowan government has been facilitating investment along the Coogee coast throughout the last several 
years and also that the former state government was focused on ensuring that Coogee is the best place to live. 
That saw the state government facilitate significant investment in the area, including making land available for the 
construction of the Coogee Beach Surf Life Saving facility at Poore Grove, the redevelopment of the heritage-listed 
Coogee Hotel into the now very popular Coogee Common, and also making land available for development of the 
Coogee Community Garden. I am involved in all the organisations that I mentioned. The community garden is 
coming along very well; it is really starting to take shape. A gazebo has been put up. I even get my hands dirty; I went 
to the planting day the other day and had a great time. The surf lifesaving club is probably the premier facility of its 
type in Perth. I think the member for Warnbro might claim that the Secret Harbour Surf Life Saving Club is pretty 
good but personally I do not think it has anything on Coogee Beach! 
Despite all the great work that the community and this state government are doing, there is always more to do. 
Since being elected in March as the member for Cockburn on Mark McGowan’s Labor team, I have been listening 
to residents and fighting hard for my local community. Residents are telling me that we need to improve the 
facilities and the infrastructure along the coast in a number of ways. We need to upgrade the fishing and recreational 
infrastructure along the coast. We need to tackle coastal erosion, which is becoming a real problem, particularly 
around areas like C.Y. O’Connor Beach. 
We also need to make the busy Cockburn Road safer. Cockburn Road is a very busy main road that services the 
residential areas around Coogee, the recreational precinct down at Coogee Beach and the industrial area, particularly 
around the Australian Marine Complex. In recent months, a number of constituents have raised with me their 
concerns about the safety of Cockburn Road.  
It is a busy road that gets a lot of traffic because it services those residential and industrial areas, but the recreational 
precinct around Coogee Beach is also very well used, as I have outlined. Families, children, cyclists and a lot of 
pedestrians use that precinct. I recently attended the great Moombaki event run by the City of Cockburn, which 
was a drone light show down at the beach, and when I was driving back along Cockburn Road, it was very busy with 
lots of people crossing over. There is no doubt that we need to improve safety and accessibility for pedestrians in 
that area. That is why I am calling on the state Labor government to deliver a signalised pedestrian crossing over 
Cockburn Road near Coogee Common. I want to be very clear about the feedback to me from residents: residents do 
not want just a zebra crossing; they want a signalised pedestrian crossing along that stretch of road. I am asking today 
for the McGowan government to continue to fight for the people of Coogee. I am standing up today to do my bit 
on behalf of my community to make sure that their voices are heard in this Parliament. I ask the government to listen 
to the many constituents who have petitioned me, spoken to me at the door and raised this issue in the community, 
and to commit to upgrades on the Coogee coast, including a signalised pedestrian crossing on Cockburn Road. 
MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [9.30 am]: I thank the member for Cockburn for that 
grievance. As the new member for Cockburn, he has been advocating very strongly for his constituency, particularly 
on this matter. I love Coogee Beach, and I will tell some good stories. A know there are a lot of good beaches out 
there, but when I was living in Roleystone during my university years, I used to drive down the hill, pick up my friend 
who was living in Kelmscott and go to Coogee Beach for the day. It is a beautiful beach. As a result of wandering 
out yonder, I wandered from my house to Coogee Beach last Christmas for our Christmas holidays. I stayed three 
nights at the Coogee Beach caravan park last January. Staying there for three nights emphasised again for me what 
a beautiful part of Western Australia it is. There were a lot of families there. It is a very multicultural area, like it 
has always been, and it is a real drawcard for not only the local areas of Cockburn and Coogee, but also the entire 
corridor. It really is a great place. The kids had a great time jumping off a few jetties. It is a very beautiful place. 
Hopefully, I will get down there a bit this summer as well. 
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As the member outlined, the whole area has gone through a transformation. Again, one of my university friends 
lived down there, so I remember going down there at that time. There were big blocks with old Italian houses—
I can say that because I am Italian—but we have seen a bit of a transformation, with the subdivision of properties 
and new double-storey townhouses being built. We are seeing the next wave of families moving through that very 
busy area. 
Cockburn Road plays a vital link in that area, as the member outlined. It provides access to not only key commercial 
areas, but also residential areas that have experienced significant growth, and the beautiful coastline, which people 
access particularly in summer. It is a busy area. The development of the Coogee Common restaurant and its 
beautiful vegetable garden has seen a lot more activity along Cockburn Road. I think there will be more and more 
activity as time goes by, particularly as there are currently empty blocks along Cockburn Road in the vicinity of 
Coogee Common. I cannot remember who is doing what, but I know there is a bit of activity around there. Because 
of the popularity of this area, when people park their cars, they often need to cross the road to get to the beach or 
Coogee Common. Cockburn Road is a very busy area. 
We are investing in this area. One project in which the government has invested $9.7 million under the recovery 
plan is the replacement of the Woodman Point ammo jetty. It is a favourite jetty for many people. People who love 
fishing love going down to that jetty. I have been briefed that we have been out for consultation and there is a real 
keenness to try to make sure that we can keep some of the existing benefits, in particular some of the benefits from 
the snorkelling and diving around the piers in the water. We are looking at how we can not only retain many of those 
benefits but also make it even better. We will be announcing the results of those community surveys, but the surveys 
have seen a lot of activity, because a lot of people enjoy that part of the area. We still see a lot of camp groups, 
girl guides and so forth go down there. Some friends of ours went last weekend. A lot of activities take place there, 
and, as the member outlined, they will continue to grow as the area continues to develop residentially. 
I visited this site last year with the council and the previous member for Cockburn. Of course, the current member 
for Cockburn has raised this with me a number of times since being elected. This is how we can make that 
Cockburn Road crossing safer. People who go down there will realise that there are not many safe places to cross 
the road. There are a number of vehicles—about 14 000 vehicles a day use Cockburn Road—and, as I said, with 
the growing development and activity, people need a safe place to cross in that area. Member, I am pleased to 
advise that we have allocated $750 000 to construct a new signalised pedestrian crossing on Cockburn Road just 
north of Beach Road in Coogee. I think that will help alleviate all those concerns. As the member outlined, it will 
be a signalised pedestrian crossing to make it as safe as possible.  
We are also working with the city on other issues, including the intersection of Cockburn Road and Mayor Road 
in Coogee. The entrance to the deli and fish and chip shop there, together with the caravan park, is posing some safety 
concerns, so we are working to see how we can improve that. Some planning is also underway with the council on 
how we can improve that over time. 
I thank the member for that grievance, I thank him for advocating on behalf of his constituency, and I am very pleased 
that we have committed those funds. The planning has been completed. I think we will see works commence at 
the end of this year and we hope to have that project finished by mid to late next year. 

TRAIL BIKE RIDERS 
Grievance 

MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [9.37 am]: I rise today to grieve to the Minister for 
Local Government on behalf of trail bike riders in Western Australia. I acknowledge the presence of Mr Don Martin, 
the vice president of the Recreational Trailbike Riders’ Association, and his daughter Elissa, who are here in the 
Speaker’s gallery, along with Rick Gill, former CEO of the association, who was closely involved in writing the 
report titled Back on track: WA state trail bike strategy, which was released in 2008 and is a 344-page document 
prepared for the state government. The report made recommendations on six key focus areas: insurance liability 
and risk management, trails planning, managing for sustainability, changing behaviours, registration and licensing 
and funding models. It is an extremely comprehensive report that incorporated an action plan for the focus areas. 
Thirteen years later, the issues raised in this strategy remain unresolved. 
Many members on both sides of the house have raised concerns about the issue, from riders who have nowhere 
legal to ride to residents who object to the noise and pedestrians or hikers who are confronted by illegal motorbikes. 
It is a sensitive issue that is often heard in electorate offices, particularly in urban fringe areas. The member for 
Kwinana, the Deputy Premier of today, was vocal in March 2011, when he moved the motion in this house — 

That the government immediately commits to implementing the Back on Track strategy and commits to 
funding this strategy in the 2011–12 budget. 

The member made reference to the strategy as a comprehensive policy response to the issue of trail bikes. He said 
that the document provided a clear outline of the way to succeed. He added — 

Trail bike riders obviously need somewhere to use their trail bikes. 
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He said that they — 
… have a right to the enjoyment of their pastime … It is appropriate for governments to provide facilities 
so that people can undertake this particular form of sport and recreation in a safe and regulated manner 
to maximise people’s enjoyment and the sustainability of this particular sector of this community. 

The member for West Swan, the current Minister for Transport, also spoke to the same motion in 2011. Concerned 
for the safety of the public, she said — 

Trail bike riding is a fun thing and young people like doing it. 
She said that they will do it “whether there are legal places to go or not”. That very salient point was addressed in 
the 2008 strategy. It stated that the issues in the report are not going to resolve themselves. Doing nothing would 
have serious ramifications for the general community, health and safety, law and order and the environment, local 
and state government, trail bike riders and the relationships between trail bike riders and non-riders. The strategy 
also spelt out the risks of inaction, listing environmental, social, economic and political consequences. It went on 
to say that attacking the issue with anything less than a comprehensive approach is not likely to achieve results. 
Despite the member for Kwinana’s excellent motion 10 years ago, and five years of each side having been in 
government, the Back on Track strategy remains gathering dust. It has not been adopted or funded, and the issues 
have compounded. There are thought to be about 200 000 registered and unregistered trail bikes in WA. Sales of 
trail bikes in the state are estimated to be 8 000 to 10 000 units a year, a figure suppressed by supply issues at present 
but expected to continue to grow, particularly in the emerging electric bike market. Nationally, the sale of off-road 
motorcycles showed a 10.5 per cent increase for the first three quarters of 2021 according to the Federal Chamber 
of Automotive Industries. 
After 13 years of inaction, there are now fewer legal places for trail bike riders to ride. In 1978, there were 
eight designated off-road vehicle areas in the Perth metropolitan area. In 2008, that figure had shrunk to three, with 
the two largest sites reduced in size. This has been a longstanding issue in my own electorate; for example, in the 
Shire of Gingin at the Lancelin and Ledge Point off-road vehicle areas. I understand that the Ledge Point area was to 
be a dedicated junior track for pee wees but is now closed. That is a great shame, because it is important to have 
dedicated and safe areas for juniors. Recommendation 2.02 of the strategy requested additional off-road vehicle areas. 
Aside from the Medina area, trail bike owners further south of the metropolitan area, in Peel and the south west, have 
no legal off-road options. 
I offer copies of the following online petitions as a sign of continued support for change, with 1 452 petitioners calling 
for off-road dirt/trail bike parks in the Mandurah–Murray area, and 1 100 people calling for off-road dirt/trail bike 
parks in the Bunbury region. 
It is no real surprise that the use of illegal trail bikes is being reported on roads, footpaths and ovals, creating 
a nuisance. Without the means of identification that would come with registration, there is little the police can 
do. Similarly, when a stolen bike is recovered, there needs to be a means of returning a bike to its rightful owner. 
This was covered in the strategy, along with a recommendation that plates be replaced with a sticker system. Focus 
area 5 of the strategy made recommendations about the registration of trail bikes, which if it had been implemented 
a decade ago would have generated revenue that could have been reinvested in designated off-road areas. 
Section 4 of the Western Australian Local Government Association document Off-road vehicles in WA: Management 
of off-road vehicles: Information for local governments states — 

Application for new vehicle registration or renewal must be made either in person (at any Department of 
Transport Driver and Vehicle Services Centre or regional agent) or by post. Currently payment cannot be 
made online or accepted by Australia Post. 

Presumably this explains the paltry registration rate of about two per cent for off-road motorbikes. Applicants have 
to post a cheque or money order if they cannot pay in person at a Department of Transport office. A Shire of Gingin 
ranger who is enforcing the no registration, no ride policy at Lancelin has no ability to offer a registration onsite. 
Online payment for boat registration is an option on the Department of Transport website. Surely owners of off-road 
vehicles can move beyond having to pay by cheque. 
In 2012, the member for Kwinana tabled a petition calling for the mandatory registration of off-road vehicles as 
recommended in the strategy. The petition read in part — 

We urge the State Government to act to ensure that off-road vehicles must be registered and have visible 
licence plates so that Police and other members of the community can report misuse of these vehicles. 

I understand that more than $700 000 has accumulated in the off-road vehicle trust fund, the contributions having 
come from registration fees. It is also my understanding that securing funds from this trust account for the upgrade 
of off-road vehicle designated areas is akin to getting blood from a stone. One would presume that if those paying 
the registration fees could see evidence of where the funds were being spent, they would be more inclined to spend 
that money to register their bikes. I note that since the strategy was released, fees for registration have increased 
from $6 to $40. 
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I call on the Minister for Local Government to implement the most obvious of the actions outlined in the strategy. 
Trail bike riding is a legitimate recreational activity that should be encouraged and supported by government. It is 
imperative that registration is moved online, that further designated off-road areas are established and that funds 
from the off-road trust account are used to develop facilities. I thank the minister for taking the grievance. 
I seek leave to lay the petitions that I mentioned for both the Mandurah–Murray and the Bunbury area on the table 
for the duration of the day’s sitting. 
[Leave granted. The paper was tabled for the information of members.] 
MR J.N. CAREY (Perth — Minister for Local Government) [9.43 am]: I thank the member for his grievance. 
I did try to listen attentively. The member for Moore spoke very quickly. 
Mr R.S. Love: Sorry, I was running out of time. 
Mr J.N. CAREY: I know that the member wanted to get all the information in, but it was slightly Mission: Impossible, 
so my apologies if I repeat some of the statistics or facts that the member referred to in his speech. 
Since being made the Minister for Local Government, it is very clear to me that there is a lot of interest in the 
off-road vehicle space. I think it is fair to say that all sides of politics, Liberal, National and Labor, have an 
appreciation that the off-road vehicle community is passionate, and that it is really important. Given our incredible 
Western Australian environment and localities, there is plenty of potential opportunity for off-road vehicles. 
I want to acknowledge our guests in the Speaker’s gallery. I also acknowledge the very effervescent, robust off-road 
vehicle community members who regularly tag me on Facebook on a daily basis. I thank them for their advocacy; 
it is noted, and I appreciate their passion. 
At the heart of this is regulation reform, which the member for Moore mentioned, and moving away from a paper-based 
system. I am acutely aware that since 1978, there have been no significant amendments to regulations, and this has 
been the hurdle to progressing and developing the fund and getting more people to register. As we know, and as the 
member for Moore mentioned, there is an existing paper-based system. The intention is that the registration funds 
are put into an account to be used for the maintenance, upgrade and development of ORV sites. The paper-based 
registration system is the key hurdle. I do not think it is stating the obvious to anyone now that, in these times, everything 
is done online.  
This is an old system and as a result we are seeing that because it is a paper-based system, people cannot be bothered 
registering, or for whatever other reason. As a result, and I think member for Moore mentioned this, since 2014, 
there has been a 40 per cent reduction in ORV registrations, but, in comparison, retail sales indicate a 400 per cent 
increase. The lack of registration makes it very difficult, first of all, to return stolen or lost vehicles to their owners 
and it is quite obvious that that is a failing of the system. Also, seeing as I am highlighting it, the lack of registration 
reduces the funding in the ORV trust account that is available for the maintenance of existing sites or the creation 
of new ORV areas, and for the education of riders and families. 
I want to say this: this is not something that I have just put to the side. I have seen some of those claims made 
by the community, but that is not the case. I think it is fair to say that in my first 10 months as a minister, I am 
a reforming minister. I brought out the biggest package for local government in 25 years. I brought out the biggest 
social housing package, which is a reform program that is being delivered through a range of new modus operandi. 
I am committed to reforming this program so that we can ensure that it is easier for people to register, we get 
greater compliance and we get their funding into that account. Fixing the registration system is a cross-government 
approach. It is well known in the ORV community that my agency is working with the Department of Transport 
to consider the opportunities for an electronic registration system, which is all in line with the strategy report that 
the member for Moore mentioned. 
In terms of accessing the funds, we are trying to put a stronger emphasis, renewed energy focus and oomph into the 
ORV committee. The ORV committee is currently preparing a plan schedule for ORV areas to see where investment 
is best placed to improve the safety of various off-road vehicle sites. We want to make sure that those funds are 
disbursed in line with a very clear, consistent strategy that benefits the off-road vehicle community. Some money 
has come out; I heard the member for Moore’s comment about blood out of a stone! There has been money coming 
out. In fact, in my first regional trip as Minister for Local Government I went to York and announced a funding 
boost grant to the Oliver Batista York Motocross Track, which funded earthworks, toilets and other amenities. 
We have also announced $25 000 for a feasibility study for an ORV area in Rockingham. Almost $75 000 has been 
approved this year to enhance the Lancelin off-road vehicle area and to develop other concept plans; I will be meeting 
up with the Minister for Lands very soon to progress potential sites. 
As Minister for Local Government I am responsible for the act, but in terms of potential new locations for land, 
obviously that crosses a number of agencies. But I assure the member that I am working with the Minister for Lands 
to see where there is land that is potentially excess to government needs that would also suit the ORV community. 
I appreciate that the ORV community wants action as soon as possible, but as the minister I am committed to driving 
reform in this area. 
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WEST COAST HIGHWAY — TRAFFIC CONGESTION 
Grievance 

MR S.N. AUBREY (Scarborough) [9.51 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Transport; Planning; Ports. 
I would like to address the traffic, amenity and pedestrian access issues on West Coast Highway in Scarborough. 

Scarborough is a rapidly growing suburb, and as our density increases dramatically, it is obvious we must address 
the traffic issues with West Coast Highway and the knock-on effect that has for pedestrian access to our beautiful 
foreshore and to the overall amenity of Scarborough. Back in September, several media articles and news segments 
suggested that a trench was being planned for West Coast Highway to address the issues associated with traffic, 
amenity and pedestrian access. I have serious concerns about misinformation being spread throughout my electorate. 
As a local member, it is a priority of mine to ensure that my community has all it needs to make informed submissions 
about matters that affect its future and the future of the Scarborough community. To that end, I ask the minister to 
outline the proposed West Coast Highway project and provide information for my community so that it can provide 
informed and constructive feedback; this way, we can work together to get the best outcomes for the state and for 
the Scarborough community. 

Before I ask the minister to respond, I will outline the issues with West Coast Highway experienced by us locals 
in the Scarborough community, anyone who transits through Scarborough via West Coast Highway and anyone 
crossing over West Coast Highway to get to the foreshore, be it by car, bike or foot. As a Scarborough local, I am 
well aware of the traffic congestion along West Coast Highway. The southbound bottleneck in the morning peak 
can bank all the way up to Trigg, and the northbound bottleneck in the afternoon peak can bank all the way up to 
City Beach. 

I live one street back from West Coast Highway and frequently walk, ride, and occasionally drive across West Coast 
Highway to get to the foreshore. As a local, one understands the flow of traffic at peak times and when to not even 
attempt to cross from Ventnor Street, Brighton Road, Scarborough Beach Road or Pearl Parade. I also know to not 
even attempt to drive anywhere near the foreshore during the markets on Thursday nights. The congestion forces cars to 
perform rat runs across the suburb, increasing congestion along other streets such as Brighton Road, Weaponess Road 
and Duke Street, where there have been frequent accidents with cars turning on to Scarborough Beach Road, or at 
the roundabout where Duke Street, Weaponess Road and Brighton Road intersect. 

I would like to acknowledge and thank the minister for her election commitment to upgrade the roundabout to 
increase safety for vehicles, pedestrians and residents. The heavy traffic along West Coast Highway also makes it 
hard for pedestrians to cross over to get to the foreshore, which reduces the amenity of the local area and forces 
locals to drive to the foreshore, which in turn increases the already problematic parking issue in Scarborough. 

I would like to quote some comments I have received from my constituents regarding the issues with West Coast 
Highway. Samantha from Scarborough asked to please address the increasing traffic congestion on West Coast 
Highway. Pauline from Scarborough said that crossing the intersection of Brighton Road and West Coast Highway 
was a dreadful accident waiting to happen. She has contacted the council, but it said it was Main Roads’ problem. 
She loves living there but says something needs to happen with the traffic. Carla from Scarborough said that traffic 
on West Coast Highway is insane on most days and that trying to enter or exit Pearl Parade can be frustrating on most 
days. Jo from Scarborough said there is no commitment to improve infrastructure and that parking is a nightmare. 
She said that the Beach Shack apartments had been built without sufficient traffic management and that traffic 
lights or an alternative to crossing four lanes of traffic to reach Pearl Parade was needed.  

I have received a lot more feedback from my community about West Coast Highway. It is an issue that affects not 
only Scarborough, but also our state, with West Coast Highway being a key transit link along the coast. I welcome 
the news of a proposed upgrade to West Coast Highway and I believe that the idea has a lot of merit. My community 
has lacked a strong voice that ensures it has input on key issues that affect its future. With the minister’s assistance, 
I hope to ensure that the Scarborough community can actively engage with the state government to get the best 
outcomes for our community. 

I would like to share some positive feedback I have received so far from my community around the proposal for 
the upgrade. Mariano from Scarborough said that the West Coast Highway upgrade is a terrific initiative that will 
undoubtedly improve the lives of all of us driving, walking and cycling daily. Mark of Scarborough said that it is 
great forward thinking and an innovative proposal from Main Roads WA for West Coast Highway from Pearl Parade 
to Brighton Road. David from Scarborough said that as a regular beach attendee, sinking West Coast Highway 
and pertinent intersections is the best concept for the long-term future of our coast. He said, “Get it done Stuart! 
Leave your mark!” Callum from Scarborough said that he really likes the proposal to sink West Coast Highway 
between Brighton Road and Pearl Parade. Glen from Scarborough said that it is a fantastic road development and 
he is interested to see what the Pearl Parade intersection looks like. Michele from Scarborough said that she loves 
the proposal to sink West Coast Highway and that it cannot come soon enough. Aleks from Trigg said that it is 
a fantastic project and thanks us for investing in the Scarborough foreshore. Aleks said that it is a great idea and 
although West Coast Highway will stay for longer, moving it down will bring safety and so many benefits to the local 
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area. Peter from Scarborough said that he is all for it and that it will be great to make that area more user-friendly. 
As a family, with a wife and one-year-old child, they head down to the foreshore every weekend at least once. Peter 
said that, at present, traffic is becoming more and more noticeable and that not dealing with this situation now will 
only make it worse in the long run. He said, “Good work on being progressive.” Thelma from Karrinyup said that 
she had received my pamphlet regarding the proposed alterations for West Coast Highway and thinks it is a very 
good idea and well overdue. Of all the submissions I have received about West Coast Highway, about 80 per cent 
have been positive, with about 10 per cent being negative and about 10 per cent being constructive feedback. 
As the minister can see from my constituents’ feedback, there is a great need and appetite for a solution to West Coast 
Highway’s traffic, amenity and pedestrian access issues. I look forward to working with the minister, all stakeholders 
and Main Roads to get the best outcome for the Scarborough community. I will finish by asking the minister to 
please provide more information on Main Roads’ future plans for West Coast Highway so that my constituents can 
make an informed and constructive submission when the public consultation period opens. Thank you. 
MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [9.56 am]: I thank the member for Scarborough for 
his grievance. Again, the member for Scarborough is being very proactive, engaging with my office, me and the 
relevant agencies about all the issues confronting what is a growing community, particularly about some of the traffic 
issues along West Coast Highway. The West Coast Highway–Scarborough Beach Road intersection is one that 
Main Roads has looked at for a number of years with a number of proposals. That intersection, as we know, is the 
key access to Scarborough Beach. When we look at West Coast Highway, we are seeing a significant increase in 
density in that precinct through the redevelopment zone and some of the redevelopments proposed for that area. 
The City of Stirling has been working on proposals—I would say for up to a decade, probably longer—for a rapid 
bus, light rail or trackless tram as a form of connection along Scarborough Beach Road. 
Mr R.H. Cook interjected. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: The minister should see the new video we have done; it is going to be incredible. 
The City of Stirling is looking at how it can have a connection from Glendalough station, as I recall, to 
Scarborough Beach, with some high-frequency buses up and down Scarborough Beach Road. Its planning has 
been with this in mind, and for a long time. If we look back to that key connection of Scarborough Beach Road 
and West Coast Highway, we see that the four corners, the four sites, are significant. A number of proposals have 
been put there, but that east–west connection is very important. The feedback from the member for Scarborough—
we met with the City of Stirling again about this issue yesterday—was: how do we improve those connections 
and make it safer for more people to cross West Coast Highway and maybe have better access for people living in 
the area while also reducing some of the traffic for those using that area to go through it?  
A number of proposals have been put forward and there has been a lot of discussion in the past. One of the proposals 
was an overpass or an interchange from Scarborough Beach Road over the Scarborough Beach area and West Coast 
Highway, with some height. The feedback was that would be a little problematic in relation to connections. The 
Main Roads WA team has been working on how to get a more innovative solution to this area with improved 
connectivity, noting the iconic Scarborough Beach needs to be protected and that it is not impacted visually. 
The concept was put forward. I thank the member for Scarborough for engaging with the community very early 
on, saying, “This is the proposal that we are looking at.” The feedback has been primarily positive. We will now 
go to the next stages of consultation and planning. The planning study will move to its next stage, which involves 
the formal consultation process with the community. A computer animation has been created, which is one of the 
best commuter animations I have ever seen. It shows West Coast Highway and Scarborough Beach Road in particular, 
and what the intersections with Manning Street and Brighton Road will look like. For commuters heading towards 
Scarborough Beach Road along West Coast Highway, it is a duck-and-dive process. People travelling along 
West Coast Highway who do not want to access the Scarborough foreshore or the local streets would dive down 
and bypass the local area. The through-traffic will be reduced from the ground level. The through-traffic would duck 
down and pass under and through the Scarborough Beach area. It will remove a lot of the traffic from the ground 
level. There will be lanes at ground level, which will run parallel to the dive structure. They will be accessing the 
local roads, allowing for much better pedestrian connectivity from east to west. There will be full-movement 
intersections at Brighton Road, Scarborough Beach Road and Manning Street. That will allow a better east–west 
connection. Locals living in the area will find it much easier to move around. We will see fewer people using the 
local streets as rat runs. People will be able to move around at ground level through that whole area without all the 
vehicles that use West Coast Highway to just go through it and not stay in Scarborough. 
This is a very innovative project. The concept has also been developed for Orrong Road. It really tries to create 
much better connectivity, less traffic congestion and a safer environment for the local community and the local 
suburbs but still allow connectivity for commuters who use West Coast Highway or Scarborough Beach Road to 
travel north–south or to move in and out of the suburb without staying in the suburb. We will now go to formal 
consultation. That planning study will go out for formal comment through Main Roads. A computer animation will 
be released so that people can visualise what it will be like. Depending on the feedback, we will go through a formal 
planning process with the Western Australian Planning Commission, which will involve some changes to the 
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planning scheme to facilitate the project. This is an exciting project. In a sense, it is the commencement of this project. 
The feedback has already been positive because it will address the issues for the longer term. We could have tried 
some grade separation interchanges, but again because we are not separating the traffic, those interchanges would 
probably be at capacity relatively soon. Separating the through-traffic from the local residential traffic and local 
suburban traffic would be a great way to address that problem. 

CORONAVIRUS — HEALTH SERVICES — REGIONS 
Grievance 

MR V.A. CATANIA (North West Central) [10.04 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Health. What is the 
health plan if COVID-19 infiltrates the regions, and hospitals and nursing posts are inundated with cases, given 
the current deficiency in the regional health system? A lack of investment in regional health over nearly five years 
will see regions suffering from both a health perspective—physical and mental health—and a financial perspective, 
including potential lockdowns and enormous impacts on businesses and jobs. As a state, with any planning or 
risk-management strategies of course we all need to work towards the best outcomes. We need to make sure that 
we plan for challenging potential impacts as best we can to ensure that our decisions are measured and safe, and 
the needs of our people are catered for. 
For the information of members, yesterday 126 people in Carnarvon were vaccinated. Carnarvon has one of the 
highest vaccination rates, which is great to see. Hopefully more regional towns can follow suit. 
In early 2020, everyone in regional Western Australia pulled together, with many businesses suffering or failing, 
everyone was following the restrictions because we were all in this together. As the government has suggested, 
we were buying time to prepare for when we open the borders, including getting our hospitals and health system 
in a strong position so they will be able to cater for potential COVID impacts. Here we are today, with money in 
the bank—a $5.8 billion surplus—but we experiencing record ambulance ramping, cancellations of elective surgery 
and codes yellow and black as staff shortages bite hard. 
In regional areas, residents rely on volunteers and there are extended wait times for patient transfers. For example, 
in Exmouth there are only six hospital beds and limited services. Over the last month, those beds have been full 
so patients could not be admitted to hospital in Exmouth. That put further pressure on our volunteers servicing both 
Exmouth and Coral Bay and on the Royal Flying Doctor Service. As I mentioned, Coral Bay has a nursing post, 
with two nurses and a limited number of volunteers. At times the service is unable to respond as required. It services 
3 000 to 5 000 people, if not more, during peak periods. Carnarvon is a regional centre. It has a hospital with limited 
resourcing and few volunteers, and it services the Gascoyne region of approximately 10 000 people. What is the 
plan for this facility? Will it be able to operate at current levels with a potential extra workload? 
What is the plan for how mental health patients will be treated and transferred? Currently, it is not uncommon for 
patients to have to wait up to four days to be transferred to Perth. Does this mean that patients will be released 
without proper assessment or treatment? 
RFDS is already stretched. Additional resources, such as doctors, nurses, planes and pilots, need to be allocated to 
the service. The service is critical to the regions and will be even more so once the borders open fully. Volunteer 
ambos and ambulances are limited. Some towns have only one ambulance. What will happen if COVID hits a town 
with one ambulance? Will the ambulance be taken out of service to go through a proper cleaning process? 
Following a reduction in maternity services at Geraldton Health Campus, there is limited ability for women to 
have their babies in the regions and they face the additional cost of travelling to Perth. Recent emergency births 
have been transferred to Perth by RFDS. With limited regional services, this will again stretch RFDS’s already 
limited capacity. 
Shark Bay has a nursing post and visiting doctor. Resources are very limited and the service depends on transferring 
patients to Carnarvon, Geraldton or Perth. Again, this stretches RFDS. It will not cope with the potentially long 
wait times and the risk to lives. 
Meekatharra, Cue, Mt Magnet, Yalgoo and Sandstone have limited resources and depend on volunteers for patient 
transfers. Again, the number of volunteers is very limited. Already stretched services in towns that are fortunate 
enough to have two ambulances will potentially need to redeploy one ambulance for COVID transfers. That will 
place additional pressure on towns with already limited services. Many locations are very isolated and the large 
distances between towns create further challenges. 
I must not forget to mention Kalbarri, which is reliant on Geraldton for patient transfers, and the Kimberley, which 
is deficient in resources—beds and facilities—and reliant on RFDS for patient transfers. 
People in regional WA are frightened. They are concerned that a lot of our regional hospitals and nursing posts do 
not have resources or capacity. Volunteers are already stretched and it is hard to get people to volunteer for ambulance 
services in a lot of towns. In recent times, the volunteer service in Carnarvon was, for the first time in its history, 
unable to attend a call-out, simply because it did not have the volunteers available to do so. The Royal Flying Doctor 
Service is finding it hard to service regional towns now. It is fully stretched, hence there was an issue in Carnarvon 
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when a mental health patient spent four days in a room there with three other patients. How does that bode well 
when a person suffering from mental health issues who needs to be assessed and flown to Perth is still there four 
days later? It is inexcusable in this day and age. 
Will the minister provide the appropriate resources and increased funding for more planes, more nurses and more 
doctors for the RFDS to ensure that when the borders open, it has the capacity to service regional WA and, more 
importantly, to allow people who need to have babies or who find themselves in an emergency situation to be flown 
to Perth in a timely manner? Of course, mental health issues are growing and growing. Therefore, what is the plan 
to ensure that patients are not just released back into the community without being properly assessed, but are being 
assessed in the appropriate places in Perth through the use of RFDS to fly them down? What is the government’s 
plan to protect regional people when COVID reaches Western Australia? 

Visitors — Silver Tree Steiner School 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms M.M. Quirk): Minister for Health, before I give you the call, I welcome the 
students from Silver Tree Steiner School. 

Grievance Resumed 
MR R.H. COOK (Kwinana — Minister for Health) [10.11 am]: Yes, welcome to you all. 
I thank the member for his grievance today. As the member is aware, a great deal of work is being undertaken at 
the moment on COVID preparedness in WA country hospital services. They are implementing a range of measures 
and working closely with the Department of Health and the State Health Incident Coordination Centre as we 
transition to living within a COVID environment. Key goals are to ensure that the WA Country Health Service 
continues to provide safe, high-quality services to all patients and maintain patient and staff safety. As we have 
discussed in this place over the last few days and weeks, we continue to be challenged by workforce availability. 
It is not a question of financial resourcing; it is a question of accessing those staff. Once our borders are open in 
late January to early February, we anticipate that we will see a significant increase in the number of overseas workers 
who are available to back our hospitals. It is worth making the point that under the modelling that we are working 
from at the moment, once we open the borders, that will not be the period when we see the surge in demand; it will 
actually be in the middle to the last quarter of next year. That is the point when we will really need to make sure 
that we are on our game. They are the time lines that we are working to. 
Across WACHS, training and quality assurance exercises are routinely undertaken to rehearse staff roles and practise 
action consistence with our COVID management plans. It is acknowledged that WACHS is currently experiencing 
significant workforce shortages that are impacting on services, but it is also acknowledged that work is being 
done to address those. It is also acknowledged that a COVID outbreak in country Western Australia would further 
challenge our service delivery, which is the reason we are doing so much work in preparation. 
The member travelled far and wide in his assessment, but he raised the issue of the Royal Flying Doctor Service, so 
I will address that in some detail if I may. I take the opportunity to put on the record my thanks to the Royal Flying 
Doctor Service for the incredible job that its doctors and nurses do. While I am at it, I congratulate the town of 
Carnarvon for the great work it is doing with vaccinations; 126 Aboriginal people were vaccinated yesterday, which 
is a great result. To date, RFDS has retrieved and transported 137 patients who either were suspected of having or 
had COVID without any incidents or transmission. 
[Interruption.] 
Mr R.H. COOK: And that is a bottle of wine from the Minister for Water for this afternoon’s Christmas party! 
Mr V.A. Catania: I reckon it’s something else! 
Mr R.H. COOK: It is undeniable that carrying patients with COVID-19 will have an impact on services. An aircraft 
cannot carry more than one patient. There is increased clinical activity associated with caring for a patient with 
COVID-19 and increased time is required for full personal protective equipment and aircraft decontamination. The 
RFDS has been aware of these constraints for some time and has been working on a range of measures that it needs 
to be COVID-ready. That includes working with the WA Country Health Service and the State Health Incident 
Coordination Centre around protocols, which are now well and truly entrenched.  
At the beginning of the pandemic, the RFDS had 16 Pilatus PC-12s and two Rio Tinto LifeFlight PC-24 jets. It has since 
put an additional PC-12 and PC-24 in the sky. It has also converted retiring aircraft into a charter-based configuration, 
which it is using to take teams out to different communities for the vaccination program. It is making great use of its 
assets. It is currently commissioning two EC145 helicopters and will take carriage of an additional PC-24 jet next year. 
By February 2022, the RFDS will have 15 PC-12s, four PC-24s and two helicopters—each one is essentially a flying 
intensive care unit; and, as I said, there will be an additional two charter PC-12s. In addition to that, it will have a range 
of assets that have been accredited by other aviation providers, which it can then commission. In 2020, the RFDS committed 
to a 20 per cent uplift in frontline FTE, which will be completed in July 2022. This includes pilots, and nurses—all of 
whom are qualified midwives—medical staff, paramedics and operations staff. This will be reviewed in line with the 
state’s move from pandemic to endemic management of COVID-19, and will continue to be expanded, if required. 
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The McGowan Labor government has significantly uplifted funding for the RFDS, with some $137 million provided 
to meet ongoing demands. In a conversation with the member for North West Central behind the chair yesterday, 
I mentioned that this year the RFDS has had a 20 per cent increase in call-outs, so it is feeling the increased demand 
on services as much as the rest of the health system. 

The member mentioned, in particular, the impact of mental health on regional communities and how that also puts 
pressure on the system. That is why I am particularly pleased to be pushing the redevelopment of Geraldton Health 
Campus, which will provide a regional solution for mental health patients. Obviously, we have already put in the 
step-up, step-down facility, but, as part of our reconfiguration of the emergency department, we will have mental 
health observation chairs. In addition, there will be a number of acute mental health beds at Geraldton Health 
Campus so that we do not see this constant retrieval or evacuation of mental health patients who are experiencing 
mental health episodes in the region. I am really looking forward to seeing a significant uplift in our capacity at 
Geraldton Health Campus to care for people in the midwest suffering from acute mental health episodes. We know 
hospitalisation is not the solution to mental health; obviously, it is prevention and management in the community, 
but for those people who are suffering an acute mental health episode, increasing the availability of acute chairs 
will provide a great solution for people in the community. 

MEMBER FOR COTTESLOE 
Minister for Planning — Performance — Personal Explanation 

DR D.J. HONEY (Cottesloe — Leader of the Liberal Party) [10.18 am]: Under standing order 148, I rise to 
make a personal statement. Last Wednesday, during a response to issues raised in private members’ business, 
the Minister for Planning made an assertion that my staff had accessed her private Facebook page to extract images 
used in Facebook posts criticising the government. I was very distressed by those assertions, because I do not 
support anyone, including my staff, using images from personal Facebook accounts or other personal sources for 
such purposes. I asked my staff to review all the images of the minister that have been used in Facebook posts 
that relate to her. They have reviewed all of the images of her that have been used in posts and believe that they 
have all been obtained from public sources. They could not identify any images that had been obtained from private 
sources. I contacted the minister by email last Thursday and subsequently spoke with her personally to ask her 
to identify any images that she believes have originated from personal sources. I have not received any images 
that she believes have originated from personal sources. I have not received any information from the minister 
to identify any such images. 

I do not and will not support the use of images from private sources in political messaging or posts from my office. 
My staff do not research or source material from personal sources. Based on the investigation I carried out, I am 
comfortable that no images used in my political posts have been sourced from personal sources. 

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE 
Fourth Report — Review of selected Auditor General reports 2018–2021 — Tabling 

Mrs L.M. O’Malley presented the fourth report of the Public Accounts Committee titled Review of selected 
Auditor General reports 2018–2021. 

[See paper 841.] 

HEALTH AND DISABILITY SERVICES (COMPLAINTS) AMENDMENT BILL 2021 
Introduction and First Reading 

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr R.H. Cook (Minister for Health), and read a first time. 

Explanatory memorandum presented by the minister. 

Second Reading 

MR R.H. COOK (Kwinana — Minister for Health) [10.20 am]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

The Health and Disability Services complaints scheme was established in Western Australia by the Health Services 
(Conciliation and Review) Act 1995. It established the role of the director, with the aim of providing an independent 
and accessible complaints mechanism for health service users and for promoting learning from complaints and the 
prevention of their recurrence. Following a review, the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Act 1995 came 
into effect in 2010. This act has served Western Australians well by providing an accessible option for the resolution 
of complaints between health service recipients and service providers as an alternative to costly litigation. 

Significant regulatory reform over the past decade with the introduction of the national registration and 
accreditation scheme through the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency has altered the way in which 
complaints about health services can be addressed. Additionally, the diversity of health services available to the 
community has grown significantly during this time and many Western Australians use a broad range of alternative 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4110841a9fdb38898bf31dd048258799000c090a/$file/tp+841+(2021).pdf
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and complementary therapies, as well as healthcare workers who do not fall under the NRAS. In recognition of this 
evolving context, this bill will amend the Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Act 1995 to introduce the 
national code of conduct for healthcare workers. 
This amendment bill has a strong focus on protecting those using unregulated health practitioner services. It will 
address an existing regulatory gap in relation to healthcare workers who are not registered under the 15 professions 
registered under the NRAS, who provide services unrelated to their registration, or who are student or volunteer 
healthcare workers. These healthcare workers are not subject to the same regulatory controls as registered practitioners. 
Under the current Health and Disability Services (Complaints) Act 1995, there is no power for the director to prevent 
incompetent, unethical or unscrupulous unregistered healthcare workers from practising. 
The national code sets minimum standards of practice for unregistered healthcare workers. It will provide for new 
powers for the director to investigate alleged breaches of the code and to conduct own-motion investigations and 
will provide the authority to prohibit or place conditions on the practice of an unregistered healthcare worker to 
avoid serious risk to public health and safety. The amendment bill will also empower the director to recognise similar 
orders made in other states and territories and to issue public warnings to alert the community of serious risks to 
the health, safety or welfare of a person or the public that arise from the provision of a health service. 
The vast majority of those working in health occupations are not registered under the NRAS to practise in a safe, 
competent and ethical manner. The new powers will enable the director to take effective action against those 
healthcare workers whose conduct or performance falls well below the standard that is expected, and which can place 
people at risk of serious harm. The national code contains 17 clauses that set out the manner in which healthcare 
workers should undertake their practice. Amongst other things, the national code requires healthcare workers to 
provide services in a safe and ethical manner, including not providing health care of a type outside their experience 
or training, or services they are not qualified to provide; not make claims to cure certain illnesses; not financially 
exploit clients; and not engage in sexual misconduct or improper personal relationships with a client. 
The national policy framework endorsed by the Council of Australian Governments Health Council in 2015, 
determined that each state and territory would be responsible for enacting—or amending—legislation to give effect 
to the national code through health complaints entities. In Western Australia, the Health and Disability Services 
Complaints Office is the appropriate entity for administering the national code. This decision followed an extensive 
national consultation process, including release of a regulatory impact statement on options for the regulation 
of unregistered health professionals. The regulatory impact statement was prepared in accordance with COAG 
requirements, and found that the national code was likely to deliver the greatest net public benefit to the community 
in the most cost-effective manner. 
The national code does not restrict entry into practice; however, it will allow action to be taken against a healthcare 
worker who fails to comply with the proper standards as specified under the national code. This action will include 
the issuing of a prohibition order to cease practice or to place conditions on a healthcare worker’s practice when 
their conduct presents a serious risk to public health and safety. A public warning statement may also be issued 
to prevent harm to community members. These actions can be taken only if the conduct of a healthcare worker 
is the subject of an investigation. The national code allows the vast majority of ethical and competent members of 
a non-registered health profession to self-regulate. However, it gives an additional level of public protection in 
situations when health workers have been found to be in breach of the national code, and their continued provision 
of health services presents a serious risk to public health and safety. The national code already operates in New South 
Wales, South Australia, Queensland and Victoria and is in the process of being implemented in other jurisdictions. 
I now turn to some of the key amendments of the bill. Part 1 sets out the definitions. The definition of a “health service” 
will be amended to ensure that the national code is applicable to the broad range of health services that exist outside 
the national regulation and accreditation scheme. The definition of a health service will now include the prescribing 
or dispensing of a drug or medicinal preparation or an aid for therapeutic use, as well as a surgical or related service. 
The provisions in part 3 of the bill will allow any person to make a complaint about a breach of the national code, 
irrespective of whether they were the service user. This is essential to protect the public from any healthcare workers 
practising in an unethical or unsafe manner. The director of the Health and Disability Services Complaints Office 
will have own-motion powers to initiate an investigation of an alleged breach of the national code. A director-initiated 
investigation will not require someone to have made a complaint about a healthcare worker’s conduct. Director-initiated 
investigations may arise out of referrals from other regulatory agencies and the Western Australia Police Force. 
Part 3D of the bill will give the director the authority to issue an interim prohibition order to allow for an investigation 
into a healthcare worker’s conduct to be completed without any risk to public health and safety. An interim prohibition 
order will prohibit the healthcare worker from practising for a period of 12 weeks. The decision to issue an interim 
prohibition order can be appealed to the State Administrative Tribunal. Failure to comply with an interim prohibition 
order will be an offence, with the penalty of a $30 000 fine. These penalties are consistent with the penalties in the 
Health Practitioner Regulation National Law (WA) Act. At the end of an investigation, the director may issue 
a prohibition order. The prohibition order can permanently prohibit the healthcare worker from providing any 
healthcare service or impose conditions on the provision of a health service by the healthcare worker that are deemed 
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appropriate. A prohibition order can be issued only if the healthcare worker has breached the national code or been 
convicted of a prescribed offence, and the prohibition order is necessary to protect public health and safety. As 
with interim prohibition orders, the decision to issue a prohibition order can be appealed to the State Administrative 
Tribunal and failure to comply with a prohibition order is an offence, with the penalty being a $30 000 fine. 
The bill will make it an offence to provide health services in Western Australia if there is an interim prohibition 
order or prohibition order made in relation to a healthcare worker in another state or territory. The penalty for 
breaching an interstate prohibition order again will be $30 000. 
Part 3E of the bill will give the director significant new powers to protect the public. Under this part, the director 
will be empowered to issue a statement naming a healthcare worker and can warn the public of a serious risk 
concerning the provision of health services by that healthcare worker. This is a significant new power that has 
been carefully drafted to ensure that it is used appropriately. Before naming a healthcare worker in a public health 
warning statement, the director must have conducted an investigation and must reasonably believe that a person 
has suffered, or is likely to suffer, a detriment as a result of the healthcare worker’s actions and that the publication 
of the statement is necessary to avoid a serious risk to the life, health, safety or welfare of a person or the public. 
The bill will provide the director with expanded powers for investigating breaches of the national code. These 
expanded powers will allow for the collection of evidence required to determine whether a breach of the national 
code has occurred. The director will also be able to request information about a healthcare worker’s criminal record 
from the Commissioner of Police. 
The bill contains provisions that will allow for the disclosure of information about a healthcare worker to other 
commonwealth, state and territory entities that perform similar regulatory functions to the Health and Disability 
Services Complaints Office if it is necessary for the other entity to exercise their functions, or if the healthcare 
worker poses a risk to public health and safety. 
For the preparation of the bill, Western Australia undertook stakeholder consultation on implementation issues, 
including the professions covered and administrative arrangements to support the investigation of complaints about 
alleged breaches of the national code. There is widespread stakeholder support for the introduction of the national 
code in Western Australia. 
I commend the bill to the house. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr P.J. Rundle. 

ANIMAL RESOURCES AUTHORITY AMENDMENT AND REPEAL BILL 2021 
Introduction and First Reading 

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr R.H. Cook (Minister for Health), and read a first time. 
Explanatory memorandum presented by the minister. 

Second Reading 
MR R.H. COOK (Kwinana — Minister for Health) [10.34 am]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 
The overarching purpose of this bill is to implement the government’s considered decision to transition the assets and 
operations of the Animal Resources Centre to a third-party provider. The change is needed for the Animal Resources 
Centre’s capability to be continued and strengthened to better serve the needs of the Western Australian scientific 
and medical research community and, increasingly, the needs of researchers across Australia. This bill will wind 
up the statutory authority that currently runs the Animal Resources Centre, which will enable the transfer of assets 
to a new independent operator. It is the state government’s intention that this nationally important capability be 
retained in Western Australia, and that through this process, a new sustainable future be secured. 
The Animal Resources Authority was established in 1981 under the Western Australian Animal Resources Authority 
Act 1981. The purpose of the authority was to supply high-quality, disease-free laboratory animals for teaching, 
research and diagnostic purposes in Western Australia. Over the past 40 years, the ARC has become a major supplier 
of laboratory animals, providing crucial resources for researchers across Australia. The Animal Resources Centre 
now supports a national research capability, with the majority of its animal stock sold being supplied to interstate 
and overseas clients for medical research. 
Critically, section 16(1) of the Animal Resources Authority Act states that the authority must be self-funding. The 
authority has not been able to maintain a financially sustainable model, with the state government having to contribute 
in recent years to cover costs. In this context, the state government undertook a review of the Animal Resources 
Centre. The review identified that the existing model could not operate and manage infrastructure and maintenance 
costs, and found that change was needed for this important capability to be continued in Western Australia. To 
transition this capability, the state government has undertaken a market sounding process to understand the interest 
of third parties with the appropriate capabilities and expertise to acquire the Animal Resources Centre assets and 
continue production in Western Australia. 
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In parallel, the state government has also considered how to work with stakeholders to develop transitional strategies 
for the Animal Resources Centre’s customers and suppliers to ensure their requirements continue to be met. The 
transitional arrangements are in place to ensure continuity of products and services for people who routinely use the 
Animal Resources Centre’s services. The state government is also committed to ensuring that the Animal Resources 
Authority’s 65 employees, who are highly respected and continue to serve the scientific research community well, 
be given the choice to remain within the public sector and seek redeployment, or apply for voluntary severance. 

The government will facilitate a voluntary severance scheme for these employees, consistent with other recent 
schemes in the public sector. Importantly, a voluntary severance scheme will provide flexibility to employees while 
also maintaining essential staff to meet current obligations. Animal Resources Centre employees who do not 
express interest in voluntary severance will be able to seek redeployment in the public sector. These employees have 
extremely valuable skills and I am confident that there will be demand for these skilled workers in Western Australia. 
In maintaining the Animal Resources Centre’s capability in Western Australia, the state government is again 
reaffirming our commitment to local jobs. 

The bill itself will come into operation over three distinct stages, as follows. On day one, the act will receive royal 
assent and part 1 and part 2 of the bill, other than clauses 6 and 12, will become operational. Part 1 of the bill deals 
with preliminary matters and will not impact upon the current operations of the Animal Resources Centre. Part 2 
of the bill, other than clauses 6 and 12, will result in the Animal Resources Authority’s primary function being 
amended to wind up its affairs as soon as practicable, but no later than 30 June 2023. Winding up affairs can include 
maintaining full production until the authority’s assets are transferred to enable the establishment of a new business 
model. Reflective of the change of function of the Animal Resources Authority, the authority’s board will be 
disbanded on that day and the Minister for Health installed in its place. These amendments are essential for the 
authority to work with its suppliers and customers during the transition process. 

On day two, which is 30 June 2023, clauses 6 and 12 of part 2 will become operational. On that day, the 
Animal Resources Authority will cease to operate, existing employees will be transferred to other agencies, 
and the authority’s accounts will be closed. Finally, on day three, which is a day fixed by proclamation, the 
Animal Resources Authority Act 1981 itself will be repealed and consequential amendments made to other acts. 

Considerable deliberation has gone into arriving at this decision. Given the structural challenges facing the 
Animal Resources Centre’s business, this decision is financially prudent and in the best interests of the state. The state 
government recognises that the Animal Resources Centre’s capability is nationally significant and provides crucial 
resources for medical researchers across Australia. We are confident that through this process Western Australia 
can retain this capability and secure a sustainable future with a new independent operator. Every effort will be made 
to support employees, customers and suppliers through the process. The interest, support and efforts by the research 
community to support the state government in navigating the path forward is deeply appreciated. 

I commend the bill to the house. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr P.J. Rundle. 

POLICE AMENDMENT (COMPENSATION SCHEME) BILL 2021 
Consideration in Detail 

Resumed from 24 November. 

Clause 4: Part 2D inserted — 
Debate was adjourned after the clause had been partly considered. 

Ms L. METTAM: I refer to proposed section 33ZT, which states that there will be no effect on other entitlements. 
Can the minister provide some clarification on the ex gratia payments? 

Mr P. PAPALIA: Nothing in this legislation will affect or prevent members of the Western Australia Police Force 
or medically retired members from applying for ex gratia or act-of-grace payments. 

Ms L. METTAM: Further question. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms M.M. Quirk): You have not had the call yet, member for Vasse. Would you like 
to sit down until I give you the call? The question is that clause 4 stand as printed. The member for Vasse. 

Ms L. METTAM: To clarify, will there be a capacity, or does the minister envisage a need for ex gratia payments 
once this bill is implemented? 

Mr P. PAPALIA: By their nature, unpredictable circumstances lead to those applications being made. The types of 
catastrophic injuries suffered by Ryan Marron and others seldom occur. Those things are not necessarily anticipated 
in the normal course of a police officer’s career.  

When those types of injuries occur, applications can be made. Nothing that we are doing will prevent anybody 
from making an application for payments of that nature. 
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Ms L. METTAM: I refer to proposed section 33ZV, “Police Commissioner to pay compensation”, on page 7 of 
the bill. What role will WorkCover play, if any, in assessing compensation? 
Mr P. PAPALIA: WorkCover will have no role. 
Ms L. METTAM: I refer to proposed section 33ZW on page 9 of the bill. Why will compensation for permanent 
impairment exclude mental health conditions and transmittable diseases other than AIDS? 
Mr P. PAPALIA: These clauses refer to personal injury resulting from an accident. Industrial diseases are not 
covered under “injury by accident”. However, individuals would be eligible for the salary component of the 
compensation scheme, so they would still get that part of it. Industrial diseases will not be covered by these clauses. 
Ms L. METTAM: I now refer to proposed section 33ZZ(8) on page 14 of the bill. Why will an officer’s personal 
financial standing impact the compensation payable for a work-related medical condition? 
Mr P. PAPALIA: That is the same test that arbitrators apply to workers’ compensation under the Workers’ 
Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981. We have been consistent, where possible, in delivering outcomes 
in this legislation. 
Ms L. METTAM: I refer to proposed subsection (9) on page 15 of the bill, which refers to the maximum amount of 
compensation payable. Why will the limit be 75 per cent for medically retired officers, 25 per cent less than for those 
employees affected by work-related medical conditions? Can the minister explain how the cap will be imposed?  
Mr P. PAPALIA: It will be consistent with other employees. It will retain consistency with the WA Workers’ 
Compensation and Injury Management Act by reflecting the same terminology and rates. This proposed subsection 
is almost identical to the subsection under section 217 of the Western Australian Workers’ Compensation and 
Injury Management Act. 
Ms L. METTAM: Just to clarify, the minister said it is consistent with the other act. The other act caps compensation 
at 75 per cent. 
Mr P. Papalia: Yes. 
Ms L. METTAM: Okay. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 5 and 6 put and passed. 
Title put and passed. 
[Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading.] 

Third Reading 
MR P. PAPALIA (Warnbro — Minister for Police) [10.51 am]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a third time. 
MS L. METTAM (Vasse — Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party) [10.51 am]: I rise to make a contribution to 
the third reading of the Police Amendment (Compensation Scheme) Bill 2021. I am not the shadow spokesperson 
for police, but I represent this shadow portfolio in the Legislative Assembly. From the outset, I thank the advisers 
and the minister’s staff for being available and providing support to the opposition team in our consideration of 
this bill. It is a worthy bill. I also acknowledge the work undertaken by the Minister for Police, the former Minister 
for Police and the WA Police Union.  
We are often asked outside this house what it is like to be in Parliament and about the rivalry that happens within this 
place. I often respond to such questions by talking about those things on which we agree. We certainly support the 
efforts that have been made to implement this legislation, which has been talked about for years but has not been 
implemented until now. This bill is very important to not only our serving police officers and police liaison officers, 
but also the community at large, who wholeheartedly support the actions and wonderful work that our WA police 
and police liaison officers undertake in our community to ensure that we are safe and to support some of our most 
vulnerable. These officers put themselves on the line and risk their own safety, and through such actions we, at times, 
see some outcomes. Their commitment in the line of duty sometimes leads to circumstances in which a compensation 
scheme is needed, and such a scheme will be implemented through the bill that is before the house today. I will 
leave my comments there, but I want to acknowledge, once again, the work of the Western Australia Police Force, 
and of the Minister for Police, as well as the former Minister for Police, for bringing this bill to Parliament. I look 
forward to seeing its steady passage through the Legislative Council and to it being implemented in the community 
next year. 
MR Y. MUBARAKAI (Jandakot — Parliamentary Secretary) [10.54 am]: I rise to make a brief contribution to 
the third reading debate on the Police Amendment (Compensation Scheme) Bill 2021. From the outset, I want to 
say that the government has made a very bold choice in bringing in such a reform when previous governments have 
struggled to bring such a reform into this place. I want to congratulate the Minister for Police and his advisers, who 
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have played a crucial role in providing this opportunity for us to make a contribution on this bill, along with the 
current Speaker of the house, who in her role as the former Minister for Police also made a tremendous contribution, 
along with the WA Police Union. As I have said, this is a worthy reform, and it is highly commendable, minister. 
This bill, as members have outlined, has some clear parameters and intent. This important bill has been introduced 
in order to show our respect and appreciation for the WA Police Force. As I have said, this is a very important 
bill. This bill does not place any limitations on any pre-existing compensation applications by individuals in the 
WA Police Force. In the previous attempts to bring this bill to Parliament, this has been a very sticky situation. I am 
glad to see that the contributions made by members across the chamber have supported this reform. The intent of this 
bill is obviously to assist police officers in their transition, especially when they have been injured or for medical 
reasons cannot sustain doing their job. It is difficult in those circumstances for them to know what the future holds. 
From the contributions that have been made in this house, I have to acknowledge the member for Burns Beach in 
particular. He has been an extremely strong advocate in this place in both the role that he played as a police officer in 
the community and now as a member of Parliament. He spoke quite passionately about this bill. As the minister has also 
outlined, this bill cannot undo the pain and injury of the past, nor can it compensate for the other hidden costs of broken 
families and often shattered lives as part of the roles and duties that officers have played in the police force. This bill will 
ensure that police officers will be properly compensated for their injuries and loss of work, and, in the process, give 
medically retired police officers the chance to build a new life. As the member for Burns Beach said quite outstandingly, 
the WA police are heroes, and we must not walk away from them. We need to show our support. That is exactly what 
this bill provides. It will ensure that the McGowan government recognises and supports their contributions. 
One of the many great experiences of being a representative of my electorate of Jandakot is getting to know the 
police in my district, who work day in and day out to keep my community safe. I am proud to say that I call many 
of them friends. These police officers see the darkest parts of our society on a daily basis. They are often the first on 
the scene to deal with horrific situations, from domestic violence to homicides, suicides, drug overdoses, drownings 
of children and crimes of despair. For doing this service for us, the response they get is a continuous series of mental 
and emotional abuse and physical assaults. They are spat on and completely dehumanised for doing the right thing 
day in, day out. It is despicable behaviour and it is completely not on. Before I stood here today to give this brief 
contribution, I took the opportunity call a few friends who work in the WA Police Force regarding this bill and 
I asked for their feedback. I sought the response to two questions. The first question was: why do you do this on 
a day-to-day basis? The second question was: despite all the challenges you face, what is it that brings you back 
to work to do the noble deeds that you do on a daily basis? The responses were staggering. They said that the reason 
they do this is that they are committed to ensuring the safety of their community. That is why they do this. Their 
further observations were that the community and the people out there need them: “They need us” were the exact 
words they used. They said that there were so many vulnerable people doing it tough in all aspects of life and that 
they needed to be there to help them through these tough times. That is the reason they have the courage to wear 
the uniform no matter what challenges they face. 
Their question was: if it were not them, who would play the role in providing safety and security for our community 
members? The real questions for them were: Whom will the community turn to? Whom will they go to if not the 
police? For my police friends, one of the most important things on a daily basis is to provide a level of assurance 
so that families, individuals and communities feel safe and protected. In their own words, they all explained that it is 
a thankless job, with a very false public perception for which they receive no respect or appreciation. But, in time, 
they have seen that when individuals or families go through traumatic situations, they actually realise the work 
that police officers are involved in, which changes their views of and their appreciation for the police. Those people 
then fully understand the commitment involved in serving the people of Western Australia. My police friends also 
want young people who are looking at entering the Western Australia Police Force as a career to feel excited by the 
prospect, but, most of all, to feel supported. They also want those individuals who are thinking about joining the 
WA Police Force to think, “Yes, I would like to be a police officer so that I can be part of doing this noble thing, 
and protect and serve my community to the highest distinction.” 
Many professions have hard-nosed cultures and, in recent years, they have started to transition with a focus on mental 
health in work culture for their employees and the betterment of the people they are surrounded by on a daily basis. 
Therefore, police officers want to know that they will be looked after if something happens to them, which is pretty 
much what this bill addresses. 
While I am speaking about the amazing police officers, I also want to briefly mention the incredible work done by 
the WA Police Force with regard to the rescue of Cleo Smith. As a parent and a father, having that situation occur 
to any one of my children is my worst nightmare. I just want to say that on behalf of my constituents, I would like to 
thank Detective Superintendent Rod Wilde and his amazing team at Taskforce Rodia for never giving up and for 
bringing Cleo safe back to her family. In addition to thanking the Western Australia Police Force generally, I would 
like to particularly thank the police who serve in my electorate, and acknowledge the professionalism and 
continued support of Senior Sergeant Troy Douglas of Cockburn Police Station in the Fremantle district. I would also 
like to convey my sincere thanks to Senior Sergeant Stephen Castledine of Murdoch Police Station, Senior Sergeant 
Brad Karafil of Canning Vale Police Station and Senior Sergeant Ron Adams of Armadale Police Station. 
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It has been quite obvious during COVID that the police have done an outstanding job in keeping us safe, but it has 
also been a tremendously tough time for them in enduring a lot of backlash from community members who do not 
respect their roles and responsibilities. That is now sadly being directed towards politicians and their staff. I was 
disappointed at the very recent incident in which the Premier and his family were threatened by members of the 
community. It is despicable that any individual would think of harming anyone’s family for doing the right thing 
and safeguarding the lives of every Western Australian. As a parliamentarian, if the same were to happen to the family 
of any member on the opposition bench, I can assure the house that the government would stand in solidarity with 
them. We would show our respect and support them by saying that threatening anyone’s family in that nature—
threatening to behead children—is unacceptable. Not showing support is a nasty way of showing one’s reputation as 
a politician in this place. I was disappointed; I thought members in this place would know that there is a line between 
right and wrong and, politics aside, I would never have thought that in a situation like this, in the house of the people, 
opposition members would remain mute and not share their feelings. It is quite clear that when the chance arose, 
opposition members remained quiet. 
Mr V.A. Catania interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for North West Central, you do not have the call. 
Mr Y. MUBARAKAI: Again, I am taking no interjections. Once again — 
Mr V.A. Catania interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for North West Central, yesterday you became unruly. Let us not end the 
parliamentary sitting in the same manner. The member for Jandakot has the call. 

Point of Order 
Mr V.A. CATANIA: The member for Jandakot is misleading the house. The opposition stands united with the 
government on any threats to anyone! We do not support and will never support any threats to anyone. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms K.E. Giddens): There is no — 
Mr V.A. CATANIA: Do not misrepresent or mislead the Parliament of Western Australia. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for North West Central! Sorry, member for Jandakot; I am not ready to proceed. 
When I talk, member for North West Central, it is not an invitation for you to talk over the top of me. I will call you 
to order the next time that occurs. There is no point of order and the member for Jandakot has the call. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr Y. MUBARAKAI: As I have said, the member stands and speaks without understanding fully that when the 
time arose, there was no support from the opposition, and there is still no support. For him to say I am speaking 
without proof, well, the proof is in the pudding, my friend. 
I will conclude my remarks on the Police Amendment (Compensation Scheme) Bill 2021. I congratulate the 
Minister for Police, his team and everyone involved in this amazing bill that will do the right thing for the police 
of Western Australia. I commend the bill to the house and its swift passage through both houses for the betterment 
of Western Australians. 
MR P. PAPALIA (Warnbro — Minister for Police) [11.08 am] — in reply: I will not delay things much longer. 
I would like, in conclusion, to thank all members for their contributions and clear support. I know all members of 
Parliament would have liked to contribute to this debate to lend their support to our Western Australia Police Force; 
that is a given, so I appreciate members refraining from doing so because we want to get on with this legislation. 
It is a little disappointing that the Speaker, Hon Michelle Roberts, who had intended to speak at this moment, is unable 
to speak because she is attending an event in her electorate. I hope that she will get the opportunity to say a couple 
of words later during her closing address for the year. 
Mr V.A. Catania: So she should. 
Mr P. PAPALIA: Yes, she should, because undeniably the former Minister for Police was a prime advocate 
and leader of the cause focused on advancing the interests of medically retired police officers and supporting 
Western Australian police officers injured during the course of their service. That goes right back to when she was 
shadow minister until her time in office when she delivered on a range of benefits to police officers, but with respect 
to medically retired officers—the redress scheme and removing section 8 as a tool for removing police officers, and 
now this legislation—she oversaw much of the work to bring it into Parliament. 
I again acknowledge Assistant Commissioner Properjohn, Ms Roberts, Mr Penn and all their team for their work, 
and the people who have worked assiduously to prepare this legislation and deliver on a commitment that was made 
by the Premier prior to the last election that we would deliver a police compensation scheme that would preserve 
all extant entitlements for police. That has been done. I look forward, like everyone else, to the bill’s swift passage 
through the upper house, and hope, if that is the case before the end of the year, that this scheme can be operational 
on 1 January next year, which would be a wonderful thing. 
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I also acknowledge the Western Australian Police Union for its support, particularly acting president, Mick Kelly, 
for his advocacy throughout this process, but also most recently his acknowledgement and support of this legislation, 
and his expression of appreciation for the legislation that has been delivered. I also reiterate my respect and admiration 
for the police command team, led by Commissioner Dawson, who have universally demonstrated their care and 
concern for their subordinates—those whom they lead. It has manifested daily in every dealing I have had with them 
that that is their primary concern. They do their duty, they ensure integrity and they care for everybody. That is 
led by their concern and care for those whom they lead. That is undeniably on a daily basis. This legislation has been 
supported by them, which demonstrates their concern and care. They are good leaders. We are fortunate in this state 
to have a police force that is demonstrably amongst the best in the world and doing wonderful work, and has been 
keeping us safe throughout this pandemic. They are led by some of the best leaders of police anywhere in the world. 
That is a great thing that we should all be thankful for. 
Finally, I would like to say to all former police officers from the Medically Retired Western Australian Police Officers 
Association who brought this issue to the attention of the Speaker and me, along with other members of Parliament 
the better part of a decade ago, that I acknowledge their tireless advocacy. I also acknowledge the fact that this will 
not ever recompense them for what they have endured and suffered, and continue to confront, but they should take 
solace from the fact that they have changed the situation; they have changed the state of Western Australia and 
they have changed conditions for Western Australia Police Force officers forevermore. They can take comfort from 
the fact that they did that. It is something that they should be very, very proud of and be comforted by the fact that 
those who follow in their footsteps will be better cared for. We will always have this support available to them. 
I will finish by saying one other thing. I hate to disagree with the member for Jandakot—I seldom do—however, 
on this occasion, I would dispute the fact that police in Western Australia perform a thankless task. In recent times, 
rightly, the vast majority, if not all—there will always be a small percentage of people who differ—Western Australians 
are absolutely thankful for our Western Australian police force and incredibly proud of them. We are telling them 
that all the time and I urge people to continue to do that. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council.  

FOREST PRODUCTS AMENDMENT BILL 2021 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 20 October. 
MR C.J. TALLENTIRE (Thornlie) [11.15 am]: I am very pleased to rise to speak to the Forest Products Amendment 
Bill 2021. The bill is essentially about generating carbon trading capacity at the Forest Products Commission. That 
is a great initiative and I commend the minister for pursuing it and creating something that has been talked about 
for many years. Indeed, I want to take members back to 1998. At the time, I was in my final year of an honours 
degree in agribusiness at Curtin University. The project that we chose to do was around carbon trading—creating 
a business plan for an organisation to be at the heart of carbon trading in Western Australia. One of the things we 
found was that a central body was needed that was able to parcel up various plantations around the state, especially 
around the south west, the wheatbelt and great southern regions. It needed to have the ability to parcel up sometimes 
fairly small areas of 10 or 20 hectares, and sometimes substantially more, so that there was a marketable and 
certified product. We recognised that a number of tree crops could be used for the very important purpose of carbon 
sequestration. We looked at the potential for softwoods—pine plantations—in the 400-millimetre rainfall zone. 
We also looked at the areas with under 400 millimetres of rainfall and the landcare plantings that would be essential 
to the long-term sustainability of agricultural produce in the drier regions, principally for mallee oil production. 
We also looked at blue gum plantations in higher rainfall zones. We looked at the potential of higher rainfall forestry 
areas and how they could be incorporated. At that time in 1998, we were of course very much focused on Australia’s 
non-signatory status to the Kyoto Protocol. We were missing out. We were not at the table. We were not able to shape 
how the Kyoto Protocol was designed to ensure that Australia would get the benefits. It meant that some forms of 
plantation production were going to miss out on being involved in carbon trading had markets proceeded at that time. 
The potential for carbon trading and for Western Australia to be a major repository of carbon through carbon 
sequestration has been recognised for a long time. It is a promise that has been made to landholders for a long time, 
but they have not been able to properly access it, except via the voluntary carbon trading market whereby corporations 
look to offset their emissions through carbon sequestration. The whole system is moving on. It was very interesting 
to see that my quick online check showed that a European Union carbon trading unit is worth €70, so it is fairly 
substantial. In the United Kingdom there is a similar system, and I think it is at about £55. There are other carbon 
trading systems around the world. That money can flow through to landholders. Under this bill the Forest Products 
Commission can be empowered to ensure that some of our planation lands can get access to carbon trading markets. 
This is really important in Western Australia. 
I commend the government on the recent announcements made about the $350 million expansion of the softwood 
timber industry. That is very exciting news and very important. There are different ways we can go about expending 
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that money to boost our softwood production. One way, of course, is for the government to own the land and 
plantations. There are other ways as well. The government can encourage private landholders to be in the planation 
business. In Australia, this is something we have struggled with—not just in Western Australia but right across the 
country. We have struggled to get private interests involved in plantation timber production, I think, partly, because 
private interests in Australia want to see an annual return. If someone is looking at what to do with a 100-hectare 
area, there is a choice, say, in higher rainfall zones between beef cattle production and blue gum production. On 
a two to three-year turnaround, someone can make a pretty handsome profit on beef cattle production at the moment. 
Cattle prices are incredibly high, and that return comes in very quickly. There are various mechanisms by which 
returns on plantations can be annualised, but it is tricky. We have just not had that tradition. I think in other parts 
of the world there is a stronger tradition getting private investment into plantations, so that is more fortunate. But 
the real point here is that through carbon sequestration in plantations that annualised revenue stream can be provided 
to landholders. That is a great benefit to them. We can use this as an incentive. I see the role here for FPC to be, of 
course, carbon trading, by which the FPC is a landholder and owner of the plantation, but also the organiser of parcels 
of land that might be privately owned. It might be a share farmer arrangement by which a private landholder retains 
ownership of the land, but then they are in partnership with the FPC for the ownership of the plantation timber. 
Now we can also have the FPC perhaps owning the carbon values and then trading in those. This has a lot of potential 
to develop new revenue streams for people involved in the plantation sector. I find that very useful, because, there 
is no doubt about it that in a state like Western Australia we need all the incentives possible to be independent and 
have our own timber production—we really do. I shudder when I hear about the volume of timber being imported 
into Australia. I look at all the land we have often going to cropping programs. They are perhaps profitable one year—
we have windfall years—but then in other years they do not do well. 
Mr P.J. Rundle: How much timber are we going to have to import after your recent decision though—Indonesia, 
South America? 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: Member, I have just made the point that with this legislation we are giving people—private 
landholders, perhaps the member’s family—the chance to get involved in plantation timber production. Traditionally 
in Western Australia people have recoiled from that idea because they cannot get the annualised payment. If they 
are involved in trading or selling the carbon value in the plantation, that is the part of the planation system that could 
give an annualised payment. That is what I am hopeful for. I am not sure whether the member’s family is involved 
in higher rainfall zones. If they are in the lower rainfall zone, it might not be so straightforward, and that is where 
we have to look at things like oil mallees. Oil mallees were very popular. I recall meetings with a gentleman by the 
name of John Bartle from the then Department of Conservation and Land Management. Indeed, he worked closely 
with the then director general of that agency, Syd Shea. The agency had great enthusiasm for getting into carbon 
sequestration in the lower rainfall areas principally through oil mallee production. The carbon value was in the oil 
mallees and the producer was to eventually gain revenues through harvesting the oil mallee so it could go into 
a system that would generate electricity from the oil mallees. It is something I believe at the time Western Power 
was very enthusiastic about. The member for Roe might have more recent intelligence on this than I have. 
Mr P.J. Rundle: Most of it fell over. 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: Was it the oil mallees or the plant? 
Mr P.J. Rundle: The Western Power generation plant. 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: Yes; it is a shame. I think longer term, there is potential for that kind of industry and that 
basic principle whereby there is this kind of biomass. Thanks to the government’s decision around no more native 
forest logging, we can now move on from the fear a lot of Western Australians had that if we were involved in any 
form of biomass energy, we would be going into native forests. We can move on from that and we can now talk 
about biomass energy, and the community can have confidence that the biomass energy is coming from plantations. 
That is a huge step forward. I am immensely excited about that because I really believe that biomass production 
can play a role in achieving zero net emissions from the electricity generation system. We are seeing a really 
exciting development as a consequence of the new policies on native forest logging. 
The member made me think also of another really exciting issue that will arise thanks to the government’s decision 
to cease native forest logging in public forests. I think it will turn around the attitude of private landholders to native 
forest and bushland on private land. A substantial amount of bushland and native forest in this state is on privately 
owned land. At the moment, the management status of that land really worries me because there is not necessarily 
the financial incentive for people to look after bushland and forestry on their property, even though most enlightened 
landholders will say locking up the bushland is essential to the good hydrological management of their property. They 
will know that the water quality in farm dams close to heavily wooded areas will be good, whereas if clearing is done 
all around the area, there will be high salinity levels in dams. I think that sort of good general farm management 
practice is widely understood. 
Nevertheless, when I travel through the wheatbelt, the great southern and the south west I sometimes see areas 
in which there is some great vegetation, great forestry—jarrah, marri and karri combinations; various bushland 
ecosystem types that are not fenced off. Stock go in there, which is fine for a time but it means that if that situation 
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is allowed to continue for an extended period—I am talking about 50 years—there will not be the recruitment of 
new plants that will turn into trees. I think the long-term prognosis for those areas of vegetation could be quite bleak. 
That will mean there will be areas serving a very valuable hydrological function in the landscape-treed areas. Next 
time people drive out through the wheatbelt or the great southern and see an area that is not fenced off, the chances 
of that area surviving in the long term might be quite low. It will depend on the land management practices of the 
landholder. There might be no livestock on the property. That is a common situation, in which case there will be 
no risk but in many areas the long-term prognosis will not be that good for areas of native vegetation. I also commend 
the government on the native vegetation policy that is in development. That is something that we really do need. 
This is exciting news for us because it means that private landholders can see that their native forest and native 
vegetation has an economic value, whether it be through eventual carbon trading or, perhaps with careful management 
if it is on private land, the potential for very careful harvesting of the timber for the high-value timber market. The 
industry has long suffered from the sense that too much of our native timbers have been put to low-value use. That 
has hung over the industry for far too long. We will remove that by ceasing native forest logging in state forests. 
People will not have to worry about whether the timber is put to some sort of low-value use or biomass production. 
We have removed that doubt. This means that other sectors that want to produce timbers for various functions can 
move on and make great progress. That is very positive. 
I have gone back a little into my history. In 1998, I was doing an honours project and saw the exciting opportunity 
that could be had through carbon sequestration, but I will go back even further. This is especially relevant to 
me at this time of year—late November. I am thinking back to 1980, when I had just done very poorly in my final 
year exams at school—I did not have the results but I knew I had done poorly. I had managed to line up a job on 
the wheat bins. The first wheat bin job I got was south of Lake Grace at a place called Kuringup—a wheat belt 
about 30 kilometres south of Lake Grace, but it might as well be 300 kilometres south. It was surrounded by very 
corrugated roads. In 1980, I somehow managed to make contact with somebody else on a bin nearby. I remember 
piling into a little Toyota Corolla and dealing with the heavily corrugated roads to get to Lake Grace and then this 
wheat bin at Kuringup. The landscape was, from an agricultural perspective, fairly productive. The Halberd wheat 
variety was giving good yields and we were doing quite well in terms of grain receivals at the bin, but there was 
something about the landscape that was—I hate to use the word because it sounds a bit severe, but it is the only one 
that applies—desolate. It was a somewhat desolate landscape. I recall one of the families from down that way, the 
Rosenbergs, and how active David Rosenberg—I think it was David—had become and the passion he developed in 
land care to save his property from salinity problems and to turn his business around. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: Landcare planting was done in that area to maintain good soil health and retain agricultural 
production capability, which is very important. 
When it comes to carbon sequestration, some categories of sequestration will be much more efficient in terms of 
tonnes per hectare than others. Those areas with plantations of Pinus pinaster or Pinus radiata will be very efficient 
and, likewise, any blue gum plantations, but the lower rainfall zones also have potential. Carbon sequestration 
capability in that area has been studied. I recall in 1988 how extensive the studies already were on what the typical 
per hectare sequestration rate was. Over the last 23 years, we have seen the evolution of remote sensing techniques 
to calculate how much carbon is stored in different areas. These techniques have now reached a level of sophistication 
that makes it a very robust system. It means that landholders can be paid quite accurately and those who want to 
offset their emissions, can be confident about the quality of the sequestration units that they buy in to. It is another 
positive opportunity for good, sustainable land management in Western Australia that we have this emerging carbon. 
The role for the Forest Products Commission in that will be one of scale and great expertise that it brings to this 
task and one that means we have a well-recognised and sought after product. 
The whole journey is towards carbon sequestration, carbon trading and emissions trading. One of the biggest 
disappointments in my political career was on 30 November 2009, I think it was, when the Australian Greens and the 
right wing of the Liberal Party combined to overturn Malcolm Turnbull, the federal opposition leader at the time, 
to stop the carbon pollution reduction scheme that the Rudd government had developed with Peter Garrett, the then 
environment minister. It was an excellent scheme but that did not go ahead. Australia still does not have a carbon 
trading scheme in place. I do not understand the line of reasoning of the Greens at that time. Something that is not 
often spoken of is that that event happened just before the Copenhagen Conference of the Parties meeting in 2009. 
I think that had Kevin Rudd been able to lead the Australian delegation at that conference and say that Australia, 
a nation that is based on a resources intensive economy, an emissions intensive economy, had devised a carbon 
pollution reduction scheme, that Copenhagen conference would have had a very different feel to it. It would have 
led to a much more positive outcome for that conference and could have really changed the trajectory of things. 
We are still paying the price for that. I do not think it was too big an ask. At the time, Australia’s potential role on 
the global stage, especially as an emissions intensive economy that was in a position to show that we could have an 
emissions trading scheme in place, would have been immensely powerful and instructive to the global community 
and could have made a huge difference. However, here we are, post-COP26 in Glasgow, hoping that we can still 
keep global temperature rises within reasonable limits. 
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Our contributions will have to come from all kinds of avenues. This contribution from the FPC will not of itself solve 
the nation’s greenhouse gas emissions. We will need many other initiatives. We must be careful when we estimate 
what the carbon sequestration capability of Western Australia is with plantations. There is a limit. It is a finite 
resource. I think that is why the global carbon market prices are going up. Some emissions trading schemes are 
based on tradeable certificates that do not necessarily connect directly to the sequestration of the carbon; it is about 
allowable permit levels. However, there can be a connection and the amount that can be sequestered in physical 
amounts in trees is a finite resource and should be treated as precious. That is where the value, the return, to 
landholders will become very exciting. As a finite resource, it will be sought after and prices will go up. With the 
capability that I have spoken of and the knowledge about sequestration levels that we have built up over the years, 
we can have a high degree of confidence in Western Australia’s carbon permit levels. That will feed into a national 
system sometime, no doubt, and that will inspire private landholders to join in. To get back to the point the member 
for Roe raised, we will have a stronger plantation sector that can meet the needs of Western Australians and the 
Australian community and provide for the timber production levels that we so desperately need. 
I am very pleased to support this legislation. Forestry is very much of interest to the broader community, including 
how we go about meeting our timber needs, preserving our environmental assets and being good global contributors. 
This legislation will enable the parcelling up of the various lots of plantations, which I talked about earlier, so that 
they will be a marketable commodity of carbon units. We will have a new industry that we can all embrace and 
be confident in while at the same time use as the basis for repairing much of Western Australia’s degraded land. 
Members opposite might have some more up to date figures, but I understand that our south west, great southern and 
wheatbelt areas have about 18 million hectares of potentially arable agricultural land. Of that 18 million hectares, 
various projections estimate that one-third of that land could be lost to salinity if we do not put in place good 
remediation practices. To see potentially six million hectares removed from production through salinity problems 
is terrible. 
Mr P.J. Rundle: You know that when you plant a pine tree in a saline area it dies a few years later once it gets its 
roots into the saline area? 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: I am disappointed that the member for Roe made that comment. I thought I made it 
pretty clear that when looking at remediating the landscape, we must look at the rainfall levels. Of course we would 
not plant a pine tree plantation in a low rainfall saline area. We would look at the rainfall levels in the area being 
planted and at the salinity levels. We could look at planting some of the saltbush species—I cannot recall their 
botanical names—which would be ideal for the initial remediation that the member talked about. Other deep-rooted 
perennials, such as tagasaste production, have been very positive for some areas and provide good fodder crop for 
beef cattle. We talked earlier about how valuable beef cattle are these days. There are all kinds of ways to remediate 
land. To simply suggest that pine trees will not grow in saline country is stating the obvious. Many techniques can be 
used that require a very tailored approach to things. A property could have a 40-hectare pine lot that would be perfect 
to act as a hydrological pump in the landscape to lower the salt level, and that could have an impact further down 
the landscape where another treatment such as a tagasaste plantation area is used. All sorts of techniques can be used. 
This legislation is about making sure that we respond to the challenges of climate change. At the very local level, it 
will provide new revenue streams for private landholders who want to diversify their properties and, most importantly, 
make sure that their properties are more agriculturally productive. Many of the most enlightened landholders are very 
keen to see a connection between annual bottom line accounting and the longer term sustainability of their property. 
I am very pleased to commend the bill to the house.  
MS E.J. KELSBIE (Warren–Blackwood) [11.44 am]: I rise today to speak in support of the Forest Products 
Amendment Bill 2021. The Forest Products Amendment Bill 2021 amends the Forest Products Act 2000. In doing 
so, it will support the state and the lucrative carbon offset markets, generating revenue and securing jobs in the carbon 
industry in Western Australia in the future. 
It is an honour to be part of a government that has made a commitment to transition the Western Australian economy 
to net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. While the world watched in disappointment at the Liberal government’s 
inaction at the COP26 summit, with reports highlighting Australia’s ongoing status as a climate laggard under 
Scott Morrison’s reign, I am proud to stand as part of the McGowan Labor government that acknowledges, understands 
and accepts the science underpinning our actions to mitigate climate change. We are part of a government that 
acknowledges climate change—a government that has already played a significant role in protecting our environment 
and will continue to do so. We are protecting our natural assets for our communities and we will leave a lasting legacy 
for future generations. We understand that those working in the industry need support to transition. We are right 
beside them, listening to their ideas, working together to ensure that we minimise the impact. 
In the recent state budget, the McGowan Labor government demonstrated its commitment to act by committing 
$750 million to its climate action fund. The fund contains a suite of measures to help shape climate-resilient 
communities, create low-carbon jobs, develop new industries and develop a low-carbon future. The Forest Products 
Amendment Bill 2021 will assist and enable the drive for community resilience and sustainability. One of the 
purposes of the bill is to provide the Forest Products Commission with the ability to own, deal and trade in carbon 
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assets related to plantation resources. The climate action fund builds on the Western Australian climate policy and 
includes a record $350 million to significantly expand the state’s softwood estate over the next 10 years. This 
investment will help create and secure local jobs and ensure a strong, sustainable timber industry into the future. 
Sustainably produced WA plantation timber will play a key role in our climate change battle. Plantation timber is 
renewable and has the potential to sequester millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. It is estimated 
that the government’s $350 million investment will provide an additional 33 000 hectares of softwood timber 
plantation. It is worth noting that when the opposition found itself in government, we saw the decline and near 
decimation of the plantation timber industry under its watch. Around 50 million pine trees will be planted, sequestering 
between 7.9 million and 9.5 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent. I am proud to say that 50 million pine 
plantation seedlings will be grown and managed from Manjimup. 
Over a 10-year period—from 2009 to 2019—5 728 hectares of softwood pine was planted in WA. Members, did 
you know that of the 5 728 hectares planted over those 10 years, 4 324 hectares was planted under the McGowan 
Labor government over a three-year period from 2017 to 2019—three years? Meanwhile, a measly 1 404 hectares 
was planted under the Barnett government, over eight—yes, eight!—years. History tells us the woeful tale under 
the Barnett Liberal government when we had periods of no softwood seedlings being planted. Under the Liberals, 
in 2010, five hectares were planted; in 2011, five hectares; and in 2012, zero hectares were planted—not one. Yet 
yesterday the member for North West Central had the gall to try to educate members. On 8 September in this place, 
he said that it takes 25 years to grow a pine tree. We know that. We know that we need to get cracking, because when 
the previous government was in power, the industry was being decimated. That government was eyeing off the east 
coast to supply timber to the construction industry. In contrast, our $350 million investment in softwood will create 
about 140 timber industry jobs, protect the roughly 1 980 existing jobs mostly in the south west timber industry, and 
support many thousands of jobs in the state’s construction industry, which depends upon the reliable supply of 
softwood timber. 
Mr P.J. Rundle: What are you doing in the intervening 25 years while we are waiting for the trees to grow? 
Ms E.J. KELSBIE: Just today, the Minister for Forestry announced that an additional 12 000 tonnes of structural 
pine will be made available over the next three months for Western Australia’s timber manufacturing industry and 
the state’s building and construction sector. 
Our government’s strong management of COVID-19 has resulted in Western Australia having one of the strongest 
economies in the world. Our WA recovery plan has supported an unprecedented boom in WA’s building and 
construction sector. To support the boom, we have arranged for the Forest Products Commission to bring forward 
12 000 tonnes of WA-grown softwood logs from future supply commitments to help meet the current increase in 
demand for timber in local construction. This reinforces how important it is for WA to have a sustainable, long-term 
and local supply of softwood timber. 
With this bill, the state will have the ability to receive revenue from the sale of carbon assets in rapidly evolving 
markets, in addition to revenue from traditional forestry sales. Without this bill, the Forest Products Commission 
would have no rights in respect of carbon assets and would be restricted to dealing with physical forest products, 
such as log timber. The bill will also empower the Forest Products Commission to purchase land for the purpose 
of establishing plantations, which will drive the development of this growing state industry. The purchase of land 
will be based on commercial decisions and will not, as some have incorrectly spouted, be a buying frenzy of prime 
agricultural land to be replaced by pine plantations that will decimate towns. That is complete nonsense. 
I recently met with mill owners, forestry workers and stakeholders, and will continue to do so. I will continue to assist, 
support and work to empower the communities and those affected by the transition away from commercial-scale 
logging in south west native forests. The scientific evidence is clear that climate change has resulted in a decline 
in the yield of timber from the state’s native forests, a slower than expected regrowth of native timbers and the loss 
of habitat and biodiversity. If we continued along the same path, the declining yield of native timber, meaning less 
sawlog and other bole volume of timber from a given area of forest, would mean that larger areas of forest would 
need to be harvested to fulfil contracts. On a visit to Parkside Timber in Nannup earlier this year, it was clearly 
articulated to me that there was a lack of timber. It was apparent that business as usual was simply not an option. 
For some, the historical announcement of the McGowan Labor government that it would stop commercial-scale 
logging in south west native forests was unpalatable. For others, it was a reason to celebrate. It is totally understandable 
that industry stakeholders have many questions and want clarification of the changes to industry, potential industry 
diversification and transition plans towards a different forest management plan. The Native Forestry Transition Group 
has now been formed. The first meeting has been held, with a second to be held in Bunbury. The group is made 
up of representatives from industry, the state government, the community and unions. It includes presidents from 
each of the Shires of Bridgetown–Greenbushes, Manjimup and Nannup to represent their respective towns and 
help identify the opportunities ahead. Representatives from the Forest Industries Federation (WA) Inc are also part 
of the group. The group will work with business, industry and the community on the just transition plan to support 
affected workers, businesses and communities. The government made a conscious decision to not pre-design the plan, 
but provide an investment of $50 million to support affected workers, businesses and communities with links to the 
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native forest industry in the south west. A number of initiatives could be part of the plan, including redundancies 
for affected workers, retraining and reskilling, new industry attraction, support for existing businesses, and investment 
in new technology to maximise the use of timber that will continue to be harvested.  
It is worth noting that some forest activities will continue. That includes ecological thinning for forest health. Some 
forest areas will continue to be harvested as part of mining activities. These activities will produce a limited number 
of sawlogs and will continue to provide residue material. The Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and 
Attractions will provide indicative volumes for the next forest management plan before the end of the year. The 
volumes of timber to be harvested will be outlined in the next forest management plan. 
The bill contains a number of ancillary provisions. These include allowing the Forest Products Commission to sell 
land and premises it owns, and amending the reporting provision to provide for the FPC’s new functions. The bill 
will further validate land purchases that the Forest Products Commission made in good faith prior to this bill. 
This is an opportunity, not a death sentence, fuelled by diversification and futureproofing for generations to come. 
I will continue to work with workers and businesses in my electorate to make sure they are supported through the 
transition to a diversified, sustainable industry for businesses and the environment alike. 
I commend the Forest Products Amendment Bill 2021 to the house. 
MR P.J. RUNDLE (Roe) [11.55 am]: I thought I would make a contribution prior to our main speaker, the member 
for North West Central, on the Forest Products Amendment Bill 2021. I have some concerns about some of the 
statements that have been made by the government. The first is that the government is now going into buying land, 
and will be spending $350 million to do so, for the purpose of farming the trees. What I think would be more logical 
would be to come up with a strategy to encourage farmers to plant a crop of Pinus radiata trees or the like. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: So you’re opposed to the $350 million being invested? 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: Beg your pardon? 
Mr D.J. KELLY: Are you opposed to the plan for us to spend $350 million? 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I am not opposed to the plan. What I am saying is that I have concerns, especially about some 
of the issues that have been raised today. From my perspective, I think it is important to look at the past performance 
of the Forest Products Commission in the management, especially, of some of its timber plantations. There is 
a scenario here where farmers are sceptical. That goes over a variety of governments. I am not talking about Labor 
or Liberal; I am talking about a variety of governments over time. For argument’s sake, the Forest Products Commission 
annual report 2009/10 states that in connection with its share farming agreements with individual farmers — 

A decision was made in early 2010 by the government for FPC to exit from its sharefarm activities. 
My concern is that as time goes by, with different varieties of politics and different forms of government, we do 
not ever seem to be able to have a continuity that will go on for 30-odd years. The real concern for me is the time 
that it takes. 
Mr C.J. Tallentire: Can I make a point? That difficult patch that you mentioned there, wasn’t due to the managed 
investment schemes and the problems that occurred around that? 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: That plays into it, certainly. What I am concerned about is the government’s purchase of cleared 
land, especially in areas of over 600-millimetre rainfall, on which to plant these trees. I think that will be a very 
tough contract for the government. 
I want to flag my concerns, and give some examples of what has happened in my electorate in relation to the 
performance of the Forest Products Commission. That has occurred, as I said, over both flavours of government. That 
is what I am concerned about. I am worried about changes, such as what we have seen with the native forest industry, 
where one government might arrange for something to be done, and another government comes in and changes 
the rule book. This is when farmers can lose their land for 30-odd years. I know that the bill is about the purchase of 
land, and I understand that. But I have had contact from people who say that it may be a better arrangement to actually 
encourage farmers to plant pine trees, as they do in New Zealand, with better management arrangements and better 
quality of work from the Forest Products Commission because, in the past, the Forest Products Commission has 
failed to manage plantations on private properties. Therefore, will there be better resourcing of the Forest Products 
Commission to go with this legislation? 
As we saw at the meeting in Katanning, which I will tell members about shortly, there was a real flavour there of 
people being disappointed with the performance of the Forest Products Commission and the way that it has acted 
over the last 10 or 20 years, through both governments. My concern is that if the Forest Products Commission is 
given greater purchasing power with a focus on gaining carbon trading credits and locking in private property 
plantations, but it is continually mismanaged, where are we going to be in 30 years’ time? 
I would also point out that at the moment the companies that pine goes to are WESFI/Laminex, which is a 100 per cent 
New Zealand–owned company, and Wespine Industries, which is a 50 per cent New Zealand–owned company. 
We are doing all this work, but then we have New Zealand–owned companies at the next stage of manufacturing. 
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Therefore, I welcomed the minister’s announcement this morning to increase the supply of pine, because I think 
that, as we all recognise, we have shortages in the building industry at the moment and more pine is needed out there. 
In the building industry, it is very well recorded that we have shortages of everything, not just pine, but steel and 
the like. My question is: will the state government take any responsibility for FPC overselling the resource in time 
to come, and making promises of big returns to potential landholders? I am looking for clarity, I guess, on how the 
state government will actually get boots on the ground and how it will manage these plantations. That is something 
that I am looking to the minister for reassurance about. 
I just want to talk about a couple of incidents in my electorate. The first one is the Synergy reforestation project, 
between FPC and Synergy, which commenced in 2008. The aim of the project was to plant more than 5 000 hectares 
of trees on rural landowners’ properties as part of Synergy’s emissions offset strategy. According to Synergy’s annual 
report, in 2014–15, Synergy was no longer involved in the Synergy reforestation project. It had left the Forest Products 
Commission to administer the project and to be responsible for managing any agreement. Recently, I wrote to the 
minister about a landholder’s farm near Ongerup. For 10 years, the FPC has not been on the site and Synergy has 
never been on the site, and that landholder has received no correspondence since 2009. This is exactly the example 
that I want to bring out. We have landholders thinking that they are going in for some sort of carbon arrangement 
or a scenario that will help some sort of offset strategy, and then they go for 10 years without getting any contact 
from Synergy or the Forest Products Commission. This is over, as I said, both terms of government. This is why 
people are really quite concerned.  
Mr D.J. Kelly: Wasn’t the member for North West Central responsible for forests under the previous government? 
Why don’t you ask him? 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: He will be on his feet shortly, so the minister does not need to worry about that. 
I am trying to lay out the sorts of things some of our landholders have been through. What happens when they have 
pine trees on their farms under this arrangement and the Forest Products Commission does not turn up? They are 
locked into a contract and the value of their land is about half what it would be if they could clear the trees and bring 
the land back to normal farming land. One particular farmer has requested a reduction in the contract from 70 years 
to 30 years. I am looking forward to positive responses, but this is the sort of example I am talking about. With the 
sweetener of carbon offsets and the like, farmers think, “Oh, well, this could be a good thing.” There is then a lack 
of performance from the various departments, which leads to scepticism. I am trying to help that landholder from 
Ongerup because he might want to retire and sell his land. Quite frankly, he would be a lot better off if he could just 
bowl those pine trees over, start afresh and get that land back to agricultural land. 
We recently held a community meeting of many landholders in Katanning who had contracts with BP and thought 
everything was going well. The contracts are with farms ranging between Williams and Wellstead—roughly 
2 400 hectares in total—and the Forest Products Commission is contracted to manage the plantations. At that community 
meeting, most of those farmers were surprised to hear that BP had actually passed management over to another 
entity called Ents Forestry, because they had not been told about it. It was seriously considered at the meeting that 
farmers investigate, under compensation law, claims of misleading and deceptive conduct from FPC, which could 
potentially open the door for damages claims and class actions. 
This is a reflection of landholders’ clear dissatisfaction with FPC. It has in the past not met its obligation to manage 
plantations. It failed to meet its management agreements for plantations and then subcontracted plantation management 
out illegally. This is the sort of stuff that makes landholders wary of having pine plantations at all, or of selling their 
land. The Forest Products Amendment Bill 2021 is about the purchase of that land, but there is scepticism within 
the industry. FPC said, “You do the firebreaks and look after the fences; we’ll manage the pine plantations”, but then 
it does not turn up for 10 years. That is why there is scepticism in the community. A motion of no confidence in FPC 
was moved and passed at that meeting. 
The bill does not empower the commission to deal with carbon assets associated with native forest products because 
native forest products are located on crown land. We need to be careful that private property purchased by FPC to 
trade in carbon assets will not be locked up in further bureaucracy, and that such purchases will not affect landholders’ 
potential to use trees on farms as carbon emission offsets in the future. This is a big part of the problem. Carbon 
offsetting is a changing environment. People are unsure what the implications will be for their family or their farm 
or the like in time to come. It is really important when looking at the purchase of freehold land for offsets and trading 
that the Forest Products Commission keeps landholders informed about whether they have capacity to offset their 
own emissions in the future. I will be looking for some clarity from the minister on that. 
I am certainly concerned about the new powers to enter into contracts to purchase land. They could potentially mislead 
private property owners into entering into contracts. Will there be full transparency? Private property owners need 
to know what they are looking at right from the start. That is a real element that I am focused on. If and when the 
FPC manages to get this land and plant these trees, will it be able to properly maintain and look after those forestry 
assets? We saw an example of its poor performance around the Katanning area. The announcement was made and 
then the communities of Manjimup, Pemberton, Nannup and the like had the rug pulled out from under them by 
this government in relation to the native timber industry. The question is: what will happen over time? There is 
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scepticism about how governments change over time. We know they change over time and they come in with different 
ideas. Those communities thought it was all going along nicely. Companies such as Parkside Timber invested a lot 
of money. The minister congratulated the company at the time, “This is fantastic”, and then along came the package 
to pull the rug out from under it. 
I am concerned about the minister’s $350 million pine plantation package. I am also worried about whether the 
government will be able to acquire any land. I can assure the minister that land that receives 600 millimetres of 
rainfall is in very high demand for agriculture right now. Any number of purchasers will be looking for that land. 
The government will be competing with other agricultural uses, and something that will not have to wait 25 years 
for a return. I am worried about whether the Forest Products Commission will perform because it certainly has not 
performed in those previous contracts. As I said, that was over both governments. It has mismanaged plantation 
forests in the past. They have not been looked after properly; they have not been thinned properly. That has reduced 
the value of that timber. If the Forest Products Commission continues to perform as it has in the past, I have real 
reservations about this legislation. 
MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [12.13 pm]: I want to make a brief contribution on 
the Forest Products Amendment Bill 2021. We have heard from the member for Roe about the issues in his electorate. 
I share his concerns about one of the primary aims of this bill; that is, to enable the Forest Products Commission 
to purchase land and to become a substantial landowner in some high rainfall areas, which will be in competition 
with farming land to some extent. I have heard talk of using less valuable land in those areas, but the price of land in 
much of the high rainfall areas is reflective of the level of rainfall, not necessarily the soil quality. Significant amounts 
of food can still be grown in poor-quality soil with lots of rain. There is a common misconception that planting trees 
on a piece of land is a better use than growing food. I am not sure that that is something that is borne out, especially 
at a time of rapidly escalating prices of, especially, protein in shops. The rise in cattle prices over the last few years 
has certainly been staggering, and I am not sure that we are going to see it go down any time soon. That means that 
there will be competition for land between people who want to grow softwood plantations in high rainfall areas and 
people who want to grow products for food, fibre, lifestyle pursuits et cetera. We are going to see a lot of competition, 
so that $350 million is not going to go far if it is going to be used to buy substantial amounts of land, and one of 
the key aims of this bill is to enable that to happen. 
On the matter of land being purchased, Hon Steve Martin and I attended the briefing given by the minister’s staff 
and the Forest Products Commission. One of the questions was about the ability of the FPC to pay rates on the land 
that it might purchase. A response has been given by the Forest Products Commission, and that is that it will pay to 
the local shire rates on private property purchased, but we should note that it does not have to. It is a concern if there 
is going to be a policy change, and I am happy to provide this response to the minister if he wishes, but it is from 
a government source. I think there should be a very clear understanding of whether the Forest Products Commission 
will or will not pay rates, and that should be laid out in either law or regulation to ensure that when a property 
is bought for that purpose, local shires and their communities are not penalised and it does not negatively affect 
their revenue. I have no doubt that logs have to be harvested, and that involves heavy transport vehicles, so local 
governments would put effort into the roads, so they need that rate base to be coming in. 
The other matter of particular note—I note this with a bit of humour in a way—is that this bill was said to be new 
legislation to enable carbon trading by the Forest Products Commission. A statement released by the Minister for 
Forestry on 20 October 2021 heralding the introduction of this bill says — 

Carbon capture or sequestration in trees such as renewable pine plantations, is one of the most effective ways 
to remove carbon dioxide, one of the main greenhouse gases causing climate change, from the atmosphere. 

We know that that is true. Photosynthesis converts carbon dioxide into plant matter and it also produces oxygen, 
so I am not at all surprised that that would be an outcome and I am pleased that this legislation has been introduced. 
But I have a press release from Tuesday, 18 February 2003 by a predecessor of the minister, the very well regarded 
and honourable late Kim Chance. He was talking about a tree farming package being introduced to deliver to farmers 
and the environment in 2003. It was co-written with the then Premier, Geoff Gallop. It talked about launching a new 
commercial tree farming package that would put more money into farmers’ pockets, delivering major environmental 
outcomes for the state. It would provide benefits by combating salinity and controlling wind and water erosion. 
Areas suitable for commercial trees would be identified. It goes on to say — 

“Through absorbing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, plantations also make a major contribution to 
reducing the greenhouse effect. 

So this is nothing new. This was in 2003. It is interesting that the statement from 2003 also went on to say about 
the share farming arrangements — 

… there are also new options of taking a share in carbon revenue, in most cases, and greater integration 
of trees with agriculture. 

That statement talked about a carbon plan in 2003. That has taken 18 and a half years to come. I am pleased that it 
has happened, but it has taken a while. It is pleasing to see that things do eventually happen. 
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At this point I will stick up my hand and make a declaration that I hold some areas that were planted with the 
Forest Products Commission under a profit à prendre in the early 2000s. I remember spending many hours on the 
back of a little machine putting pine seedlings in at the right depth with the right spacing. People would hold their 
tape measures across and check that the trees were so many metres across and so many metres apart, and then they 
would give a report on the planting. Happily, I had a very glowing report about the way I was planting the trees. They 
were planted deep and straight, so that was very pleasing. Of course, as part of the contract there was a payment 
option at that stage. I cannot remember exactly—I was searching to see whether I had a copy of the contract on 
a computer I was on the other day—but I recall that there were a couple of payment options. One had more money 
up-front and no share of the carbon price, and another had less money, but a share of the carbon price, but apparently 
there was no ability for the Forest Products Commission to make that work. I am taking it from that. We know that 
those trees were in the ground before anything was put in place to begin the process of carbon farming, so they were 
not eligible for carbon farming anyway. It is interesting that this is taking place over that length of time. In contributing 
to this debate, I do not seek any private gain for myself. I am very open in my declaration. As the member for Roe 
said, if someone would come along and just get rid of the trees, I would be happy. I do not care, really. When I was 
looking at some of the issues around this, I saw a report on the internet about the value of midwest pine plantations 
to Carnaby’s cockatoo, so some good might come from the pine trees. 
This is how things change. I recall that the contract stated that in about seven or eight years someone would come 
to thin the trees. Then they would do a spore harvest at about 12 years, and the whole lot would be gone in about 
20 to 30 years. I think we planted the trees in 2003 and 2006, so they are still there. They do not look too flash! People 
did come along and thin the trees, but rather than gaining a share of the revenue, a large tractor arrived with a mulcher 
and they drove up to every third, fourth or fifth row of trees and mulched them into a pile on the ground. It was not 
particularly commercially successful for the Forest Products Commission! As the member for Roe has said, we do 
not see too much of them coming out. It would be good to get some closure for people in those situations down 
the track. I am not desperately seeking that, but I note what the member for Roe has been talking about, and I know 
it is a variation of the same sort of thing we are seeing in my electorate in areas from Gingin, up to Dandaragan and 
across to Moora—that sort of an area. It was thought there would be enough rain there to plant the species of pine 
called, I think, Pinus pinaster, not Pinus radiata, which is grown further south. It has not proven to be terribly 
successful, although all those contracts remain in place. There are still obligations on the farmers and, I suppose, 
on the Forest Products Commission to see that done. I think that highlights that when we talk about plantations 
and these types of activities, it requires a long-term view. I think the member for Thornlie talked about that and 
the need to ensure that if someone had a private arrangement, some cash flow would come through. Those sorts of 
arrangements have been tried in the past with blue gums under the Forest Products Commission. 
In his summing-up, can the minister enlighten us about whether there will be a very aggressive drive to purchase 
all the land required to grow sufficient trees, as we have been told, or whether there will be other ways of growing 
the trees? Is other land available? Does the government have other ideas than just to go to the market, because I think 
that will put a lot of pressure on the real estate market when it is already fairly hot, as I said, regarding farmland, 
especially in the reliable rainfall areas. More broadly in the state at the moment, we know that a good amount of 
money is flowing into farming areas from farming activities. When people drive out to farming areas in March 
and see a paddock, they will think it is degraded, but if they see it in August, they will see that it does not look the 
same. We have to understand that farmland does not always look as pretty as forests but that does not mean it is not 
productive or valuable. At the end of the day, we need wood to build houses and we need to find ways of reducing 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. We also need to eat and to export food. Although we have more food in this state 
than we can actually consume, the places we send food to do not. There are plenty of people in the world who rely 
on produce from countries such as Australia that can produce in excess of their daily needs. Many, many countries 
would experience famine if Australia—not just Australia but also other countries—were not able to produce a surplus. 
The traded surplus of the total food production around the world is not all that huge; a lot of food is homegrown. 
Although the traded surplus is relatively small, it is vital in ensuring that everybody can eat. 
We on this side do not want to see a drive that will lead to a reduction in the state’s ability to produce food and 
to have a diversified income. I will not speak much longer; I know the member for North West Central wants to 
make a contribution. I make those couple of observations from practical experience. I have seen this and seen that 
it has taken 20-odd years from the time Forest Products Commission people—I think they were called big west share 
farms then—offered carbon credits, which was something that was spoken about. Obviously, it was not really a thing 
that could be traded or delivered. It would be good to see it delivered. The National Party went to the last election 
with a policy that included comprehensive acknowledgement of the need to address climate change and we included 
within that a proposal for a land restoration fund, similar to what the federal Nationals under David Littleproud 
introduced. It was a beefed-up version of what this government has put forward under the Department of Agriculture 
and Food with its own carbon farming program. But they are important programs. They are there to prompt 
landowners and land managers to look into new ways to diversify and, in doing so, aid in the fight against climate 
change. Of course, those types of programs are only ever there to, if you like, nudge, assist and guide people into 
taking action. The real return comes from sequestered carbon and having a program that effectively and efficiently 
deals with that. 
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I am concerned that at the moment there seems to be an emphasis on planting trees. This has happened in not only 
this discussion, but also other discussions on carbon sequestration. The real game changer will be to develop carbon 
sinks within the soil rather than to hold it just in the planted trees. The creation of carbon sinks is a more open-ended 
way to sequester carbon. If we can actually grow carbon in the soil, we can keep doing it for many years. However, 
trees, such as the softwoods or some of the planted eucalyptus varieties that are used for carbon sinks, have done 
much of their growing within a couple of decades and then they just hold that carbon without being put to use. 
In the discussion, there was talk about turning the plantation into furniture, to hold the carbon outside the carbon 
cycle and to then regrow the trees. It is a bit difficult this far out to get details on just how that would work and the 
calculations, but it would be interesting to have that discussion down the track. I will conclude my contribution. 
I believe that the member for North West Central would like to talk. 
MR V.A. CATANIA (North West Central) [12.31 pm]: I rise on behalf of the opposition to lead the debate on 
the Forest Products Amendment Bill 2021. The members for Roe and Moore have done an exceptional job to point 
out some of their concerns with the legislation. Can I first put on record that Western Australians should be extremely 
proud of the way in which our forests have been managed over recent years to provide a very sustainable resource 
for building supplies of not only jarrah, karri and marri supplies, but also softwoods, which are critical for our local 
building and construction businesses. The sandalwood industry has also benefited. During our time in government, 
we changed the landscape around sandalwood harvesting. Harvesting contracts were broken up to allow traditional 
owners access to a sandalwood quota, which led to employment in a few regional towns. That work was carried out 
under the then Minister for Forestry, Mia Davies, when we were all learning just how important the forestry portfolio 
was to the building industry and regional communities in Western Australia. 
We cannot downplay or underestimate how sustainable Western Australia’s forestry industry is. We have heard a lot 
about the logging of old-growth forest, and the government’s decision to cease native timber forestry in this state, 
but this is just politicking and it shows naivety because it has been a sustainable resource. The construction industry 
is extremely overheated and needs materials, so we should not be making changes to a sustainable industry. We 
do not log old-growth forests; we log plantations that are grown, cut down and regrown. That is the difference, 
and that is something the government has not explained. It is not cutting down timber that has been replanted. 
The government says that the native timber industry needs to be abolished, but now we hear that it will allow a bit 
of thinning to occur here and there. Is the government really going to totally abolish the native timber industry in 
Western Australia? I would like to hear what the minister has to say about that. The explanatory memorandum of 
the bill before the house states — 

The Forest Products Amendment Bill 2021 amends the Forest Products Act 2000 … so as to expand the 
rights and functions of the Forest Products Commission … the statutory agency created under Part 2 of 
the Act. The Bill serves to empower the Commission to allow it to: 

• purchase land for the purpose of establishing plantations; 
• dispose of land assets it currently holds; and 
• trade in carbon assets associated with forest products, where those forest products are located on 

land either owned by the Commission or other freehold land which the Commission holds rights 
in respect of. 

The Bill does not empower the Commission to deal with carbon associated with native forest products, 
where those native forest products are located on Crown Land. 
The Bill makes further ancillary changes to the FP Act in respect of the above amendments. 

The government announced that native forestry activity would cease and that $350 million would be put into the 
softwood plantation. My recollection is that when we were in government, in 2013 or 2014 there was a problem 
with the state not being able to fulfil its state agreements for softwood plantations. I think there are still two state 
agreements for the softwood planation. The Liberal–National government could not fulfil the state agreements to 
provide the softwood to those companies, which was a concern. I think 2036 may be the point at which we are not 
able to fulfil our obligations under the state agreement. At that time, even if we were able to come up with the funds 
and plant more softwood, the reality is that we still would not have been able to fulfil our state agreements. This 
government’s $350 million expansion is for 33 000 hectares of softwood. If my memory serves me correctly, back in 
2013–14, 40 000 hectares were needed to fulfil our obligations under the state agreement act for those two companies. 
I would like to know why 33 000 hectares will be provided for $350 million. If the minister can address that in his 
reply to the second reading debate, that would be greatly appreciated. 
The minister often criticises me and the former Minister for Forestry about the plan going forward. At that time, the 
information that was put in front of us was that we could not fulfil our obligations under the state agreement act, 
so Treasury took charge of that and obviously a lot of legal advice was sought. The inability to fulfil those contracts 
meant that we had to look at other options. At the time, the person in charge of the Forest Products Commission, 
who I think came from South Australia, was looking at the potential alternatives from maybe New South Wales and 
Victoria—I cannot remember—and those states plugging the gap for our responsibilities under our state agreements 
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while we came up with a strategy in, I think, 2014–15, to increase the softwood plantation by 40 000 hectares. 
Doing that would immediately fulfil our obligations under the state agreement act, but, in the long term, how would 
we solve the problem of the softwood plantation industry? Members know that it is not simply a matter of planting 
trees wherever there is a piece of dirt. The rainfall patterns determine where softwood is planted. I think one of the 
reasons that we have had a shortage of softwood is that force majeure events have meant the rain has not fallen where 
it is needed, which is where the softwood was planted. The Waroona fires impacted more than 71 000 hectares, 
including 3 300 hectares of softwood across four plantations. Fire and drought have affected the plantations. The trees 
planted on Gnangara Mound suck the water from the groundwater, so trees cannot be planted on Gnangara Mound 
because it affects the watertable, which further reduces the opportunities to plant softwood plantations. Another 
complexity is that softwood plantations take roughly 25 years to mature before they can be logged. In addition, the 
Carnaby’s black-cockatoo has taken to the softwood plantations as a food source, so certain areas cannot be logged 
because it is a food source for the Carnaby’s black-cockatoo. There are all those issues with softwood plantations. 
It is not a matter of saying we have $350 million and we will plant 33 000 hectares. I want to know where the 
government will plant the 33 000 hectares of softwood. 

Mr D.J. Kelly: Where were you going to plant the 40 000 hectares? No answer? 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: Back then, we were looking at about 10 000 hectares of privately owned farms that could 
participate in growing softwood plantations. I imagine that figure is still the same. Is that correct under the government’s 
strategy, minister? 

Mr D.J. Kelly: We have not said that. 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: I want to know where the government will plant the 33 000 hectares. 

Mr D.J. Kelly: In due course, member. 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: This is another occasion when the government has made an announcement but there is no 
detail in the legislation of where these pine plantations will be planted. They will have an effect on the watertable. 
As the member for Roe rightly pointed out, this will have an effect the state’s ability to grow. Will 10 000 hectares 
be planted on private property, or will it be more? More importantly, can the government fulfil its state agreement 
obligations? The government has done nothing over the past five years. I would like to know whether the government 
can fulfil its state agreement obligations or whether this is part of a settlement with those companies. What is the time 
frame to plant the 33 000 hectares of pines in the ground? What is the time frame? Where will the 33 000 hectares 
of softwood plantations be planted? Will they be planted on 10 000 or more hectares of privately owned land 
and will the rest be on crown land? Has the government done an assessment of the effect that will have on the 
groundwater supply? 

There are certain issues related to not only rainfall, but also the proximity of the plantations to the companies that 
manufacture pine products. To make it viable for those businesses to transport the pine logs, I think the radius around 
them needs to be about 200 or 250 kilometres. Will those plantations be in that zone? It will not help if they are in 
Geraldton or all the way down in Albany. Where will the government put the 33 000 hectares of pine worth 
$350 million that it committed to? Will the government change its policy and use Gnangara Mound for planting, 
putting the seedlings all around Ellenbrook, to meet its target of 33 000 hectares, and when will it do that? Will 
the government simply dismiss the issues surrounding Carnaby’s cockatoos and clear the land so that pines can 
be replanted? The people of Western Australia have a right to know how the government will fulfil its target of 
33 000 hectares of pine, in what time frame and where in the state it will be planted. 

What crown land will be used and how many hectares of privately owned property does the government anticipate 
private landowners will take up? Has the government had a discussion with private landowners to inform them 
that they can potentially take up to 10 000 or more hectares? What impact will these plantations have on our state’s 
produce? Will these plantations potentially lock up valuable land for food production for 25-plus years? What 
agreements will the government put in place with those landowners if a drought or unanticipated event—a force 
majeure—occurs? Who will pay for that? Will the landholder take that risk or will the government fund that? 
I understand that it will be part of people’s superannuation over the next 25 years if they take it up. It is a bit of 
a gamble; nonetheless, there is scope for property owners to come to the party, with 33 000 hectares being planted. 
As I said, when we were in government, we set a target of 40 000 hectares. Why has the government suddenly 
recalibrated that figure to 33 000? What negotiations has the minister had with those companies under the state 
agreements that we were not able to fulfil because of the matters I have outlined in my contribution? 

The opposition supports this legislation, but we saw what happened with the Constitutional and Electoral Legislation 
Amendment (Electoral Equality) Bill 2021. It had very little detail on how 37 members of the Legislative Council 
will operate in the state. There was very little detail in the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill 2021. All the work will 
be done in the guidelines and regulations. Once again, we have a bill in front us with very little detail. It is full of 
wonderful things, including $350 million. The government says it will develop new pathways for an old, sustainable 
timber industry in Western Australia and transition workers across to that. How will the government do that? It takes 
25 years to grow a pine tree. What is the government’s time frame? Is the government looking to plant 33 000 hectares 
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over five years or 25 years from the moment this legislation is passed? That is the detail we need. Will the government 
make the contracts visible so that we know exactly what private landowners will be up for if things work out well or 
if they do not work out well? What is the demand for pine plantations in this state? Is the government looking at 
exporting pine? We need to know this detail. The opposition supports this bill, but I am sure we will ask some more 
questions when we go through consideration in detail. I am sure this bill will not be completed this year and that its 
consideration will go into next year, so we will have a bit more time to do some consultation on it. Hon Steve Martin 
and Hon James Hayward in the other place have been doing a fantastic body of work with the Manjimup community 
in the south west on the impacts of the government’s decision to stop native timber logging. They are truly representing 
their constituents down there. I am very disappointed that Labor did not take this decision to the last election, much 
like the regional electoral voting reform. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: If you get re-elected, will you reverse the native forest decision? 
Mr V.A. CATANIA: We want to see the detail of it all. We do not oppose this bill, but there are a lot of questions 
that need to be answered. I hope the minister can do that and that he does not just blow it off, as he has done with 
other legislation. We cannot be drip-fed; we are not drips, but I know you are. We need something better than that, 
because people’s livelihoods will be affected. More importantly, these companies need the state to provide certainty 
around state agreements. It is absolutely integral. It is the right thing to do. We were trying to solve that problem 
when we were in government. This government has had five years and it has come up with a strategy that has more 
questions than answers. How is it going to supply 33 000 hectares of pine timber? 
Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
[Continued on page 5951.] 

SUSAN BRUSE — WYALKATCHEM DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL 
Statement by Member for Central Wheatbelt 

MS M.J. DAVIES (Central Wheatbelt — Leader of the Opposition) [12.52 pm]: I rise to pay tribute to 
Mrs Susan Bruse, a very special person who at the end of this year will retire from a teaching career at Wyalkatchem 
District High School that has spanned 50 years. Susan has taught across all areas of the school and departs having 
been a loyal, hardworking and committed deputy principal since 2003. She leaves a truly remarkable legacy. 
There are families in which the parents, kids and now grandkids have had the benefit of her strong, supportive, 
no-nonsense and passionate approach to education. A large alumni from our school can attest to the positive impact 
Susan had on our formative years, which we carry with us today. As described by one of her colleagues, Susan 
has been the backbone of the school, an intuitive and experienced teacher who has been able to get the best out of 
every student. In those 50 years of teaching, Susan took just five years’ leave as she and her husband, David, started 
a family, welcoming Holly and Jeremy before returning to teach. Her heart has been, and always will be, in Wylie, 
even after the tragic passing of David 20 years ago. 
Susan has contributed to the school and community at every opportunity. In addition to her enduring service to 
education, Susan stood for shire council and served as a councillor and president of the Shire of Wyalkatchem over 
11 years. She was recognised for her community service in 2014 as the Wyalkatchem Citizen of the Year, and has 
been a long-term member of Rotary. Mrs Bruse was my year 6 and 7 teacher. She is the mum of my dear friends 
Holly and Jeremy and a proud grandparent to their gorgeous kids. She has impacted the lives of so many through 
her commitment to education and community, and I thank her for her service and friendship. 

ART LEASE PROJECT — ALBANY 
Statement by Member for Albany 

MS R.S. STEPHENS (Albany) [12.53 pm]: The Art Lease project, which has been operating in Albany since 2018, 
is a collaborative project that facilitates art loans to businesses and organisations in our community. Artworks by 
local artists are leased for a small fee, which goes direct to the artist. Artworks are changed over and refreshed every 
three to four months, with 20 per cent of sales commissions going to a selected charity. 
Last week, we opened our first exhibition in my office. We currently have six beautiful artworks on display by local 
Albany artists Ulla Zettergren, Beth Kirkland, John Manson, Zoe Butler, Meagan Gardiner and Jenny Boshell. Our 
chosen charity is Albany Roller Derby League for the incredible work it does in fostering the development of roller 
sports in the region, with a focus on children and youth. The Great Southern Specialist Centre and Marshall Family 
Law are also currently involved in the Art Lease project. Their selected charity is the Albany Community Hospice, 
an organisation close to my heart. 
The coordinator of Art Lease in Albany is Nat Rad. She sources artworks, assists with promotion and acts as a liaison 
point for sales. Nat has over 90 local artists on her list at any given time. The arts sector is very important. This micro 
local initiative is helping to keep the arts community alive. The Art Lease project is one small way in which I am 
supporting local artists and giving back to the community by way of donations from the sales commissions. 
I commend Nat Rad and Art Lease for developing this innovative initiative supporting culture and the arts in Albany. 
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CYCLISTS — FATALITIES 
Statement by Member for Cottesloe 

DR D.J. HONEY (Cottesloe — Leader of the Liberal Party) [12.54 pm]: Last Sunday morning, I had the honour 
of joining the cycling community to remember the life of Mr Tim Anderson and all cyclists who have been killed 
on Australian roads. Tim Anderson was a much-loved young man who embraced life with a passion for family, 
friends, education and sports. After having worked as a chemical engineer, he had returned to university and was 
researching ways to help reduce carbon emissions. Tim hoped to make a difference in the world. Tragically, at the 
age of 26, Tim died after being hit from behind by a drunk driver while he was cycling along Curtin Avenue. When 
hit, Tim was training for Ride for Youth and was cycling in a safe and responsible manner. He was wearing a helmet 
and high-visibility clothing, riding in the cycle lane, and had his lights on. 
This day coincided with the United Nation’s World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims and was 
coordinated by WestCycle to promote safer cycling on Western Australian roads, particularly focusing on sharing the 
roads and cyclists staying visible and safe. I was joined by WestCycle CEO, Wayne Bradshaw, and Chris Tallentire, 
MLA, member for Thornlie. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all involved in arranging this event and 
helping to get out such an important message. Mutual respect between drivers and cyclists is the ultimate key to road 
safety, and events like this go a long way to making this happen. 

NOLA GREGORY — QUEENSLAND POETRY AWARDS 
Statement by Member for Geraldton 

MS L. DALTON (Geraldton) [12.56 pm]: I rise to praise the work of much-loved local Geraldton poet Nola Gregory. 
Nola won the emerging older poet’s mentorship category at this year’s Queensland Poetry Awards. Nola is a proud 
descendent of the Kija–Bardi and a strong advocate for her people. She is also a highly respected member of our 
community. Judges at the Queensland Poetry Awards described Nola’s poem I Will Never Be Silent as a deeply 
felt commitment to passing on the knowledge and lore of First Nations people. After winning the award, Nola was 
quoted as saying she was in disbelief. Nola said that winning the award “makes me feel like my messages through 
my poems are getting heard.” Nola Gregory is the first Aboriginal person to have a poem read in both the WA state 
Parliament and the Australian federal Parliament. Her works have been published around the world and around 
Australia. Nola Gregory teaches poetry in primary schools and high schools and is active in our community, 
contributing in many ways. Her passion to create and share her stories and her hopes and dreams is to be commended 
and celebrated by us all. Congratulations, Nola Gregory, on your prize at this year’s Queensland Poetry Awards. 
Thank you, Nola, for your work in our community and advocacy for your people and their future. 

RITA PURSELL — TRIBUTE 
Statement by Member for Vasse 

MS L. METTAM (Vasse — Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party) [12.57 pm]: I would like to acknowledge the 
service of Rita Pursell for her efforts in supporting the vulnerable. It is with a heavy heart that the community has 
said its farewells to Rita, a lady who has given so much to so many. Rita had courageously been battling cancer 
for several years. She endured so much, but stayed positive and determined to fight to spend each day with Ant, 
her husband of 45 years, and their beloved three boys and six grandchildren. Ant and Rita are passionate advocates 
for people with disabilities. Ant was the brainchild of the Disabled Surfers Association South West. For the past 
15 years, Rita has been a fantastic support and has quietly volunteered behind the scenes on this and other wonderful 
community initiatives, ensuring that these activities, like surfing, that we take for granted are available to all members 
of the community. 
The Disabled Surfers Association South West has said that as an inaugural committee member, Rita’s contributions 
to disabled surfing and the wider community went much further than those provided on the beach. Rita warmly 
welcomed the committee into her home for meetings, assisted greatly in fundraising efforts and was an avid advocate 
for all those with disabilities. She had an understanding, care and compassion that radiated to all those around her. 
Our hearts have been left broken, with a very special lady taken too soon. Rita’s smile, laugh and enthusiasm for life 
will be greatly missed within our community and on the beach at the DSA’s Let’s Go Surfing Day events. 

16 DAYS IN WA TO STOP VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 
Statement by Member for Warren–Blackwood 

MS E.J. KELSBIE (Warren–Blackwood) [12.59 pm]: Today marks the start of the campaign 16 Days in WA to 
Stop Violence Against Women. Now in its fifth year, 16 Days in WA draws inspiration from the global movement, 
16 Days of Activism against Gender-based Violence. Last year, 65 per cent of assaults recorded in Western Australia 
related to family and domestic violence, and 73 per cent of the victims were female. 
We need to work together to change the culture, behaviour and attitudes that lead to violence against women and 
children. Family and domestic violence can be prevented. We all need to play our part to stop it. The McGowan 
Labor government has committed $60 million over the next four years to help combat family and domestic violence 
by supporting survivors, holding perpetrators accountable and continuing to educate the community about respectful 
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relationships. Everyone has a part to play in calling out violence and disrespectful behaviour. Do not be silent—
call it out! I invite everyone to think about how to educate, motivate and advocate for change in their community. 
Do not stay silent—call it out! Please join the 16 Days in WA movement and let us stop the violence. 

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm  
VISITORS 

Statement by Speaker 
THE SPEAKER (Mrs M.H. Roberts) [2.00 pm]: Members, I would like to acknowledge a few people. On behalf 
of the member for Thornlie, I acknowledge Dr Myra Stanbury, Dr Diana Jones and Corioli Souter. 
On behalf of the member for Scarborough, I welcome eight student leaders and the deputy principal from 
Deanmore Primary School. 
I acknowledge one of my frequent flyer visitors to the gallery, Mr Clarke, husband of the member for Murray–Wellington. 
I have been asked to acknowledge, and I am very happy to do so, students from Roseworth Primary School, in the 
member for Mirrabooka’s electorate. 
I also acknowledge the member—sorry, former member!—for Carine in the gallery. Old habits die hard!  

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 
PUBLIC SECTOR — AUDITOR GENERAL’S REPORT 

844. Ms M.J. DAVIES to the Premier: 
I would first like to acknowledge the commencement today of 16 Days in WA and the International Day for the 
Elimination of Violence against Women—an important opportunity to stand together to work towards the elimination 
of violence against women. There is lots of orange around the chamber. I just wanted to acknowledge that. 
I refer to the Auditor General’s audit results report for 2020–21 that identifies 120 control weaknesses at 41 government 
entities that remain unresolved from 2019–20 and is still climbing. Why is the Premier ignoring the Auditor General’s 
recommendations and failing to ensure that all departments have robust control frameworks in place to prevent 
and detect fraud, error and service interruptions? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
I thank the member for the question. Obviously, we are putting in place measures to deal with it. Mr Paul Whyte 
got away with these activities for years before this government uncovered it. That is what happened. We uncovered 
what he was doing. He stole millions of dollars while the Liberal–National government was in office and he was 
never caught. He was caught while we were in office, so our processes work. 
I might also add that we had to go through a period in which we could not reappoint the head of the Corruption and 
Crime Commission, because the opposition was blocking the reappointment of its commissioner. That is what happened. 
Our number one accountability agency and the person described by the Commissioner of Police as the finest corruption 
fighter in the history of Western Australia, John McKechnie, was blocked by the Liberals and Nationals! Why did they 
block him? They blocked him because he was investigating Liberal and National corruption. That is what happened. We 
had to pass legislation to reappoint him because the opposition was supporting corrupt Liberal members in the upper 
house. That is what happened. The reason they were supported is that they had the numbers. That is the reason why. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Apart from the opposition, I have got so many members of the Labor Party calling out that I can 
barely hear what the Premier is saying. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: Obviously, subsequent to the Paul Whyte corruption scandal, we put in place a range of internal 
governance and audit arrangements that improved the situation across the public sector, as I outlined yesterday, 
ensuring the segregation of duties between the officer issuing an invoice and that officer paying the invoice, which 
was obviously a pretty important measure to put in place; the regular rotation of accounting firms conducting internal 
audits; mandating that agencies have independently chaired audit committees by a person external to the agency; and 
we have better resourced the Auditor General to uncover these matters. 

PUBLIC SECTOR — AUDITOR GENERAL’S REPORT 
845. Ms M.J. DAVIES to the Premier: 
I have a supplementary question. The report says that 120 control weaknesses that were raised last year were left 
unresolved. Will the Premier guarantee that there will be no issues left unresolved from this year’s report when 
the Auditor General reports next year? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
Obviously we work through these issues in a methodical and progressive way and obviously we have put in place 
a whole range of internal improvements across the public sector to deal with these matters. 
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McGOWAN GOVERNMENT — PERFORMANCE 

846. Mr Y. MUBARAKAI to the Premier: 
Before I ask my question, on behalf of the amazing member for Southern River, may I please welcome the students 
from St Emilie’s Catholic Primary School in Canning Vale. 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s commitment to keeping Western Australia strong. Can the Premier 
update the house on how his government is delivering on this commitment, including its efforts in supporting the 
economy, creating jobs and delivering a fairer Western Australia? 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
I thank the member for Jandakot for the question. Obviously, today is the final day of sitting of the Assembly for 
2021, so I would like to acknowledge that and acknowledge all the work of the members here over the course of 
the past year. Unfortunately for our upper house colleagues, I think they have another three weeks of sitting. I wish 
them the best on their deliberations and the passing of legislation. In terms of the members here, particularly the 
new members, I thank you for your contribution over the course of the last year. Your first year in Parliament is 
often your most memorable. It is a time of learning and getting used to the ways and the ebbs and flows of Parliament. 
Well done to all of you. 
At the election in March, we committed to keeping Western Australia strong. I want to go through some of the 
things this government has done to achieve that outcome. Firstly, since we arrived in office, 120 000 new jobs have 
been created in Western Australia. We now have the lowest unemployment rate in Australia. When we arrived 
in office, Western Australia had the highest unemployment rate in Australia. Our unemployment rate is now down 
to 3.9 per cent. Across Australia, other state governments are averaging around a 5.5 per cent unemployment rate. 
Clearly, we have the lowest unemployment rate of all the states of Australia.  
We have a record on financial management unsurpassed in the country. We have delivered record budget surpluses 
and budget surpluses across each of the forward estimates. We have delivered this year a record $5.8 billion budget 
surplus, which has allowed us to invest in a new women’s and babies’ hospital and a new desalination plant, and 
to have a massive increase in expenditure in health and our world-leading COVID-19 response, plus amazing 
climate change and social housing packages across the public sector. Standard and Poor’s has reaffirmed our 
AA+ credit rating and upgraded our outlook from stable to positive. After the budget, Standard and Poor’s said that 
Western Australia was outperforming its domestic peers, as well as most comparable German and Canadian peers 
at a state and/or provincial level. 
In addition to that, we passed important legislation. Firstly, I am very pleased to see that we have passed legislation 
to ensure that the Legislative Council of Western Australia is democratic for the first time in 130 years. People who 
oppose democracy, like the Liberals and Nationals, should be ashamed of themselves. For the first time, the vote 
of a person in Kalgoorlie will not be worth three and a half times the vote of a person in Albany, the vote of a person 
in Northam will not be worth four times the vote of a person in Wooroloo, and the vote of a person in Northam will 
not be worth three and a half times the vote of a person in Augusta. Every person across the state will now have 
37 upper house MPs representing them and we will have a democratic upper house for the first time ever. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order, please! 
Mr M. McGOWAN: On other legislation, we put in place the voluntary assisted dying laws. They are now 
operational as of 1 July, and that has obviously provided some options and relief for many people dying and suffering 
in pain. We passed laws for safe access zones around abortion clinics. We put in place the security of payment 
legislation for subcontractors. We have now protected the Beeliar wetlands, and the Roe 8 project is consigned to 
history. We are cracking down on bikie and outlaw motorcycle gangs, legislation for which we hope will get through 
Parliament this year. After three decades of failed attempts, we will be delivering our new Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage Act to ensure that Aboriginal heritage is improved and at the forefront of considerations when projects are 
developed. We have reappointed the state’s best corruption fighter. John McKechnie is the head of the Corruption 
and Crime Commission via legislation. On top of this, we are stopping the logging of our native forests as of 2024. 
We have brought railcar manufacturing back to Western Australia and opened a new facility in Bellevue. We have 
expanded the Lower Fees, Local Skills TAFE program and we have more people in training than at any time in 
recent history. We have launched our new Plan for Plastics, amongst many other things. It has been a year of ensuring 
that Western Australia is safe and strong and continues to lead the nation and the world. 

HYDROGEN HUBS 

847. Dr D.J. HONEY to the Minister for State Development, Jobs and Trade: 
Just before I ask — 
Several members interjected. 
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The SPEAKER: Order, please! 
Dr D.J. HONEY: Before I ask my question, I want to acknowledge in the Speaker’s gallery Tony Krsticevic, the 
former member for Carine, and also Blair Stratton, who has been a senior adviser in the opposition’s office since 
2005 and this is his last day. 
I refer to the state government’s belated request to the commonwealth government for $235 million for hydrogen 
hubs in the Pilbara and the midwest. 
(1) Exactly what critical infrastructure does the minister expect to deliver with such a relatively small amount 

of money? 
(2) Why did he not include critical minerals as part of these export hubs or has he not even started playing 

catch-up on this important job-creating sector? 
(3) Can he table the plans for the Pilbara and midwest hydrogen hubs or do they not exist and this is just 

a catch-up policy made on the run? 
The SPEAKER: Minister, just before I give you the call, questions are not statements. The member just needs to 
stick to the question, not put a statement at the end. 

Mr R.H. COOK replied: 
(1)–(3) Thank you, Madam Speaker. When you called the Leader of the Liberal Party, I was expecting the member 

for Vasse! I thank the member for Cottesloe for his question. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order, please! 
Several members interjected. 
Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, member, and it is quite true! 
Mr V.A. Catania interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for North West Central, it looks like you are angling for an early leave pass. 
Dr D.J. Honey: He wants early drinks! 
The SPEAKER: I think your ruse has been exposed! 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Attention, please. Minister for State Development, Jobs and Trade. 
Mr R.H. COOK: The applications that were made for the commonwealth were under a commonwealth plan announced 
in September for states to submit proposals to develop hydrogen hubs. I think the suggestion is that there will be 
around seven around the country, and, obviously, Western Australia will be considered as one of those important 
locations. At this stage, we have put in those applications, and they will be pending discussions with the commonwealth. 
We look forward to working with the commonwealth, and we are working very closely with it to make sure we can 
realise this important new opportunity for the Western Australian economy and to improve our environment. Those 
proposals have been put in. They will now be fleshed out in conjunction with the commonwealth. As I said, we 
are working very closely with it. I think the commonwealth is enjoying working with us and it is certainly enjoying 
working with us more than it ever did with the former government. 

HYDROGEN HUBS 

848. Dr D.J. HONEY to the Minister for State Development, Jobs and Trade: 
I have a supplementary question. Why has the minister asked for such a woefully inadequate amount of funding from 
the commonwealth government, given this amount will not even come close to delivering the required infrastructure 
for functioning green hydrogen and critical export hubs? 

Mr R.H. COOK replied: 
The sums requested are consistent with the request for proposals that were invited by the commonwealth back 
in September. It is not a question of our ambition; it is a question of complying with the grant proposals the 
commonwealth sought. I must add that no state government in history has got more from the commonwealth than 
this state government. We had the important leadership that the Premier provided in addressing the injustice of the 
GST share arrangement, and the great benefit of that has come to the Western Australian people. It is something 
that the former government could never do, whether there was a Labor government in power in Canberra or a Liberal 
government. Both sides treated the former government with contempt, and it was not until we had the McGowan 
Labor government that we were able to address some of these fundamental imbalances and get Western Australia 
back on the road. 
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LAND-BACKED PORT — KWINANA 

849. Mrs L.M. O’MALLEY to the Minister for Ports: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s investment in job creating economic driving projects, including Westport. 
(1) Can the minister update the house on the way to deliver a land-backed port in Kwinana? 

(2) Can the minister outline to the house what level of support this project has received from industry and the 
broader Western Australia community? 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI replied: 
(1)–(2) I thank the member for Bicton for that question. We have always held a long-term plan to build a new port 

in the outer harbour and that plan is coming to realisation. This plan has had bipartisan support for decades. 
We have already made the decision that there will be a land-backed port in Kwinana. We are currently 
undertaking the detailed freight corridor design. That includes the design of the Anketell Road corridor. 
It also includes the design of the port and all the environmental studies. We have commissioned a study 
into Cockburn Sound, with $13 million dedicated to it. For the first time, there will be a true, full study 
into the water quality of Cockburn Sound to make sure the environment is at the top of our considerations 
in determining the final part of the port. We passed the Beeliar wetlands legislation, which protects the 
Beeliar wetlands forever and makes sure that it is no longer possible for the Perth Freight Link to be on 
anyone’s agenda in the future. 
We have started work on the future of Fremantle, understanding that the future of Fremantle will need to 
have its own economic drivers. We are looking at how we can make sure that Fremantle continues to grow 
in the future, encompassing new economic drivers and, of course, being very proud of its strong maritime 
history. In the past, this has had bipartisan support. In 2011, a reputable source, the former Minister for 
Transport, Troy Buswell, stated — 

“Extensive research has shown that Cockburn Sound is the only suitable location for new 
container-handling port …   

We now know the current Leader of the Liberal Party, the member for Cottesloe. The current — 

Several members interjected. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Members, the Liberal Party is the only political party in the world for which the leadership 
can be determined by a game of paper scissors rock! 

Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order, please, members! 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: It is the only political party in the world for which the leadership can be determined by a game 
of paper scissors rock — 
Ms L. Mettam interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Vasse! 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: — or flipping a coin! 

The current Leader of the Liberal Party is a big supporter. “The Clan” pointed that out in their exchanges, saying that 
the Leader of the Liberal Party hated Roe 8 and was a big supporter of Westport. But we now know, of course, to get 
that temporary leadership, the member for Cottesloe has had to give that all away and is now opposed to Westport. 
The key question is: what does the next Leader of the Liberal Party believe in? Remember, the next Leader of the 
Liberal Party, the member for Vasse, was behind that highly successful campaign “Honk for Roe 8”. It was a highly 
successful campaign! The member is very, very big on policy detail. She believes the transport policy of the future 
has to encompass flying cars, members! Do not worry about trains or e-rideables, we are talking flying cars. 

New members might not remember this, but some of us who have been in here for a few years remember when, 
at the height of COVID, the member for Vasse posted a picture from 2012—under the previous government—of 
passengers crammed onto a train. During the height of COVID, when people were very, very fearful, she said that 
the Premier was allowing a crush on our trains and no social distancing. 
Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order, please. 

Mr S.A. Millman interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Mount Lawley! 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: She posted the picture in 2020 — 
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Point of Order 
Mr V.A. CATANIA: Point of order. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Points of order will be heard in silence. 
Mr V.A. CATANIA: Under standing order 78, the Minister for Transport is not answering the government’s own 
Dorothy Dixer. 
The SPEAKER: Minister, it is not a point of order. However, you were asked a question as Minister for Ports and 
your answer has been quite lengthy, so I ask you to draw it to a close. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: So that was the truthfulness of the member for Vasse. 
As we know, it does not matter who wins the game of paper scissors rock, because the Liberal Party continues to 
be controlled by the “The Clan” from the other house. It does not matter which leader calls heads or goes rock; it 
is all depends on what those puppeteers in the other place determine, because that is who controls the Liberal Party 
today. I know the party is looking for a saviour from outside Parliament; they keep looking. 
Dr A.D. Buti: There’s Tony. 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: It is a notable member of the “The Clan”, members—welcome. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Members! 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Of course, the Leader of the Liberal Party — 
Mr R.S. Love: Point of order. 
The SPEAKER: You do not need to make the point of order. I think we will just move on to the next question. 
You are all having way too much fun. 

SIR CHARLES GAIRDNER HOSPITAL — WATER CONTAMINATION 
850. Ms L. METTAM to the Minister for Health: 
I refer to concerns raised by the Australian Medical Association Western Australia that ageing infrastructure at 
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital is leading to bacterial contamination in the water and is intermittently causing 
bed closures. 
(1) Can the minister confirm whether this is or is not the case? 
(2) What instigated the bed state black at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, which was confirmed by 

North Metropolitan Health Service earlier this week? 
Mr R.H. COOK replied: 
(1)–(2) Is this a question about the water or is it a question about the bed state black, or is the member just putting 

in a bundle? 
Ms L. Mettam: It is a question about the water and the bacterial contamination that is leading to bed closures. 
Mr R.H. COOK: Madam Speaker, I do know a thing or two about contaminated water in hospitals—I do know 
a thing or two! We know that the previous Liberal government’s lasting legacy to the people of Western Australia 
was an empty hospital that could not be opened because there was lead in the water and asbestos in the ceilings. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr R.H. COOK: I can assure the member for Vasse that we continually monitor the quality of water in all our hospitals 
to make sure that it is fit for purpose and does not impact upon patients’ safety. Obviously, that is a very high level of 
concern and from that perspective, I have received no brief to the effect that there is any concern with the hospital water 
at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital. I can repeat the statement I made yesterday that the bed state black, which occurred 
at one point recently, was because of a high number of patients who came to the emergency department. I regret that 
the member for Vasse was not listening to my answer yesterday when I answered that question in this place. 
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, located on QEII campus, is one of our older pieces of infrastructure, there is no doubt 
about that. It is why we spent $126 million as part of our post-COVID stimulus package to make sure that we could 
do upgrades and improvements on that campus to ensure that it continues to meet the standards demanded by the 
people of Western Australia and the doctors and nurses who work in it. Of course, we will soon see at that campus 
a very important addition to our hospital system and that is a $1.8 billion women’s and newborns’ hospital on that 
site. Clearly, this government is investing heavily in our hospital system to make sure we can continue to provide 
great world-class health care, not only in our great facilities such as a new women’s and newborns’ hospital, but also 
in our traditional longstanding institutions such as Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital. 
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SIR CHARLES GAIRDNER HOSPITAL — WATER CONTAMINATION 
851. Ms L. METTAM to the Minister for Health: 
I have a supplementary question. Given these very serious contamination concerns that have been raised — 
Ms A. Sanderson: Where’s your evidence? 
Ms L. METTAM: — regarding bed closures and contamination, at a time when we are meant to be battle-ready 
for COVID, what has been deployed to ensure our hospitals are properly resourced and we can ensure that these 
beds are open? 
Ms A. Sanderson interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Minister for Environment, perhaps you could answer your questions and we will get the Minister 
for Health to answer this one. 
Mr R.H. COOK replied: 
I think the Minister for Environment has a point. There is no evidence for this particular question. We started with 
contamination of the water; we went to the age of the facility; we pivoted to bed state black; and in the supplementary 
we came up with bed quotas. What is the member for Vasse’s question? Her confused narrative is, quite frankly, 
impossible to answer. Her question was not a supplementary and it was based upon a false premise — 
Mr V.A. Catania interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order, please, member for North West Central. 
Mr R.H. COOK: The false premise was that there is no investment in our health system. As the member for Vasse 
rightly knows, we have had record investment in our health system, with more doctors and more nurses working 
in the system than ever before. In the life of this government we have committed to over 900 new beds. That is an 
inconvenient truth, but it is an inconvenient truth that the opposition continues to ignore. Western Australian people 
know that the government is investing heavily in our hospital system. They know it is important and they know and 
trust that the McGowan government will continue to put patients first. 

TOURISM — INTRASTATE VISITATION 
852. Ms E.J. KELSBIE to the Minister for Tourism: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s efforts in supporting our tourism industry, including its investment 
in driving intrastate and regional visitation across Western Australia. 
(1) Can the minister update the house on tourism spending across Western Australia during the past 12 months 

and outline what campaigns have helped drive this spending? 
(2) Can the minister advise the house how this government’s efforts have supported local jobs and local 

businesses in the tourism sector? 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN replied: 
(1)–(2) I thank the member for Warren–Blackwood. I particularly thank her for her ongoing support for the tourism 

sector in her region. I know that she worked very closely with many, many of the operators and tourism and 
visitor proprietors in her electorate and the wider region. Well done. This is great news. The recent statistics 
of our intrastate visitation for the last quarter are quite remarkable. As we know, the ongoing Wander Out 
Yonder campaign has been encouraging Western Australians in particular to go out into the regions and 
experience the beauty and uniqueness of many of our wonderful regional assets. Our Wander Out Yonder 
and our Relook and Book campaigns have been very, very active and have resulted in some staggering 
statistics. Overnight intrastate spend in August, for example, was $626 million. That is 74 per cent higher 
than in August 2019 when, in fact, during that period, we were already seeing great visitation numbers anyway, 
but this is a remarkable outcome. Overnight intrastate trips increased by 19 per cent on August 2019 
figures—so up 19 per cent. Strong growth in intrastate spend grew by 11 per cent, again compared with 
August 2019. Domestic overnight spend in regional WA was $533 million—growth of 39 per cent since 
2019. These are remarkable figures. They are great figures for our tourism industry and for our operators, 
particularly in the regions. 
The Kimberley Wanderer Pass encourages Western Australians to wander out yonder in the spectacular 
East Kimberley region and it provides $300 towards East Kimberley experiences. Kalbarri vouchers are 
a response to the cyclone that impacted on that community earlier this year. Phases 1 and 2 of the Stay and 
Play campaign generated 7 000 extra rooms across two stages. We have our Jina: Western Australian 
Aboriginal tourism action plan 2021–2025, which was pioneered by the former Minister for Tourism, and 
I appreciate the work that was put into that. It is an action plan aimed at setting up Western Australia as 
the premier place for an Aboriginal tourism experience. The affordable airfare program has provided more 
than 40 000 discount airfares from Perth to Broome and from Kununurra to Exmouth. Those subsidised 
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fares have encouraged people to have an affordable holiday in those regional centres. The Hospitality Job 
Connect program was developed to help address work shortages. It has been extended into regional areas 
including Kununurra, Broome, Geraldton, Margaret River, Albany and Mandurah. 
The McGowan government has also supported 75 tourism events over the last 12 months over the length 
and breadth of the state, including the CinefestOZ Film Festival in the member for Warren–Blackwood’s 
region, the Ord Valley Muster in the north and Shinju Matsuri in Broome as just some examples. The 
Ord Valley Muster, for example, was a sellout. It attracted 2 300 visitors to that area that included almost 
24 000 night stays and it injected $6 million into the economy. 
The expansion of the Getting the Show Back on the Road program, which has been underpinned and 
supported through a risk-share scheme, has again supported events to take place. Members opposite may 
be aware that last year, many of our agricultural shows were cancelled due to COVID. This year, with 
the support of the Getting the Show Back on the Road program, most of them were held and many of them 
had record crowd numbers. The Waroona Show that I went to in my region was remarkable. It had its 
best figures ever. 
All these are examples of supporting regional tourism businesses in Western Australia, focusing on the 
great stories that our regions have to tell, focusing on the great product and focusing on the great characters, 
the people, who live and work in those regions and are selling the state to Western Australians. But we know 
that as we prepare for the borders to open once again, we want to be ready to welcome back international 
and interstate guests and visitors. We are ready and we want to make sure that their experience is exceptional. 
We want to make sure that Western Australia is the go-to place for those people who seek to experience 
some remarkable product and we welcome them back. 
I thank the member for Warren–Blackwood for her question and for her passion for tourism and the visitor 
economy. You are brilliant and I think you are wonderful! 

Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order, please! 

HEALTH — AUDITOR GENERAL’S REPORT 
853. Mr R.S. LOVE to the Minister for Health: 
I note the release of the Audit results report—Annual 2020–21 financial audits of state government entities, which 
found significant weaknesses in the Department of Health, the North Metropolitan Health Service, the East Metropolitan 
Health Service, PathWest and the Quadriplegic Centre’s remote access and network security controls, exposing 
sensitive information to unauthorised access, and comments from the Auditor General in the briefing when she 
said that issues around health are incredibly significant. What confidence can the Western Australian public have 
that the minister is in any way in control of the health portfolio when the independent umpire has handed him such 
a damning report card? 
Mr R.H. COOK replied: 
The “independent umpire”, as referred to by the member for Moore, is the Auditor General, who provided a qualified 
report because she, like the government, accepts that health is a big, complex system dealing with a large quantity 
of data. 
Mr R.S. Love interjected. 
Mr R.H. COOK: Are you going to shut up or are you going to let me answer the question? 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Minister, continue with your answer, please. 
Mr R.H. COOK: This government is investing significantly in the digital capability of our health system. When 
we came to government, we found a system that was moribund and failed to provide the technology necessary for 
a functioning, modern health system. That is why we brought about our digital health strategy, which is about making 
sure that we have the capacity to continue to adapt to the changing health environment and health technology 
to ensure that we can continue to provide outstanding health care. That includes the safekeeping of patient data. It 
is about making sure that while we enable our clinicians, particularly our young clinicians, to work in a digitally 
informed way, at the same time we have a system that is not vulnerable to external threats. 
Also in my time, we have established the Health Support Services, which is a specialised team that is dedicated to 
serving and continually supporting the health service providers to ensure that the very best medical equipment and 
technology is brought to bear. I am impressed that during the time of the COVID pandemic, we brought out an 
entirely new digitised imaging system. That was implemented at a time when our health system was under a lot of 
pressure and people’s movements throughout that system were obviously under pressure, but it was flawlessly 
implemented in a live situation. From that perspective, there is a lot for the Western Australian community and, in 
fact, our health teams to be very proud of. 
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Recently, we completed the business case for the electronic medical record, which is something that we have 
committed to. I very much look forward to making sure that it becomes a reality in the not-too-distant future, despite 
the fact that it is a massive and complex piece of work. 
No government has done more to digitise and enable our health system than the McGowan Labor government. We 
have already invested hundreds of millions of dollars in this particular way. I have never claimed the health system 
to be perfect, but I know it is a damn sight better than when members opposite were in control. 

HEALTH — AUDITOR GENERAL’S REPORT 

854. Mr R.S. LOVE to the Minister for Health: 
I have a supplementary question. With the summer break approaching, is this an opportune time for the minister 
to consider his handling of the health portfolio, do the decent thing and resign? 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: I would like to be able to hear the minister. 

Mr R.H. COOK replied: 
Madam Speaker, no. 

16 DAYS IN WA TO STOP VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

855. Mrs L.A. MUNDAY to the Minister for Prevention of Family and Domestic Violence: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s unprecedented commitment to combating family and domestic violence 
in Western Australia. Can the minister update the house on this government’s record investment in responding to 
family and domestic violence in our community and its efforts to promote community action to address violence 
against women? 

Ms S.F. McGURK replied: 
I thank the member for Dawesville for her question and for her commitment to this campaign. Today marks 
the beginning of this year’s 16 Days in WA to Stop Violence Against Women campaign. Today is also the 
International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women. The campaign will run until 10 December, 
which is Human Rights Day. The campaign was introduced by the McGowan government in 2017 and continues 
to gain momentum each year as more individuals as well as organisations understand that they need to get on board 
and spread the message that violence against women is never okay. This year’s campaign theme is about being 
an active bystander. The theme is “Don’t be silent when you see violence”. It is a clear message: whether in the 
workplace, in the family or in a community organisation, wherever people are, we all have a role to play in understanding 
violence against women and to call out bad behaviour and attitudes that allow violence to occur. It is about building 
a community that has zero tolerance for violence against women. That is what we expect in Western Australia. 
Earlier this year during the election campaign, the McGowan government announced $60 million in election 
commitments to combat domestic violence. A range of measures was included in those announcements, including 
two new domestic violence hubs, one of which will be in the regions and the other in the metropolitan area. We 
had already announced that the new metropolitan hub would be in Armadale and today we announced that the second 
domestic violence hub will be in the Kimberley. I was pleased to be with the member for Kimberley, along with 
June Oscar, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner, and the Premier at the Art Gallery 
of Western Australia when we made that announcement. The hubs will be an easier place for people experiencing 
violence to come forward and get assistance. They will have a range of specialist services working alongside 
together and sharing information so that people will have to tell their story only once. I think it will be particularly 
welcomed in the Kimberley. Members can understand that often, despite the amazing efforts by the police and child 
protection workers, the people there hold a legacy of many years past and many people in the Kimberley do not 
feel comfortable coming forward and reporting domestic violence to the police or having their cases triaged by child 
protection workers. The hubs will be an alternative place for people to go to tell their story and get advice on how 
they can manage their way to a safer future. 
I thank those Aboriginal leaders who are helping us work in this area. Another Kimberley woman, Professor Vickie 
Hovane, has been working on a separate Aboriginal family safety strategy this year in recognition that Aboriginal 
leaders told us that just talking about domestic violence does not always work for the Aboriginal community and 
that we must acknowledge cultural interruptions and the suspicion about the traditional ways of coming forward 
and talking about domestic violence. We have commissioned Vickie Hovane to do separate work. I am glad that the 
federal government has finally accepted that it needs a separate strategy to examine Aboriginal family safety. That 
was announced in the paper today. June Oscar will also lead some of that work. 
I look forward to continuing to work with people across the community. It really has been an honour to work with 
service providers in particular. They are doing the hard yards and supporting women and children experiencing family 
violence. I know that a number of members are connected with those services in their communities. The 16 Days 
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in WA campaign is an opportunity to reach out to provide leadership, to educate ourselves, family and friends, and 
to get involved in community groups. As I said, people might volunteer or donate, but it is really about sending the 
message that we all have a role to play if we want to change the fundamental attitudes that allow violence against 
women to take place. Remember the theme: “Don’t be silent when you see violence”. 

TOURISM WESTERN AUSTRALIA — INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 
856. Mr V.A. CATANIA to the Minister for Tourism: 
I note that the cost of marketing representation services in New Zealand has ballooned from $2.2 million in 2016 
to a whopping $4.8 million in 2021. 
(1) Will the minister commit to releasing the outcomes of the projects achieved under the previous contract 

before the year ends? 
(2) How can the minister justify such as exorbitant increase in taxpayer spending, and what are the KPIs for 

this contract? 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN replied: 
(1)–(2) I thank the member for the question. The member does not understand how well tourism is doing in 

Western Australia. He has no understanding of that at all. In comparison to other places, the reality — 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order! The question is to the Minister for Tourism, who I understand is directing his remarks 
towards me.  
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Sorry, Madam Speaker. It is the last day! 
The reality is that we have been operating under some very interesting circumstances with regard to tourism, particularly 
international tourism. In many respects, international visitation to Western Australia has been almost zero because 
of the closed borders. We know that we have had those spectacular outcomes, as I highlighted in my answer to the 
brilliant question from the member for Warren–Blackwood about the intrastate figures. The figures are remarkable. 
We should be very proud of those figures. 
In terms of international comparisons and the international effort, one of the things that we need to keep doing as 
we prepare to reopen to international markets is warming—that is the term used—those markets to ensure that we are 
ready to reinstate those connections when it is safe to do so. When it is safe to do so, we will, of course, have international 
visitation requirements, as highlighted by the Prime Minister. We will be ready to welcome international visitors. 
Whether it is Tourism WA or, indeed, some private tourism entities in Western Australia, we will continue to ensure 
that international markets are reminded of the opportunities in Western Australia, and that will continue into the 
new year. The government and I, as tourism minister, will make sure that not only are we ready to welcome back 
visitors from interstate and overseas, but also the palette of experiences on offer will be exceptional. 
I am very proud of the way that the tourism industry and the tourism sector across Western Australia have worked 
very, very hard. Many businesses have had to pivot because their traditional visitors were from international or 
interstate populations. Again, the sad thing is that the member does not understand—indeed, he does not support—
the vibrancy of our tourism industry. All he does is criticise. That is a pattern of behaviour that has become innate 
for him. It is sad. One wonders what he does in the mornings! 
Mr V.A. Catania: I think about you! I think about the question I’m going to ask you. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: I hope the member does not think about me. That is actually quite a disturbing revelation! 
I am confident that we will be in a very good position to welcome back guests—international visitors and interstate 
visitors. I hope that the figures that have shown how strong the intrastate figures are will be an indicator of what 
I believe will be a bright future for the tourism sector in Western Australia. 

TOURISM WESTERN AUSTRALIA — INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 
857. Mr V.A. CATANIA to the Minister for Tourism: 
I have a supplementary question. With the international and state borders closed, why on earth are WA taxpayers 
footing the bill for promotional programs in foreign countries, and has the surplus gone to the minister’s head? 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN replied: 
Again, it is very sad that the member has no understanding of this matter. I urge him to go to bed and have a think 
about this over time. The fact is that we have to warm our markets. We still have to ensure that in our target markets—
there are 11 key targets—there is a strong presence of our product and, indeed, the marketing of our state, because 
when it is safe to do so, we want to welcome back international guests. We want to welcome back international 
backpackers, who will also be an important part of our cohort of international guests. We want to attract business 
visitation because we know that we are very well placed and, indeed, we have a great history of delivering high-quality 
conventions and business-related tourism opportunities. That is why we have to keep being present in international 
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markets. We will keep doing it, because when the borders open and we are able to welcome back large numbers 
of international and interstate visitors, we want to make sure that they not only know that we are here, but also that 
we are willing and able, and very, very welcoming of them. 
The SPEAKER: Minister, I am over here. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: We certainly will not be putting the member for North West Central at Perth Airport 
as welcoming guests—he would frighten them away! 

ABORIGINAL PRISONERS — POST-RELEASE PROGRAMS 
858. Mr P. LILBURNE to the Minister for Corrective Services: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s commitment to working in partnership with Aboriginal Western 
Australians in delivering more employment and economic opportunities. Can the minister update the house on the 
work underway to enhance training and job opportunities for Aboriginal people leaving prison? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON replied: 
I want to thank the high-quality member for Carine, who was so resoundingly endorsed by his community in March 
this year, for being able to join us to provide quality representation for the people of Carine here in the Parliament. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I am sure that they are all very pleased to see that happening. 
Mr T.J. Healy: Could you expand on that, please? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I probably could, but the Speaker probably will not let me. 
In May this year, I was very pleased to go to Karnet Prison Farm to mark the graduation of 12 men from the 
Carey Bindjareb program run at Karnet Prison Farm, which has had an 80 per cent success rate in getting Aboriginal 
men exiting prison into work. On Friday, I was pleased to attend the launch of the Yirra Djinda prison-to-work 
pilot program at Boronia Pre-release Centre for Women. This is an exciting opportunity to help Aboriginal women 
prisoners leaving Boronia to transition to work as they leave. This program aspires to assist 50 women over the next 
two years, and the first 12 were there last Friday. The program provides lessons in Aboriginal language, and support 
and mentoring from Aboriginal leaders, as well as industry qualified trainers who provide industry-relevant 
training to these women. 
When people leave prison, it is a point of transition that is invariably a big challenge and, of course, having a job 
and income is very empowering to people who are leaving prison. It helps them to get their lives back on track. 
We know that many prisoners have limited education and work experience. Many have struggled with drug addiction, 
mental illness and other health challenges. Indeed, about two-thirds of women prisoners have suffered domestic 
violence prior to their incarceration and, of course, Aboriginal women are obviously also the victims of intergenerational 
trauma and the post-colonial experience that they are going through. The prison-to-work program Yirra Djinda, 
which means rising stars, will provide women support with training while in their pre-release period as well as 
six months’ post-release support to help them stay in work and to adjust to work in the broader community. The 
program was developed by the Department of Justice. I acknowledge the support of the National Indigenous 
Australians Agency and acknowledge the commonwealth government’s half funding this project. I hope that the 
commonwealth government will not stop funding it at the end of those two years and that the federal government 
is committed to Aboriginal people here in Western Australia and will continue the funding beyond the two years 
if the program proves successful. I also want to thank the businesses that support the project, including Carey Mining, 
Crown Resorts, Ngalla Maya, the Wungening Aboriginal Corporation and the Wirrpanda Foundation for their 
support and engagement. 
These women were very engaging and some of the powerful speeches given at the graduation were quite remarkable. 
Very, very strong women are participating in the program. I wished them well personally on Friday and I want to 
put on record here in Parliament my best wishes for their success as they transition back into the broader community. 

CORONAVIRUS — MANDATORY VACCINATIONS — TEACHERS 
859. Mr P.J. RUNDLE to the Premier: 
I refer to the Department of Education’s requirement for teaching staff to complete their vaccination status survey 
by tomorrow. 
Dr A.D. Buti interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Minister for Finance, you are not asking the question. The member for Roe. 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I ask — 
(1) What action will be taken with staff who fail to respond before the deadline? 
(2) Does the Minister for Education and Training intend to publish the results of the survey? 
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Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
(1)–(2) What survey? 
Mr P.J. Rundle: The survey about the vaccination status, which every teacher has to respond to by tomorrow afternoon. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: My understanding is there has been a survey done. I am not aware about whether it is required 
to be filled in. I understand that there has been a survey done to ascertain the intention of staff in various public sector 
agencies as we move to get all the staff in the essential agencies that are required to be vaccinated, vaccinated. The 
information will no doubt be collated. When we reach the deadlines, specific steps will be taken in relation to those 
staff who are not vaccinated, so my advice to them is to get vaccinated. The range of steps available are their pay 
can be ceased; they can be terminated; and they can be given a period of time in which to comply, dependent upon 
individual circumstances in some agencies. But that is the requirement. We have to get people vaccinated. If we 
do not get the high levels of vaccination, we will see occurring in Western Australia what we have seen in Europe 
and what we have seen in New South Wales and Victoria. We need to get people vaccinated, especially those who 
work in agencies where they deal with vulnerable people who are potentially subject to sickness and death, or those 
people who work in essential workplaces that must continue to function if we have a COVID outbreak. 
That is the government’s position. That is also the position of other governments around Australia. That is the position 
of sensible governments around the world. I have seen some of the outrageous complaints and conduct by some 
people around the community. We are not going to be swayed by that. You can nitpick about these things. You can 
continue to try to score political points, as I saw from Mr Christensen in the federal Parliament, someone who is very 
vulnerable to COVID I would have thought. Someone like him should be demanding that everyone get vaccinated. 
He is a prime candidate for COVID and the awful consequences of that. You can continue to undermine and nitpick, 
or you can support us in doing what has to be done. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order, please! 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: I am just waiting. Member for Roe. 

CORONAVIRUS — MANDATORY VACCINATIONS — TEACHERS 

860. Mr P.J. RUNDLE to the Premier: 
I have a supplementary question. Can the Premier guarantee that there will be a teacher in front of every classroom 
for term 1 of 2022? 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order, please! 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
Madam Speaker, I have answered this question to the member before, and he increasingly, as I have said before, 
reminds me of Rick Tamlyn. You should actually YouTube him so that you can work out why I say that. 
We will do what is necessary to get the education workforce vaccinated, and that is what we are doing. We want to 
protect children. We want to make sure that our schools continue to operate, because they are essential to the operation 
of this state. Since COVID came along, we have actually had four days on which schools were not open in the last 
two years—four days. Victoria has had month after month after month. New South Wales has had month after 
month after month. Since COVID came along, we have had one person acquire the virus in Western Australia and 
pass away, sad as that is—one person. I heard some figures on Europe earlier today. In Europe, they are expecting 
700 000 people — 
Several members interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: I mean, honestly! 
The SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr M. McGOWAN: Europe is predicting that 700 000 people will die shortly. We are trying to prevent and protect 
against that. 
A quality opposition would say, “We stand with the government.” If I was the opposition leader—I did it for five and 
a half years or thereabouts—on this issue I would have stood with the government. I would have said, “I’m with you. 
We are going to do what has to be done to protect the state.” 
Several members interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: You did not, you have not, and the people will judge you are accordingly. They judged you 
in March, and they judge you now. 
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY, LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 
CORRUPTION AND CRIME COMMISSION AND WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE FORCE — 

MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING 

Statement by Speaker 

THE SPEAKER (Mrs M.H. Roberts) [2.59 pm]: Members, if I could have your attention, please. It gives me 
great pleasure to table today the memorandum of understanding between the Corruption and Crime Commission 
and the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council; and the memorandum of understanding between the 
Western Australia Police Force and the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council. 

The MOUs cover the execution of search warrants and the issuing of notices or orders by the CCC or WA police that 
may involve material that is subject to a claim of parliamentary privilege. These MOUs will enable parliamentary 
privilege to be protected while preserving the integrity of CCC and police investigations and ensuring that they 
are conducted in a timely manner. The MOUs contain broad principles that will underpin more detailed protocols 
to be agreed between the parties. What is unique about these MOUs and the protocols that will flow from them is 
that they address the new paradigm of electronic devices containing very large digital datasets. 

Mr D.J. Kelly: Laptops! 

The SPEAKER: Order, please!  

It is envisaged that, with appropriate safeguards in place, data or devices likely to contain material that is subject 
to a claim of parliamentary privilege will be reviewed in a timely fashion and enable non-privileged documents to 
be released to the CCC or WA police as expeditiously as possible. The CCC or WA police will give as much notice 
as is practicable to a Presiding Officer before a search warrant is executed or notice issued. Likewise, the parties 
agree that wherever the records and electronic devices are subsequently reviewed, they must be processed, stored 
and handled in a manner that ensures evidential integrity in any future prosecution. 

I would like to thank the Corruption and Crime Commissioner, Hon John McKechnie, QC; the Commissioner of 
Police, Mr Chris Dawson; and the President, Hon Alanna Clohesy, for their cooperation and commitment in 
developing these workable and practical MOUs.  

I would also like to thank the MOU working group, which consisted of a representative from each of the four parties, 
for working collaboratively in drafting the MOUs. They have also made good progress towards developing a protocol 
that will be tabled in the house next year. I table those MOUs. 

[See papers 842 and 843.] 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY — SPEAKING TIMES AND DIVISIONS — SURVEY 

Statement by Speaker 

THE SPEAKER (Mrs M.H. Roberts) [3.01 pm]: I have a further statement. Members will be aware that we 
recently had a Procedure and Privileges Committee survey that asked members whether speaking times should 
continue to be displayed on the Legislative Assembly broadcast feed, which includes the internal TV channel and the 
internet live stream. The response was a resounding yes. Of the 57 members who completed the survey, 54—or 
95 per cent—wanted the countdown to continue. Given this response, the house has clearly indicated its will, and 
the countdown time will remain on the Legislative Assembly broadcast. 

The second survey question, relating to the conduct of divisions in the chamber, will be considered by the PPC 
before the Assembly returns to sittings next year. 

Before I give the call to the Leader of the Opposition, we have some additional papers for tabling, so attention to 
the Clerk, please. 

PAPERS TABLED 

Papers were tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house. 

PUBLIC SECTOR — AUDITOR GENERAL’S REPORT 

Standing Orders Suspension — Motion 

MS M.J. DAVIES (Central Wheatbelt — Leader of the Opposition) [3.03 pm] — without notice: I move — 

That so much of standing orders be suspended as is necessary to enable the following motion to be debated 
forthwith — 

That this house condemns the Premier; Treasurer for his arrogant dismissal of the serious findings 
contained in the Audit results report—Annual 2020–21 financial audits of state government entities 
and his refusal to take responsibility for his government accruing the highest number of qualified 
audit opinions ever reported by the Office of the Auditor General. 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4110842af9cdc57424d6179748258799000c094d/$file/tp+842+(2021)+mou+-+ccc,+la+&+lc+(24+november+2021).pdf
https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4110843a69e47c5a57d958df48258799000c096b/$file/tp+843+(2021)+mou+-+wa+police+force,+la+&+lc+(24+november+2021).pdf
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Standing Orders Suspension — Amendment to Motion 
MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [3.04 pm]: I move — 

To insert after “forthwith” — 
, subject to the debate being limited to 10 minutes for government members and 10 minutes for 
non-government members 

Amendment put and passed.  
Standing Orders Suspension — Motion, as Amended 

The SPEAKER: As this is a motion to suspend standing orders, it will require an absolute majority in order to 
succeed. If I hear a dissentient voice, I will require the Assembly to divide. 
Question put and passed with an absolute majority. 

Motion 
MS M.J. DAVIES (Central Wheatbelt — Leader of the Opposition) [3.05 pm]: I move the motion. The motion 
that we have just moved is very serious. It specifically condemns the Premier; Treasurer for his arrogant dismissal 
of the serious findings contained in the Audit results report—Annual 2020–21 financial audits of state government 
entities and his refusal to take responsibility for his government accruing the highest number of qualified audit 
opinions ever reported by the Office of the Auditor General. The report tabled by the Auditor General — 
Mr S.A. Millman interjected. 
Ms M.J. DAVIES: I am not taking interjections; we have 10 minutes. 
The report tabled by the Auditor General yesterday is damning. It contains the highest number of qualified audit 
opinions ever reported by the Office of the Auditor General. A new record has been set by this Premier in leading 
a government that has been handed a report card that is covered in red ink. It has red ink all over it. 
Members, last night I had dinner with a couple of teachers. They are in the midst of writing reports. Anyone who 
has been a teacher knows how stressful this period is. If members have lived with a teacher or have been a teacher, 
they know that report time is stressful. Teachers agonise over the words they use to assess the progress of their 
students over the course of the year and they provide points for improvement. Students and their families take those 
reports and use them as a basis for where to direct their energy and attention the following year—areas that need 
attention. Red flags indicate that a plan needs to be in place to ensure that there is no repeat of that mark. 
This Premier and his cabinet got a report card last year that was full of red flags and they ignored them. That is what 
the Auditor General’s report says. They ignored the red flags and the deficiencies in system controls, the management 
of finances and many other areas—and things got worse. If we were at school, this report would be sitting on the 
principal’s desk! But we do not have a principal; we have the Premier. The Premier made himself the Treasurer. 
The Premier absolutely has to take responsibility for what is in this report. His ministers and his government have 
failed to make sure that the departments are following up on issues that the independent Auditor General has put 
in black and white in this report. The buck stops with the Premier. 
I have never seen a report with an overview from an Auditor General quite so frank in its assessment of the failings 
of government—never. Paragraph 3 of the Auditor General’s overview states — 

Of great concern in this year’s results is the number of entities with serious deficiencies requiring — 
Several members interjected. 

Point of Order 
Mr R.S. LOVE: I understood that the Leader of the Opposition had indicated she was not seeking interjections. 
I ask that you ask those members to stop interjecting upon her because that is unruly behaviour. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs L.A. Munday): That is not a point of order. Could we just let the Leader of the 
Opposition be heard for eight minutes. 

Debate Resumed 
Ms M.J. DAVIES: Thank you, Acting Speaker. I was reading the comments from the Auditor General’s overview. 
It states — 

Of great concern in this year’s results is the number of entities with serious deficiencies requiring a qualified 
opinion on financial statements, controls or key performance indicators, increasing from 7 entities last year 
to 17 this year, with 31 separate qualification matters. This is the highest number of qualified audit opinions 
ever reported by my Office. Too many qualifications related to significant deficiencies in payroll and 
procurement controls, and information system security. 

Five entities under this government received three or more qualified audit opinions. The Auditor General also said 
that there has been a notable increase over the last two years in the number of audit findings unresolved from the 
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prior year—an increase from 20 per cent reported unresolved in 2019 to 28 per cent in 2021. This Premier and his 
government are too busy re-engineering the Legislative Council to rip regional representation from the Parliament, 
they are too busy running sham surveys from the Minister for Environment’s office to shut down native forestry, and 
they are too busy plotting ways to manipulate and abuse the processes of this Parliament to concentrate on the serious 
business of overseeing government departments. It is important. This is not an academic exercise. It is not something 
to be dismissed or deflected, as the Premier did during question time yesterday and today. The Auditor General 
has put it very succinctly — 

An effective control environment provides assurance that an entity is achieving its objectives and can 
help to prevent and detect fraud, error and service interruption. 

If I think about the issues that the opposition has been raising in Parliament over the last nine months about the 
Department of Health, the Department of Communities and the Department of Education, there are issues that 
clearly demonstrate that cracks are appearing. I want to know which of the ministers opposite have failed to take 
notice of the report card that was handed to them last year. When I was a minister and qualified opinions or reports 
were handed down by the independent Auditor General, ministers had to make sure that they were reporting against 
that so that when they stood in this house, they could answer the opposition’s questions. Ministers put it on the 
agenda with their directors general and they asked the directors general and the departments to report bark. The 
Premier is not responsible for running these departments, but he is responsible for overseeing them and making sure 
that they are being held to account. I do not think that his ministers are doing that to any degree, and that is clear 
in the report that has been handed down. This is the highest number of qualified opinions ever handed down by 
the Office of the Auditor General. 
It just goes to show that the Premier persists with spin and bluff, instead of asking those hard questions that need 
to be asked and admitting that this report on the government’s atrocious performance needs to be taken very, very 
seriously. Yesterday, the Premier said that improvements had been made to financial controls in government and 
talked about the Paul Whyte corruption scandal. No-one endorses that. Everyone believes that there needs to be 
improvements. It is a significant issue. But there are issues that have been highlighted in this report that go to exactly 
the issues that the Premier referred to yesterday. 
At the Building and Construction Industry Training Board, there is an inappropriate IT systems configuration that 
reduces the ability to appropriately segregate duties for finance and payroll functions, a lack of adequate operational 
processes and policies relating to key processes, and no independent review of general journals and monthly bank 
reconciliations. Three qualified opinions were issued for the Department of Communities and no evidence could 
be provided that goods and services were received by someone independent of the incurring officer. Five qualified 
opinions were issued for the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries. Seven qualified opinions 
were issued for the Department of Health and those health services that we ask questions about during question 
time. Four qualified opinions were issued for the Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development. These 
are all mega-departments that have been smashed together by this government through its machinery-of-government 
changes and then put under further pressure as a result of the COVID pandemic and they are not being held to account 
by the ministers that sit in cabinet. 
There is so much more in this report. The Premier responded yesterday by glossing over these serious and significant 
findings. Whatever the Premier is doing, or whatever he thinks he is doing, it is falling short, because this report card 
is dripping in red ink. There has been a 400 per cent increase in the number of qualified opinions under his watch. 
I will give some numbers just for the record, in case there is any issue with the fact that things have been put in 
place and that the Premier is responding to the challenges that have been appropriately raised by the Auditor General. 
There were 135 expenditure control weaknesses reported across all these entities, with 17 rated as significant. Go 
and read what “significant” means in Auditor General terms. There were 31 unresolved weaknesses from last year, 
eight of which were rated as significant and unresolved in the previous year. There were 59 accounting procedure 
issues at 36 entities, and there were also payroll and human resources, governance, assets and revenue issues. 
They are laid out in black and white. These issues that were raised last year, and are significant in the eyes of the 
Auditor General, affect the government’s ability to run its organisations efficiently and to make sure that taxpayers’ 
dollars are spent appropriately, yet the Premier has ignored them. As a result, the Auditor General has handed down 
what she says is the worst report card that the Office of the Auditor General—not the current Auditor General—
has ever handed down. That is a damning statement. I refer to questions that went to the Minister for Health about 
health services. There are issues that the Auditor General would not specifically lay out in this report, because 
it would put that department at further risk. That was what was in the briefing on Wednesday. It is time this 
government focused more on governing and less on spin. Yesterday, I talked about Gareth Parker’s observation 
in August. He said — 

… spin might get you through the daily news cycle, but the work of governing catches up with you in the end. 
It is time the Premier did better, because this report says that he needs to do better—less on the spin, more on the 
governing. 
Several members interjected. 
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The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! Member for Morley! 
Ms M.J. DAVIES: These are serious, serious issues and if you refuse to address them — 
Several members interjected. 

Point of Order 
Dr D.J. HONEY: I refer to standing order 95. I literally cannot hear the excellent contribution from the Leader of 
the Opposition over the cacophony of sound. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs L.A. Munday): Members! Let us listen to the last minute of the Leader of the 
Opposition’s speech in silence, please. 

Debate Resumed 
Ms M.J. DAVIES: The broader question to the Premier; Treasurer, who has inserted himself into every single 
thing this government has done, standing next to every department, is: what questions has he asked of his ministers 
to make sure they are accountable to the people of Western Australia? 
MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham — Premier) [3.15 pm]: The government will not support this motion moved 
by the Leader of the Opposition, but I will make a few points. Firstly, we take the findings of the Auditor General’s 
report very seriously, and we expect agencies to rectify and repair any deficiencies that are existent. I had a meeting 
with the Auditor General about her report last week or the week before, and we discussed the reasons behind any 
qualified opinions. The principal reason is the massive additional workload the public sector has been under to 
respond to COVID-19. In her overview of the report she said — 

The 2020–21 financial year was an extraordinary one for Western Australia. In the second year of the 
pandemic, — 

The first full financial year, I might add — 
COVID-19 continued to cause disruption for our community. State government entities continued to 
provide the usual wide range of public services, along with additional stimulus and recovery initiatives, 
while reconfiguring operating arrangements around lockdowns and social distancing measures, and 
implementing contingencies for business continuity. As in the community, a level of fatigue is evident 
in the public sector. 

Our additional $9 billion of COVID recovery measures have obviously put in place a significant workload across 
the public sector. I would like to thank everyone across the public sector for their work over this period. Obviously, 
it has been a difficult time, and a great many people have had to work very hard in all sorts of agencies, sometimes 
unexpectedly, to cope with what has occurred over the course of the last two years. The Office of the Auditor General 
noted that despite the work pressures faced by the public sector, 78 per cent of government sector entities were 
audit-ready within 20 days of the end of the financial year, the best performance in the last 10 years. That is what 
the Auditor General indicated. 
We have increased funding to the Auditor General, just so everyone knows. In the last two years, the Auditor General’s 
budget has gone up by 20 per cent. When we arrived in office, the Auditor General’s budget was $24 million, and we 
have increased the budget since that point in time to $38 million. As members can see, there is significant additional 
funding for the Auditor General to improve governance and accountability across the public sector. We have provided 
far more resourcing for the Auditor General to undertake those roles because we want to see public sector agencies 
perform more efficiently and uncover things like the Paul Whyte affair. That went along unchallenged for years 
under the last government. A man stealing millions of dollars from us every year went along unchallenged under 
the last government, so obviously measures we have put in place have improved that situation. As I outlined before, 
a whole range of additional improvements have been put in place, in particular in relation to payment practices 
across the public sector, including segregation of the duties of those issuing the invoice from those paying the 
invoice. As members know, in the case of Mr Whyte that segregation of duties was not present. We have the regular 
rotation of accounting firms conducting audits and the mandating of independently chaired audit committees by 
persons external to the agencies for agencies across the public sector. We also gave the Auditor General additional 
money to undertake targeted forensic audits of agencies’ contract management and systems. 
Obviously, when additional resources are provided to an agency, it will find more things. That is just the fact of it. 
When we provide additional resources to the Auditor General to uncover things, we will find more things. We are 
basically being criticised because we are finding things that the former Liberal–National government did not resource 
the Auditor General to find. When an agency is actually doing investigative work, as indeed when the government 
provides more resources to the Western Australia Police Force, it uncovers more crime. If we had fewer police 
officers, we would probably have less crime uncovered. That is the way these things work when agencies are better 
resourced to uncover these sorts of things. That is exactly what has occurred here. Those are the measures we put 
in place. 
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The Minister for Health outlined during question time one of the other initiatives we have put in place. We established 
the Office of Digital Government. We knew there were a lot of issues with information technology across the 
public sector, so we established the Office of Digital Government, and, in the state budget a few months ago, the 
digital capability fund. That fund will improve all the systems across government. It will be a competitive process 
so those agencies with the greatest need will get funded first. There will be a proper process around funding upgrades 
to IT across government. As we do that, it will actually improve the accountability and performance of agencies. 
The fund has been put in place to ensure that that occurs. The fund is another thing the government has done that 
has not been done before to improve accountability and improve performance outcomes across government. It 
was put in place as part of the last budget. All those things are occurring and, as I said before, the Public Sector 
Commissioner has a very strong expectation that agencies will improve when there are any qualified audits across 
the public sector. 
I will go back to my central point. It has been an extraordinary year, or two years, and the Auditor General has outlined 
that agencies are doing more work. The government has provided the Auditor General with more resourcing to 
uncover things and so more things are being uncovered, particularly because of those two reasons. Despite all of 
that, we still have the strongest budget position of any government in Australia and the biggest surplus of any state 
government in history, which means that Western Australia can respond more strongly and more effectively to 
whatever is thrown at it than any other government in Australia. That is what we have managed to achieve over 
these two tumultuous years, and it is because we put in place the foundations in our first three years in office. 
I can compare this government to other people in office. The Auditor General brought down a report in 2015 about 
the Perth Stadium contracts. The then Auditor General, Colin Murphy, had a number of things to say about the 
stadium contracts. I quote the report — 

The Minister for Sport and Recreation made these decisions not to provide information to Parliament 
about the arrangements to design, build, finance and maintain the new Perth Stadium. The Minister refused 
to provide Parliament with some information from the State’s agreement with the Westadium consortium 
and refused to provide an unredacted copy of the contract 
I have been unable to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence on the Minister’s decisions not to provide 
information to Parliament. Accordingly, I am unable to form an opinion whether those decisions were 
reasonable and appropriate. 

Who was that? It was the Leader of the Opposition. In addition, the Auditor General said — 
Ms M.J. Davies interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: I did not interject on the Leader of the Opposition. The opposition takes points of order on 
interjections. I listened to the Leader of the Opposition in silence. The report continues — 

The inability of an auditor to access the information they need to meet their obligation is a serious matter 
for the auditor and for those who rely on their opinion … this is the first time I have been unable to fulfil 
my legislative obligations. 

Several members interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: That was about you! That was about you when you were in office. It was a shameful 
performance never seen before in the history of Western Australia undertaken by the now Leader of the Opposition. 
What about what the Langoulant report says about her performance? Mr Langoulant was damning about the Leader of 
the Opposition’s lack of understanding of business cases and her performance. She can read the Langoulant report. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! Can we just hear the last minute in peace, everyone? 
Mr M. McGOWAN: It is page after page of damning analysis of the Leader of the Opposition’s undertaking — 
Ms M.J. Davies: From a hand-picked person. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: So now she is attacking the integrity of John Langoulant, former Under Treasurer appointed 
by Richard Court. 
Then there was the Water for Food program. I again quote the Auditor General’s comments on the now Leader of 
the Opposition — 

The decisions by the Minister not to provide the information requested by Parliament were not reasonable 
and therefore not appropriate, as a significant amount of the information was already publicly available. 

The Leader of the Opposition did not provide information to Parliament, even though she did not know it was already 
publicly available. That says it all. Report after report—two Auditor General reports and the Langoulant report—
say you were a disaster in office. You left a debt of $44 billion. You had red ink as far as the eye could see. You 
are shameful and hopeless! 
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Division 
Question put and a division taken, the Acting Speaker (Mrs L.A. Munday) casting her vote with the noes, with the 
following result — 

Ayes (6) 

Mr V.A. Catania Dr D.J. Honey Ms L. Mettam  
Ms M.J. Davies Mr R.S. Love Mr P.J. Rundle (Teller)  

 

Noes (47) 

Mr S.N. Aubrey Ms M.J. Hammat Ms S.F. McGurk Ms A. Sanderson 
Mr G. Baker Ms J.L. Hanns Mr D.R. Michael Mr D.A.E. Scaife 
Dr A.D. Buti Mr T.J. Healy Mr K.J.J. Michel Ms R.S. Stephens 
Mr J.N. Carey Mr M. Hughes Mr S.A. Millman Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski 
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke Mr W.J. Johnston Mr Y. Mubarakai Mr C.J. Tallentire 
Ms C.M. Collins Mr H.T. Jones Ms L.A. Munday Mr D.A. Templeman 
Mr R.H. Cook Mr D.J. Kelly Mrs L.M. O’Malley Mr P.C. Tinley 
Ms L. Dalton Ms E.J. Kelsbie Mr P. Papalia Ms C.M. Tonkin 
Ms D.G. D’Anna Ms A.E. Kent Mr S.J. Price Mr R.R. Whitby 
Mr M.J. Folkard Dr J. Krishnan Mr J.R. Quigley Ms S.E. Winton 
Ms K.E. Giddens Mr P. Lilburne Ms M.M. Quirk Ms C.M. Rowe (Teller) 
Ms E.L. Hamilton Mr M. McGowan Ms R. Saffioti  

Question thus negatived. 

FOREST PRODUCTS AMENDMENT BILL 2021 
Second Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 
MR D.A.E. SCAIFE (Cockburn) [3.31 pm]: I am pleased to rise today to speak on the Forest Products Amendment 
Bill 2021 — 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Cockburn, do you want to wait five seconds for everyone to clear? 
Mr D.A.E. SCAIFE: It is fairly forgettable, Acting Speaker. I do not think anyone will miss anything, including 
Hansard, but I would appreciate the chamber’s indulgence, Acting Speaker, and acknowledge firstly that today is 
the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women. It is a very significant day that was set by 
the General Assembly of the United Nations some years ago. It is an important day when we reflect on the scourge 
of family, domestic and other types of violence perpetrated towards women. We know that family and domestic 
violence is overwhelmingly perpetrated against women by men. It is something that our society is still very much 
grappling with and today is an important day to reflect on what more we can do. We are very fortunate to be part 
of a government that has a Minister for Prevention of Family and Domestic Violence who is doing very good work, 
but we can always do more. 
I also want to acknowledge that today is the first day of the 16 Days in WA campaign. This is a Western Australian 
campaign to raise awareness of violence against women in our community and to advocate for greater action and 
solutions to a problem that affects our community. This morning I was very fortunate to be at the Yangebup Family 
Centre for a forum with the Minister for Education and Training, but later today the family centre will host an event 
as part of the 16 Days in WA campaign. It is often family centres and other types of community services that 
are really at the front line on these sorts of issues. I commend all those organisations and I commend the efforts 
of this government. All I will say is that there is more to do and I am confident that this government will rise to 
that challenge. 
I turn to the subject matter of the bill. Obviously, the main purpose of the bill before the house is to provide the 
Forest Products Commission with the ability to deal and trade in carbon assets, which will mainly be things like 
carbon credits. It also includes provisions that will enable the Forest Products Commission to buy land for the purpose 
of establishing the plantations that will need to be established under the government’s climate action plan, which 
includes the climate action fund and the significant expansion of our softwood industry. 
I want to start by reflecting on the fact that this bill is an important component of this government’s commitment 
to taking action on climate change. This is a government that believes the science on climate change. It knows that 
climate change is real and is human induced and that it is up to us, as a collective responsibility, to do something 
about it. Of course, that, unfortunately, contrasts with the position that the federal Liberal and National Parties have 
taken on climate change over a number of years, very disappointingly. There was some criticism seemingly made 
in some of the earlier contributions from members of the opposition about the lack of movement in state-level carbon 
trading. I really thought that criticism beggared belief, because the reason Australia has had such difficulties with 
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establishing a thriving carbon trading market is that the federal government has simply never been able to get its 
act together on climate change or putting a price on carbon. Businesses and state and local governments have been 
calling out for a sensible, certain position on climate action, carbon emissions and carbon trading for at least a decade, 
yet we have seen the internecine war within the federal Liberal and National Parties just completely derail the prospect 
of any kind of action on climate change. 
I quote from an ABC online news article of 9 July 2014 by Latika Bourke. It is titled “LNP backbencher 
George Christensen likens climate change to science fiction film plot”. This is what Mr Christensen, the federal 
member for Dawson, who I believe sits in the National Party room within the Liberal National Party of Queensland, 
had to say — 

“In Australia, we have crossed that point where the horror genre is descending into a comedy,” …. 
“It’s hard to tell the difference between an alarmist claim about global effects and the basic premise of 
a disaster movie plot. 
“The weather and climate in Australia has not changed in the last century but a new religious interpretation 
has arisen since then. 
“When we are in a flood, they tell us ‘too much rain is a sign, more hurricanes is a sign, fewer hurricanes 
is a sign, the sky is blue—it’s a sign, gravity—it’s a sign’.” 

Apart from the fact that what Mr Christensen has to say there is barely comprehensible English, it is not coherent 
as a set of ideas about climate change. It flies in the face of the science. That is why it is so important to have 
a government here in Western Australia that believes in the signs of climate change and is taking real action. The 
science is in. If we do not act now, there will be very serious consequences for not only the environment, but also 
our economy and our ability to capture the jobs of the future. 
It is just incredibly disappointing that the Liberal and National Parties have never been able to get themselves 
together on this issue. I say that this bill is a chance. The state government’s climate action fund is a chance for 
them to get on board and prove that they take climate change seriously and are committed to ensuring that we not 
only protect our environment for future generations, but also grab the economic opportunities that are available 
now in clean energy industries and green manufacturing so that our kids in the future can prosper in the same way 
that Western Australians have prospered over the last hundred years. 
I said at the outset that this bill will enable the establishment of our climate action fund. That is a very significant 
commitment from the state government to combat climate change. Part of that is the $350 million commitment to 
significantly expand the softwood plantation. That goes hand in glove with the McGowan government’s commitment 
to end all logging of native forests in Western Australia. Obviously, there will be some exceptions to that around 
thinning and the like, but, by and large, under the future forest management plan, there will be an end to logging 
in native forests. That decision has been broadly welcomed by the community. Many people in my electorate of 
Cockburn have told me that it is a fantastic step. This builds on the legacy of the Gallop government in ending the 
logging of old-growth forests. It shows that the Labor Party is the party that delivers on tangible environmental 
protections and moving our economy into the future. 
One of the refrains we have heard from members of the opposition in this place when discussing the government’s 
package is the criticism that communities throughout the south west are outraged about this, that the government 
will put people out of work and that this is completely out of step with the community. I will take issue with those 
comments for a couple of minutes. My family originally came from Nannup. My grandparents were small business 
owners and, for many years, reliable Liberal voters. 
Ms C.M. Rowe interjected. 
Mr D.A.E. SCAIFE: I know, member for Belmont, but there are at least one or two in every family! 
My grandparents were small business proprietors who ran Nannup Motors. As people cross the bridge to go into 
Nannup, on the left is where the Nannup Bridge Cafe used to be. That was Nannup Motors, which was owned by my 
family, the Rowe family. We wondered whether there was a relationship between my family and the member for 
Belmont, but apparently there is not. My grandparents were traditional country small business owners and Liberal 
voters. One thing I have a very distinct memory of when we visited Nannup was my pop taking me out as a kid to 
show me the areas that had been felled and commenting on what a disgrace it was. He was a reliable, conservative 
voter who saw the absolute destruction of the beautiful natural heritage in our south west as a complete crime. He 
lived his whole life in Nannup. He was the local school bus driver and a St John Ambulance volunteer. He knew 
everybody who worked at the mill. All those years ago, he knew that the logging of the native forests would be looked 
upon in shame by future generations. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: He should have gone into politics by the sounds of it. 
Mr D.A.E. SCAIFE: The problem is that I do not think he would have ended up on the right side, Minister for Forestry! 
Mr D.J. Kelly: He’d be better than what they’ve got. 
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Mr D.A.E. SCAIFE: Quite possibly he would have been better than the current opposition. He was an agrarian 
socialist who understood the value of the south west forests. I do not take it for granted that just because people in 
the opposition’s echo chamber are telling them that this is a big mistake, that position is reflected in the broader 
community. I can tell members now that it is not reflected in my community, and I do not think it would be reflected 
in the communities of Nannup or Manjimup to the extent that the opposition likes to believe it is. I have been involved 
in this space for a few years. I used to convene the Labor Party’s environmental policy committee back in the 
late 2000s. I remember speaking to representatives from the Australian Workers’ Union, the WA Forest Alliance 
and the forestry industry. Everybody behind the scenes would say that the government does not need to take any 
aggressive action on the logging of native forests because the industry will just die a natural death anyway, because 
it is not sustainable. That is what industry insiders were saying. They said that eventually—10 or 20 years down 
the track—the forestry industry would die off because it was not sustainable. That was reflected in the comments 
made in the chamber by the minister about Hon Paul Omodei, the president of the Shire of Manjimup, who said 
openly in a meeting that essentially the industry’s best hope was that it would get one more forestry management 
plan out of the government. That is the inside view of the industry. It knew that its industry was not sustainable. All 
this government is doing is getting to the inevitable but doing it in a way that will support jobs and see an investment 
in the softwood plantation industry, which in turn will support the housing and construction sector through the supply 
of timber. It also includes a transition plan to ensure that workers in those industries are not left behind. 
We hear this constant criticism from the opposition. Opposition members get really touchy when members of the 
government want to talk about their record under the Barnett government. They say, “It’s not relevant. You’ve been 
here for five years now; you need to own all the problems.” There are at least two reasons that the record of the 
opposition in government is absolutely relevant. The first relates to the opposition’s credibility. It needs credibility 
to stand up in front of the community and argue its position. Its record goes to its credibility. The second reason 
the opposition should be held accountable for its record is that past performance is its best predictor of future 
performance, and it has to present an alternative government. When people ask what sort of government a party will 
be, sure, they can look at current policies—they are pretty threadbare at the moment, and they were pretty threadbare 
at the election as well—or the policies it had when it was previously in government. 
The Nationals WA were the kingmakers of the former conservative Barnett government in 2008. They extracted all 
sorts of concessions from the Liberal Party. That government did absolutely nothing to ensure the long-term future 
of the forestry industry. The great betrayal in this whole sorry saga is the fact that the Liberal and National Parties, 
which claim to be on the side of these communities, did nothing to protect their future in the almost nine years that 
they had to do something about it. In fact, as the minister has said to this chamber, all they did was plant five hectares 
of pine in 2010 and 2011, and in 2012, they planted none at all. It is not good enough to come into this place and 
say, “We don’t want to talk about our record because it’s inconvenient to us.” As I said earlier, it was an open secret 
that the forestry industry was not sustainable and it needed a long-term plan. The opposition failed to deliver that 
when it was in government. Members like the member for North West Central can come into this chamber and 
jeer and heckle as much as they like, but at the end of the day, the opposition is not putting a credible position as an 
alternative government. That is what it is. It is not just the opposition; it is the alternative government. As sad as 
the opposition might be as an alternative government, it is who the people of Western Australia are supposed to turn 
to if they say they have had enough of the McGowan government and they are going to turn to the opposition and 
see what it has to offer. At the moment, all opposition members are offering is criticism and undermining and, frankly, 
they are resting on their laurels when they should be talking about what needs to be done to take this industry forward. 
The opposition does not want to talk about that because what needs to be done is exactly what this government is 
doing. I am sure that it would have been better had some of these things been done 10 years ago, but that was on 
the Barnett Liberal government. It did not do it. It just wasted its time. I say to the residents of the south west forests, 
who have an outstanding member in the current member for Warren–Blackwood, “You have a government that is 
listening now. You have a government that is taking action to secure the long-term future of the timber industry 
and you have the member for Warren–Blackwood standing up for your concerns.” This package is an essential part 
of acting on climate change. It is an essential part of securing our natural assets for future generations. It is an essential 
part of making sure that we have a green economy that will provide the jobs of the future. For that reason, I very 
much will be voting in favour of the bill. 
MS C.M. ROWE (Belmont) [3.50 pm]: I, too, rise with pleasure today to speak on the Forest Products Amendment 
Bill 2021. I start this contribution by acknowledging and congratulating the Minister for Forestry for bringing this 
really important legislation to the house. I am sure a lot of hard work has gone into the process. The bill will contribute 
to our government’s commitment to protecting our environment, shaping climate-resilient communities and helping 
Western Australians forge ahead towards a prosperous low-carbon future. The legislation will allow the Forest Products 
Commission to trade in carbon assets for the very first time. I must say on a personal note that I am rather excited 
about this, because as a very naive but idealistic 18 or 19-year-old, when the Kyoto Protocol touted the idea of 
engaging in carbon trading schemes, I thought that that was revolutionary—bear in mind that I am 41 years old now, 
so it was quite some years ago. I was very excited and motivated and I decided that I would engage in selling carbon 
credits even though I did not know anything about it. I went out and set up a business name, put all of $200 into 
a business account with my local bank and got as many domain names as I could afford—carbontrading.com.au 
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and all the rest. Of course, it was bitterly disappointing that that did not happen. I would like to acknowledge as well 
that, again, I was incredibly disappointed when the opportunity was presented to the federal government to take the 
lead on this many, many years ago. It was under a Labor government that Kevin Rudd put this opportunity before 
the federal Parliament to do something incredibly significant to address climate change but, of course, that opportunity 
was squandered because of the Greens and their inability to have any kind of compromise at all on this. They wanted 
the perfect rather than having a good solid program in place that could have done huge things to turn around climate 
change, certainly in this country. 
Nonetheless, I am incredibly proud to be talking about what we are doing here in the state of Western Australia to 
address climate change and to do our bit towards what are inevitably man-made problems that are affecting our 
climate and, indeed, our whole environment. Of course, being part of the lucrative carbon offset market will help 
generate energy for future carbon industry jobs and for Western Australians right across our state. But, importantly, 
as I mentioned, it will make a big difference in our response to climate change, which in my view is the single 
most important and most pressing issue of our time. I hope that all members in the chamber acknowledge that it is 
our responsibility to do everything that we can to turn that around. 
Carbon capture, of course, is one of the most effective ways to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and, 
of course, carbon dioxide is one of the main greenhouse gases that cause climate change, as many will know. The 
FPC currently has no rights in respect of carbon assets and it is restricted in dealing with physical forest products 
such as log timber. This legislation will now give the FPC the ability to own, deal and trade in carbon assets related 
to plantation resources, such as carbon credits provided under the national carbon farming legislation. The bill 
signals the McGowan government’s commitment to tackling climate change, which is arguably the biggest threat 
that countries all around the world will face. We know we have to act and we know that we have to act right now. 
We made a commitment to transition the Western Australian economy to net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. 
But I truly hope that we will look for ways to bring this forward, because the situation that we face is dire. I would 
ask the minister to consider credible interim targets to help us get there, and get there sooner. We must act more 
quickly than we are at present. I know that both the Minister for Climate Action and the Minister for Forestry are 
doing an incredible job in this space, and I again congratulate them. We are doing our bit, and I know that we will 
continue to do great things in this space. 
This year’s state budget continued our track record of action, delivering on a range of initiatives designed to address 
the threat of climate change, as well as help industry flourish and thrive, and of course create sustainable jobs. As 
the member for Cockburn just touched on, that is a critical part of our mandate as a Labor government in both this 
Parliament and the previous Parliament. We are making sure that at every step of the way, particularly with regard 
to our stimulus package during the COVID aftermath, we are always considering people’s jobs. This an extension 
of that. We are looking at sustainable jobs, which is fantastic. 
As part of the budget, we have committed $750 million to our climate action fund. This will be a key driver in 
Western Australia’s low-carbon future. Within this fund is a suite of measures to shape climate-resilient communities, 
create low-carbon jobs and develop new industries. I want to take a moment to highlight just a few of those. It includes 
$206 million for renewable energy initiatives to fuel WA’s future, with standalone power stations; clean energy in 
schools; wind turbine manufacturing, which is fantastic; refurbishment of Denham power station; and $1 million 
for research into the viability of a local green steel industry. In addition, a $118 million fund will invest in future 
climate-related initiatives to respond to climate change and create climate-resilient communities. We are not only 
addressing the problems we have right now and trying to tackle them in the immediate term, but also looking to 
what the future climate problems will be, which I think is incredibly innovative. The fund also includes $50 million 
to drive new renewable hydrogen initiatives, and $26 million for carbon innovation grants to help manage coastal 
erosion. We have a lot of coast in Western Australia, so that is a fantastic initiative. 
Of course, it also includes a record $350 million to significantly expand the state’s softwood plantation estate, to 
create and secure local jobs, and ensure a sustainable industry. The softwood timber industry in WA supplies the 
majority of timber products used by the state’s housing and construction industry. Interestingly, and importantly, 
since 2014, native timber harvesting operations have operated at a loss. The opposition failed to acknowledge this 
very, very important fact. Softwood plantation operations, on the other hand, have operated at a significant profit, 
with a return of $38.7 million to the taxpayer. Sustainably and locally produced plantation timber will play a key role 
in our strategy to tackle climate change. It is renewable, recyclable and biodegradable, and has the potential to capture 
millions of tonnes of CO2 from the atmosphere. We estimate that our $350 million investment will provide for the 
planting of at least 33 000 hectares of new pine plantations. Up to 50 million pine trees will be planted, sequestering 
between 7.9 and 9.5 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent. This legislation means that the Forest Products Commission 
will be able to trade carbon credits and generate revenue from the carbon sequestered in those pines. In addition, our 
$350 million investment will create around 140 timber industry jobs and protect approximately 1 900 existing jobs. 
I am really proud of our government’s contribution to protecting the environment and tackling climate change, but 
also making sure that the jobs in those areas and those communities most affected will be protected and there will 
be new industries for those workers. 
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I was really inspired, I must say, when I saw the historic announcement to end logging in our south west native 
forests from 2024. I would like to take this opportunity to put on the record my congratulations to the Minister for 
Environment for this absolutely landmark decision. It means that at least an additional 400 000 hectares of karri, 
jarrah and wandoo forest will be preserved, which means that nearly two million hectares of native forest will be 
protected for future generations. This is absolutely remarkable. 
WA’s native forests are an important natural asset that are highly valued by Western Australians, and they play a vital 
ecological and economic role for our state. Our forests are not only beautiful, but also much-loved as an ecotourism 
attraction, and everyone loves heading down south. Most importantly, they provide critical carbon capture and 
storage. Our south west native forests store approximately 600 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent. It is really 
a little hard to understand what that means, but it is my understanding that that represents 116 years’ worth of annual 
emissions for every car in WA, so it is very important that it is maintained. 
I am sure other members will agree when I say that decisions like the one I have just talked about make being a politician 
an incredibly privileged position. Even though I was not part of that decision—it was all to do with the minister and the 
Premier—it will have big impacts, and I am proud to be a very small part of a government that does things like that. 
Preserving our environment for generations to come is a legacy we can all definitely be proud of, and it is supported 
by the community. Members on our side have illustrated that. It is really important to note that the member for 
Warren–Blackwood engaged extensively with her community, and it is supportive of this decision. Importantly, 
a survey of the public and the industry was conducted earlier this year on the question of the future of our south west 
native forests. Nearly 17 000 responses were received; 95 per cent of respondents were in favour of more areas of native 
forest being protected, and 73 per cent agreed that no native forest harvesting should occur. That is important to note, 
because I think the opposition likes to over-egg public opposition to the historic decision to end native forest logging. 
We are also doing other really important things in the environmental space. We are fast-tracking our Plan for Plastics. 
Plastic waste has a massive detrimental impact on the environment, both here and right across the globe. It is one of 
the greatest threats to wildlife around the world, and WA is leading the way in banning single-use plastics and, in 
turn, saving hundreds of millions of single-use plastic items from becoming landfill. I am thrilled that our single-use 
plastic bowls, cups, plates, cutlery, stirrers, straws, polystyrene food containers and thick plastic bags, along with 
helium balloon releases, will all be phased out by the end of this year. Single-use plastic coffee cups and lids are now 
included in the plan, and they will be phased out by the end of 2022, along with cotton buds, plastic sharps, plastic 
produce bags and microbeads. That will make a huge difference to our waterways and oceans and all the wildlife 
contained within them. 
Western Australians love the coastline, and this will help protect it and keep it in its current pristine condition. In 
addition to our climate action fund, this year’s state budget also included funding for a range of initiatives to help 
us progress to a low-carbon future and to develop new industries, create jobs and ensure a secure and reliable energy 
supply into the future. We are protecting natural assets while investing in the innovative energy initiatives and 
industries of the future, like renewable hydrogen and carbon farming. 
It is important to me, in this place and right across the community, that we do as much as we can to ensure that the 
beautiful natural environment that we are so lucky to have here in WA is preserved for our future generations to enjoy 
for many more years to come. As I have mentioned throughout my brief contribution, we have done a great deal for 
the environment, but we are not being complacent, which I am really pleased to see, because there is so much more 
to do in our attempts to address climate change here in WA. Climate change is the single biggest issue we face in 
the modern world. I trust and hope our government will continue along this very positive trajectory for the sake of 
future generations. 
This bill is a wonderful reform and I wholeheartedly commend it to the house. 
MS C.M. COLLINS (Hillarys) [4.04 pm]: It is my honour to speak about the Forest Products Amendment Bill 2021. 
I am proud that it was a McGowan government that made a commitment to transition the Western Australian 
economy to net zero greenhouse gases by 2050. Not only have we promised or committed to this, but also we plan 
to legislate this. This is in contrast to the federal government, which has, only very recently, committed to net zero 
emissions by 2050, but with no detailed plan and no modelling to back it up. 
The proposed amendments will unlock the potential of the Forest Products Commission and begin the important 
work in trading carbon assets. It will mean leaving nearly two million hectares of native forests protected for future 
generations. The commission has always stood for responsible management of our natural resources, but these 
amendments will allow the commission to step into a new, exciting chapter for our state and our forests. 
Nearly 17 000 people responded to the online forest management plan survey about the future of the state’s native 
forests, with 95 per cent of respondents saying more should be done to protect the forests and 73 per cent agreeing 
that native forest logging should not occur at all. This government heard that loud and clear. 
I am delighted to speak on such an important step in the climate action campaign within my first year serving as the 
member for Hillarys. It was in September this year that the McGowan government made the historic announcement 
to end the logging of native Western Australian forests. This follows a proud tradition set by the Gallop state 
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government to make WA the first state in Australia to cease harvesting old-growth forests. We will support the 
south west forest communities with a $350 million package to expand and grow renewable softwood plantations. This 
will create thousands of jobs and build a more efficient and sustainable timber industry that will offset millions of 
tonnes of carbon dioxide. 
Rod Campbell, an economist and research director at the Australia Institute, said that the end of native forest logging 
represents not just good environmental policy, but also good economic policy. Labor governments never leave 
workers high and dry, so we have established a native forestry transition group of local industries, unions and 
government stakeholders to develop a just transition plan. The sum of $50 million will be set aside for these important 
efforts, and it is a plan that responds to the signals that we have been receiving from nature. 
As Julian Sharp, a farm forester, said, it will provide him with much better access to timber markets now for sustainably 
grown plantation timber, whereas before he was trying to compete with subsidised native forest logging. 
Why did we need all this to happen? In 2019, the Water Corporation reported that Denmark had experienced one of 
its driest years since 1911. The town had recorded four of its driest years within the previous five years. We know 
from federal government reports that these changing conditions affect the viability of the native timber industry. Some 
of these warnings are from 10 years ago. For example, the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics 
and Sciences released a report in 2011 titled Potential effects of climate change on forests and forestry in Australia. 
This classified Manjimup as being highly vulnerable to changing weather patterns. 
Some tree species become less productive under projected warmer and drier conditions. Growth rates for all tree 
species decrease as temperatures increase. Most tree species, such as gum trees, grow slower with decreasing rainfall. 
Log availability from Australian hardwood plantations and native forests is projected to decline due to climate change, 
and one estimate is a 35 per cent reduction in hardwood log availability by 2030. Is this a changing environment or 
is it really the best idea to continue to log established old-growth forests? When the logging reforms were announced, 
my inbox was filled with emails from Hillarys constituents who, despite being far away from the south west, wanted 
to congratulate the McGowan government on this historic announcement. They said that it was forward thinking, 
a commonsense approach and another example of this government’s record of strong leadership. 
My team and I had a stall at the Edith Cowan University Sustainability Festival at Hillarys Boat Harbour on 
26 September, and across from us was the WA Forest Alliance’s stall. The students held up a sign that said, “Thank you; 
the forests are rejoicing”, and thousands of people across my electorate and the northern suburbs signed it. I would 
like to thank the many environmentalists in the electorate of Hillarys for their advocacy and communications on 
this important matter. In particular, I give a special shout-out to Marilyn Zakrevsky, a Mullaloo resident who is part 
of the group Nannas for Native Forests. 
Ms S.F. McGurk interjected. 
Ms C.M. COLLINS: These nannas have been tirelessly engaged in protesting against logging our forests for many, 
many years. Western Australians are now highly aware of falling rainfall levels, the precarious protections for our 
forests and the importance of old-growth assets for our developing ecotourism market. 
I am very excited for the future of the Western Australian Forest Products Commission. I would also like to recognise 
the commission’s recent good work in delivering $40 000 in grants to support the south west community. These 
grants included a package for the Capel River Girl Guides to assist it with camping in our beautiful forests and support 
for the Arthur River Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade to purchase critical firefighting equipment. The commission 
spends over $100 million a year on developing responsibly managed forest products, creating jobs and building 
Western Australia’s reputation interstate and abroad for quality timber exports. Over $1 million is directly spent by 
the commission on supporting and developing Aboriginal businesses through business contracts. These amendments 
recognise the fantastic work performed by the commission in the past and will usher in a new and exciting chapter. 
It is a chapter that will respond to the changing nature of global markets. 
We need to modernise Western Australia’s land use for the twenty-first century. The days when all we did was log, farm, 
build and mine are long gone. Economist Yanis Varoufakis noted in one of his recent books the contradiction of forest 
management under the traditional economic marketplace. He noted that under the marketplace model, the forest and 
natural world have no intrinsic market value until we cut or burn it down and sell off the products and the land, inflating 
our gross domestic product. How ridiculous that in the twenty-first century, the intrinsic value of the natural surroundings 
on our doorstep is not recognised until it is harvested, commoditised and then sold off! It is almost like the old tale of 
the delinquent child running around the village and smashing windows, thus value-adding to the community by creating 
employment opportunities through glass manufacture and the installation of replacement windows. 
The surrounding forests and bushlands of Western Australia are one of our greatest natural assets and I believe 
now is the time to reassess their true value for our generation and future generations. It is not sustainable and it does 
not recognise the role that we have as stewards of our environment and as good global citizens in aligning ourselves 
to make meaningful efforts against the global heating threat. Our Western Australian forests are brimming with 
economic potential, and we can still work in parallel with the international fight against climate change. A recent 
report from the World Bank, entitled the State and trends of carbon pricing 2020, reveals governments across the 
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world have raised more than $US45 billion from carbon pricing in 2019. Over 1 600 major international companies 
have adopted internal carbon pricing mechanisms. These figures show the potential of results-based climate finance. 
Forty-two per cent of the credit market in the past five years has been tied to the carbon sequestration power of our 
forests. There are 61 carbon pricing initiatives in place or scheduled for implementation across the world. It would 
be a tragedy if we did not position our state to be at the forefront of these exciting new markets in order to produce 
true and lasting value from our forests. I am proud to commend this bill to the house. 
MS J.L. HANNS (Collie–Preston) [4.15 pm]: I also rise to speak on the Forest Products Amendment Bill 2021 
and would like to record my support for it. I am very pleased about the commitment this government has made to 
transitioning the WA economy to net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. It is incredibly important that we have 
an environment, a community and a state within a country that is incredibly sustainable for our future generations. 
The government accepts the science that underpins our understanding of climate change, and we acknowledge that 
climate change has already had significant impacts on our environment and our community. In fact, some of the 
changes occurring in the Collie community around the coal and power industry are a direct example of these changes 
and the approach the McGowan Labor government has taken in this regard. 
I know many people in this house understand I was a teacher in my previous life, and one of my favourite subjects 
to teach was geography. I taught geography at Eastern Hills Senior High School in Mundaring and at Collie Senior 
High School, and one of my favourite topics to cover was dry sclerophyll forests, the natural habitat of the jarrah and 
marri trees in Western Australia. It is an incredible forest, and the ecosystem is incredibly important to the biodiversity 
of the south west of Western Australia. We have some incredibly special species of trees, flora and fauna in that area. 
Protecting the flora and fauna is incredibly important. 
I would like to touch on the just transition process, particularly as it relates to the forest industry. I would also like 
to give some examples of the Collie just transition process. I would firstly like to say that the government investment 
in this just transition process stands in stark contrast to that of many other governments around the world and, in 
fact, around Australia. They have made decisions about closing industries within local communities by which they 
literally shut the doors and walked away from the businesses. This government is not doing that. This government 
is committed to a just transition process in Collie for the coal and power industries and it is also committed to 
a just transition process for the forestry industry. I thank the minister, the Premier and all those involved for their 
support of my colleague the member for Warren–Blackwood in a very important and challenging process that will 
eventually bear fruit for her community, as it has done for mine. The important part of this just transition process 
is understanding the opportunities that come out of it. I feel that parts of Warren–Blackwood are quite similar to 
parts of my electorate of Collie–Preston. The opportunities in tourism, ecotourism, agriculture and the arts are things 
that the member for Warren–Blackwood and I probably have in common in our communities.  
In terms of ecotourism, the sport of mountain biking has certainly flourished in the last couple of years in 
Western Australia. I note that many of my constituents in Collie–Preston leave the electorate to visit the electorate 
of Warren–Blackwood to attend the mountain biking trails at Linga Longa Bike Park in Balingup. The member 
for Warren–Blackwood and I do not fight over these things because we are very supportive of ecotourism in all our 
communities across the south west. Certainly, there are many opportunities for mountain biking in the member for 
Warren–Blackwood’s beautiful part of the world. 
I would really like to highlight in Parliament today that the government has made a significant commitment to 
transitioning or supporting some of the industries within the Collie–Preston and Warren–Blackwood electorates. 
I will also highlight that last weekend the Minister for Environment, Hon Amber-Jade Sanderson, the Premier and 
I attended Wellington National Park to announce its expansion by over 7 000 hectares. The government has delivered 
on its commitment to expand the national park, bringing the Wellington National Park’s total area to 25 000 hectares. 
It was an incredible commitment by this government, understanding the incredible importance of the natural 
environment within all national parks around Western Australia. I thank the government for this opportunity. The 
expansion of Wellington National Park—sorry; the Minister for Tourism has totally distracted me. This commitment 
means that there are credible and expandable opportunities for ecotourism in my area. 
Minister, I would like to point out the other opportunities the government has created in ecotourism around Collie. 
I would also like to touch on the arts, given it is also the minister’s portfolio, and remind him that Collie has an 
incredible A-class art gallery, only the second in Western Australia outside the Art Gallery of Western Australia. It 
is an incredibly special place. Again, these are some fantastic opportunities for areas transitioning out of traditional 
industries and into new industries. I recently took the minister to my art gallery. The Collie Art Gallery has just turned 
over the amazing exhibition that the minister and I visited of artwork by a Donnybrook artist. Again, Donnybrook 
is an area that is nearly in, or certainly borders, the member for Warren–Blackwood’s electorate. We have some 
incredible artists in our region — 
Mr D.A. Templeman: You’re wearing some. 
Ms J.L. HANNS: Thank you, minister. I had hoped that you would notice that. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: It’s very fetching. 
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Ms J.L. HANNS: It took you a while, but thank you for noticing. Would you call it a caftan or a jacket? This amazing 
piece is made by local artist Diana Symes who sells work on commission out of the Collie Art Gallery. If anyone 
is looking to purchase something to expand their wardrobe, certainly the art gallery is the place to go when they 
next visit Collie. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: Does she have it in a lounge suit? 
Ms J.L. HANNS: I do not know but I could certainly ask her, minister. 
Mr M.J. Folkard interjected. 
Ms J.L. HANNS: Smoking slippers—no, there is no smoking in the building, member for Burns Beach. I am sorry 
about that. 
I thank the minister for raising the outfit that I am wearing today. It is obviously in support of a very serious issue, 
the start of the 16 Days in WA to Stop Violence Against Women campaign. I thank Diana for her contribution to 
my outfit today, but I am wearing orange in support of this incredibly important day. 
I would like to draw members’ attention to another opportunity in ecotourism and again thank the Premier and the 
Minister for Environment for opening the Kaneang Wiilman suspension bridge over the Collie River. The bridge 
was completed and opened last weekend. People can walk over the Collie River and look at the jarrah forest. It is 
essentially a 360-degree experience, with surrounding bush sounds, flowing water and so on. I think it is an incredible 
opportunity for us all to understand and appreciate our natural environment for what it brings to the people of 
Western Australia and certainly to future generations. 
I also highlight one other industry that is incredibly important around Collie’s Just Transition. I speak in reference to 
a project that I may have mentioned to members previously, which is called Colliecrete. Colliecrete is an eco-concrete 
project developed in conjunction with Murdoch University. Martin Anda is an environmental science lecturer at 
Murdoch University and two of his fourth-year environmental science students have developed a prototype of 
a geopolymer concrete. This concrete is incredibly interesting because it reduces carbon emission in the community. 
I do not know whether members know much about concrete. It is not particularly sexy! 
Mr D.A.E. Scaife: It is very emissions intensive. 
Ms J.L. HANNS: It is very emissions intensive. I thank the member for Cockburn. The interesting thing about 
Colliecrete is that it enables the production of concrete without creating emissions. Portland cement is used to 
manufacture traditional concrete and is heated to 1 200 degrees Celsius in a furnace in order to produce the Portland 
cement. Members can imagine how much concrete exists around the world and all of those furnaces firing up to 
1 200 degrees Celsius. Carbon emissions from the concrete industry have been measured and shown that if concrete 
were its own country, it would be the third-highest producer of carbon emissions behind only China and the 
United States, so it would be China, the United States and then concrete as its own country in the global context 
of emissions. The incredibly important work of the team behind Colliecrete is that there is no opportunity at all to fire 
the furnaces to 1 200 degrees because it is mixed at room temperature. If we think about all the concrete that is 
produced around the world, if we were able to pivot the production of concrete to be produced at room temperature, 
what might that do for the future of our environment across the world? Collie and Colliecrete are leading the way. 
I raise this as an example of some of the amazing opportunities and innovation that is possible when forced to look 
for alternatives to traditional industries in our region. 
I have many conversations with the member for Warren–Blackwood about what sorts of opportunities we have available 
in Collie. She and I speak very closely about the sorts of things that may also work in her community. It is a wonderful 
opportunity to support each other as new members of Parliament, but also to support our communities because our 
communities border each other. Just like the member for Roe, who I realise is not in the chamber at the moment, 
where our electorates overlap it is important that we have a shared understanding of the issues in our communities. 
I am grateful to the member for Warren–Blackwood for being able to work with her so positively in this area. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr D.A. Templeman (Leader of the House). 

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY 
Motion 

Resumed from 27 May. 
Question put and passed; the Address-in-Reply thus adopted. 

BILLS 
Assent 

Message from the Governor received and read notifying assent to the following bills — 
1. Constitutional and Electoral Legislation Amendment (Electoral Equality) Bill 2021. 
2. COVID-19 Response Legislation Amendment (Extension of Expiring Provisions) Bill (No. 2) 2021. 
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ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE 

Special 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [4.30 pm]: I move — 

That the house at its rising adjourn until Tuesday, 15 February 2022 at 2.00 pm. 

Moving the motion of adjournment brings to a close the first year of the forty-first Parliament. It is important that 
we take a few moments to reflect on this year, which as we all know has been an extraordinary one indeed. Opening 
day for the forty-first Parliament was on Tuesday, 29 April. Following the 13 March election, we welcomed a number 
of new members including the members for Dawesville, Geraldton, Kimberley, Albany, Mirrabooka, Victoria Park, 
Bateman, Darling Range, Kalgoorlie, Scarborough, Nedlands, Riverton, Collie–Preston, Hillarys, Churchlands, 
Cockburn, Carine, Warren–Blackwood and South Perth. We also, of course, had re-elected members in the other seats. 
The map of the chamber became a very distinct colour, as we can see on this map that I am holding up. The member 
for Central Wheatbelt was elected as the Leader of the Opposition and the member for Cottesloe as Leader of the 
Liberal Party.  

Madam Speaker, you became the first woman in 100 years to become Speaker in this place, and we acknowledge 
the tremendous stewardship that you have shown in our first year of Parliament. 

Members: Hear, hear! 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Today marks the fifty-second sitting day of the year, excluding the three days of budget 
estimates. This equates to 17 sitting weeks for 2021, which is approximately 343 hours of sitting. During 2021, a total 
of around 54 government bills were introduced into this house and a total of around 42 bills were passed. The 
McGowan government has an ambitious agenda and delivered some outstanding outcomes. Although I have time 
to mention only a few, they include the following. 

In 2021, we saw a continuation of the COVID-19 pandemic and the house passed important legislation to continue to 
ensure the safety and wellbeing of all Western Australians including the COVID-19 Response Legislation Amendment 
(Extension of Expiring Provisions) Bill 2021, the COVID-19 Response Legislation Amendment (Extension of 
Expiring Provisions) Bill (No. 2) 2021 and the Protection of Information (Entry Registration Information Relating 
to COVID-19 and Other Infectious Diseases) Bill 2021. 

Earlier this year, the house passed the Building and Construction Industry (Security of Payment) Bill 2021 that 
improves security of payment and fairness across the Western Australian building and construction industry, and 
ensures that our participants in the industry in Western Australia can be confident of getting paid on time, every time, 
for the work that they do. 

The Minister for Planning fervently delivered the Metropolitan Region Scheme (Beeliar Wetlands) Bill 2021. That 
legislation now permanently protects Beeliar Regional Park for future generations by creating an A-class conservation 
reserve of 610 hectares. 

A very important piece of legislation that also passed the house earlier this year was the Public Health Amendment 
(Safe Access Zones) Bill 2021, ensuring that women accessing abortion services in Western Australia can do so 
safely and peacefully without being confronted by protesters. An extremely important bill—one of the most important—
the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2021 also passed this house. That will give significant and long overdue reform to 
the management of cultural assets in the state. Earlier this week, the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Bill 2021 was 
passed by this house. That legislation establishes a contemporary framework that will value and protect Aboriginal 
cultural heritage. 

The prolific legislator of this government, the Attorney General, continued to introduce many important pieces 
of legislation to this house, one of which was the Criminal Law (Unlawful Consorting and Prohibited Insignia) 
Bill 2021. The legislation will make Western Australia the jurisdiction with the toughest and most comprehensive 
laws in the country to fight serious and organised crime. 

As we have just heard, the Constitutional and Electoral Legislation Amendment (Electoral Equality) Bill 2021 has 
now passed into law with the assent of the Governor. This is significant reform that will ensure that every vote 
cast in the state is equal, no matter where someone may live. 

In terms of business of the house, we have been busy. Around 23 petitions were tabled, 841 papers were tabled 
and 15 matters of public interest were debated throughout the year. There have also been around six non-procedural 
suspensions of standing orders this year. There were around 40 divisions this year, using the Templeman method 
of divisions. I remind members that the vote is still out on that exceptional piece of procedural reform. I urge the 
Procedure and Privileges Committee to consider very carefully the heritage nature of that particular procedure. 

There were 352 questions on notice asked this year and, excluding today’s question time, there have been around 
860 questions without notice asked and answered. Lastly, 15 committee reports have been tabled this year. 
I acknowledge the work of our standing and procedural committees in this place. 
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Madam Speaker, it is important to thank some people who deserve our thanks and acknowledgement. You are the 
first. Thank you for your tremendous contribution as Speaker of the House and your stewardship.  

We also thank your deputy, the member for Forrestfield, for his exceptional performance as well. The acting speakers 
have performed very, very well, and we thank the members for Albany, Bateman, Cockburn, Dawesville, Kalgoorlie 
and Landsdale for their tremendous stewardship of the chair. That was a dramatic pause! 

I also acknowledge Madam Speaker’s executive assistant, Rashelle Predovnik, and also, of course, our parliamentary 
staff here in the chamber: our wonderful Clerk, Kirsten Robinson, and her leadership team of executive assistant 
Anne Day; Liz Kerr; Mat Bates; Scott Nalder; and Sergeant-at-Arms, Isla Macphail—she is over there—and the 
magnificent staff in the Legislative Assembly Office including Denis Hippolyte, Lachlan Gregory, Alison O’Shaughnessy, 
Nikolas Carbone, Marie Martin and Darren Seet.  

We sincerely thank the wonderful committee staff of the Parliament for their support. They are Alison Sharpe, 
Michele Chiasson, Catie Parsons, Rachel Wells, Sarah Palmer, Lucy Roberts, Carmen Cummings, Alan Charlton, 
Sam Hutchinson, Vanessa Beckingham, Sylvia Wolf, Suzanne Veletta, Jovita Hogan, Pam Clarke and Trish Woodcock. 

Thanks to the Parliamentary Services team, headed by Rob Hunter and his deputy, Patricia Traegde, who work behind 
the scenes to provide us with all the services that we take for granted. Thanks to the Director of Parliamentary 
Information and Education, Belinda Corey, and Judy Ballantyne and the Library team. 

I particularly acknowledge our wonderful team in the Parliamentary Education Office, led by Peter Dooley. 
I am pleased that they are all in the chamber in the Speaker’s gallery today. Sadly, Peter Dooley is leaving us this 
year. Peter has not been well. Peter, we thank you sincerely for the contribution you have made to the Parliament 
and its procedures, and particularly to the many children and members of the community whom you have so well 
presented the Parliament to in your service to this place. Thank you sincerely, Peter. We wish you the very, very, 
very best. 

[Applause.] 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Also leaving the education team, retiring from his full-time position, is Mr Michael Loney. 
I know Michael very well. Michael is an esteemed actor and performer — 

Dr D.J. Honey: And a better singer! 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: He probably is a better singer than me! We thank you, Michael Loney, for your wonderful 
contribution to the Parliament over the time you have been here. I am sure your future endeavours in all the fields 
that you outlined to me this morning when I spoke to you will be delivered with the same outstanding presentation 
that you are well known for. 

[Applause.] 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: All of us in this place realise how wonderful the education team is. We get so much great 
feedback from our schools and community organisations who are well looked after by our education team. I also 
thank Jordana Leavesley, Sarah Knox, Cherie Toovey, David Cox, Tina Beale and Ben Machowiak, who are our 
wonderful team. 

To our wonderful family Hansard family, we thank them sincerely—Laurie Mansell and all the Hansard family 
and the team. It is not like the old days when we got the little bit of paper of our speeches, for those who remember, 
and would scribble the amendments on them. It is all done technically now. Heritage is very important! 

The SPEAKER: We could bring them back, if you like, those little rolls! 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Security and Reception Services are led by Tony Paterson and Stephanie Nguyen. We 
thank our security staff, particularly during this year, which, as we know, has been challenging for our security. We 
thank them for ensuring the safety of all members and, indeed, the visitors to this place and the staff. 

To Building Services and the cleaning team, led by Hugh McCaffrey, we say thank you. Thanks to our gardeners and 
those who look after the grounds, led by Mr David Boag. They have shifted those magnificent heritage sewerage 
bollards. I will heritage list them next year, don’t you worry about that! Thank you to the team. 

To David Embry and the audiovisual team, thanks very much for your wonderful work down there in the bowels 
of the Parliament. It is very good work, I might say. 

To Catering Services—some of us are showing that we are well looked after in that regard!—Enno Schijf and all 
the team, including executive chef, Brett Barrett, we thank you for keeping us well fed and well watered. Thanks to 
the dining room manager, Mark Gabrielli, and all the dining room team. We are so blessed to have such a wonderful 
team in the dining room. To them, wherever they are if they are listening, thank you very much. There will be some 
nibblies after the proceedings today. Thank you very much to all the staff in the lounges and the dining room. Happy 
birthday to Maria, who turns 60 in January—sorry Maria! We love you. We think you are wonderful. 
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Thanks to John Buchanan and all in the IT team. Thanks to Elma Ozich and the Finance team and to Tina Hunter, 
who leads the Human Resources and Payroll team.  

In this place, I thank sincerely the government Whip, the member for Belmont, for the tremendous job that she is 
doing. Thank you very much for your ongoing and tremendous support. 

[Applause.] 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: I also thank the member for Joondalup, our deputy Whip, who stepped in when required 
during the year. We thank you sincerely for your work. I thank the opposition Whips for their work. They have 
a very difficult job. The member for Roe is a very affable man. 

Ms M.J. Davies: He’s worth every dollar. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Indeed. Thank you to the Whips. 

I also thank the member for Moore, the manager of opposition business. I think we got on pretty well again this year. 
I have been very light on you; you are very keen to help out. Thank you for your work. 

I also thank those members whom I have mentioned who have other roles in this place. I also thank all our members 
who have stepped up when required to speak and have stepped down when not required to speak! 

Thank you to Clare Duckworth, Maria Lieschke and Amanda Low, who are in the office next to the Premier’s office. 
They are very good. We have a good chat on Thursday afternoons. We solve the problems of the world, including 
errant mothers-in-law and all those sorts of things. We have very interesting conversations. 

I thank the staff of the Premier’s office for their ongoing support, management and assistance in managing this 
interesting place. 

To my staff, thank you. On behalf of everyone here, I thank all our electorate office staff. Many of them have endured 
a difficult year. We in this place all know that our electorate staff are absolutely critical in their support and, indeed, 
the representation that they show all of us as elected members. To my electorate office staff—Larissa Wigmore, 
who had a little bub a few weeks back; Krystal Phillips, Jock Baines and Lucas Martin—I want to thank you. 

On behalf of all the ministers, I want to thank our ministerial staff, who provide important support and advise us 
on ministerial duties. I thank my parliamentary secretary, the member for Swan Hills, for her work. I thank my chief 
of staff, Gary Hamley; principal policy officer Tarnya Widdicombe; Kym Coolhaas, my media adviser; my policy 
officers, Ian Johnson, Jake Wittey and Caroline O’Neill; and my other administration officers, including my executive 
officer, Danielle McKenzie, Megan MacLean, Kelly Howat, Georgia McGovern, Demi-May Renfree, who will get 
married next year—good on you, Demi-May; and Kelly McManus, who was with us at the beginning of the year 
but changed over. Thank you, Kelly, and to all those who assisted us in our election. 

It was very interesting to consider how to close the day. Some songs came to mind. The Minister for Planning kept 
harassing me all the time, “What are you doing? What are you going to do?”, all the way down the passageway! 

Ms R. Saffioti: You still haven’t told me. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: No, I still have not told you. 

This has been an interesting year. As members know, some remarkable things happened to the state. We had 
a grand final in Perth, which we never envisaged. At one stage, I was thinking of doing Paul Kelly, “I’m high on the 
hill, looking over the bridge to the stadium”, but I am not going to do that because that is as far as I got. I was going 
to do a Bee Gees song, and sing about Metronet, “There’s a light, another set of traffic lights”, but that is as far as 
I got. Then I thought about what happened through the year and I thought that Western Australia has “done it our 
way”! Then I forgot that because I did not get very far with it. 

Premier, I want to congratulate you. I know you have had a challenging time over the last few months with your 
family and the threats and things that you have endured. I want to thank you on behalf of the state, quite frankly, 
because I think you have done a fantastic job and, despite all those challenges, you have been outstanding, so 
thank you. I have known him for a long time. He always introduces me as the drunkest man at his wedding. No, 
he does! During the election campaign, when I had my broken leg — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Actually, my Liberal opponent accused me of doing it on purpose. 

Dr A.D. Buti interjected. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Serve the party; that is right. 

It was the best campaigning tool ever, as I motored my way around in my little motorised gopher doorknocking. 
He said, “I reckon that’s not true.” He came up to me during the election campaign and said, “I reckon that’s not true. 
It’s not real.” I said, “Why, just because I was wearing it on the other foot yesterday? What’s the story?” 
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So in the end I thought of this little number; it is only short. I dedicate this to you, Peter, and to Western Australia — 

And now the end is near 
As we draw the Christmas curtain 
My friends, well, what a year 
Of ups and downs, of that I’m certain 
In March, the map turned red 
We won seats along every byway 
And more, much more than this 
We’ve done it our way 

Critics, we have had a few 
But then again, too many to mention 
We did what we had to do 
To keep us safe, without exemptions. 
We’ve seen things we’ve never seen 
As we chat in the urinal 
Who would have thought 
We’d see a grand final 

But we think it’s a bit rough 
They want our GST 
They can go and get stuffed 
’Cause through it all, there is no doubt 
Other states put in less than they take out 
So we’ll face them all 
We’ll stand tall 
And do it our way 

We’ve loved, we’ve laughed and cried 
From Geraldton, right down to Freo 
Remember the little girl 
When she said, “my name is Cleo.” 
The French, are mighty peeved 
Scomo’s canned their submarines now 
But more, much more than this 
We’ve done it our way 

And so, Christmas nears 
Clear your emails, clear your faxes 
Dodge Clive Palmer and conspirators 
As we endure the anti-vaxxers 
Stay safe, enjoy Christmas cheer 
And to those who procrastinated 
Do your family and the state a turn 
Get vaccinated 

Merry Christmas everyone. 

[Applause.] 

MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [4.53 pm]: So there you there! Thank you, Leader of 
the House, for yet another fine example of why you are a very good actor and a good singer. We all look forward to 
this part of the year to hear what you will come up with next. I think you have made a rod for your own back, though, 
because every year you are now expected to get a bit higher over the bar from last year, and you are being criticised, 
not on the level of what we could all do, but for what you were able to do last year, so it is a bit unfortunate in that 
sense, but we all enjoy it very much.  

I hope that if there is at any stage a reshuffle or anything changes and there is a new Leader of the House—the 
Deputy Premier or the Minister for Transport, whoever might end up in that role—they will carry on that fine tradition 
of providing such wonderful entertainment at the end of the parliamentary year. I am sure you will be able to coach 
them. You have got plenty of skill and ability in teaching. They have a lot to learn, but plenty of time to do it in. 

This year has seen, as the Leader of the House has pointed out so kindly, a tremendous change in the composition 
of the chamber. That has thrown some particular pressures upon this side of the house. I want to acknowledge that as 
Leader of the House, you have been quite decent and helpful to deal with. I appreciate your affable manner when 
we come to you and discuss issues that we might have, and we do try to get along. We are also very much looking 
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forward to the count on the new way of doing divisions, where perhaps we will not have to sit here and look around 
the room but can just leave and come back later. That would be very good. If members have not already filled out 
their survey forms, could they please do that, and vote for change. Be progressive—vote for change. 
There has been a big change in the composition of the Parliament generally. In the 100th year since the election of 
the first woman to this Parliament, we have had the ascension, if you like, of the then mother of the house when 
she sat over there, I think behind members of the Liberal Party in fact, and was dragged reluctantly to the chair, 
even though she was presiding over it. I cannot quite remember how that worked. It was quite unique to see a bit 
of history happening right here in front of us, with the appointment of the first female Speaker in that very significant 
100th year. This is also the year that we saw the 100th woman elected to this Parliament. I understand that in total 
terms, there might actually be more women in the Parliament now than men. That is a tremendous change for the 
betterment of our Parliament, as it reflects more fully the society that it seeks to represent. 
I have walked past a picture in the hall near the Speaker’s office. It is the “black mask” picture of when the Speaker 
had the presentation with the Governor. It is a picture of our female Speaker, and two female members of the 
Australian Labor Party, one of them being the 100th person, I believe, to have been elected. I cannot quite recall which 
particular one it was. Put your hand up, Caitlin! She is over there. 
The SPEAKER: It was the members for Kimberley and Kalgoorlie who accompanied us. 
Mr R.S. LOVE: Sorry. There you go! I will not look so begrudgingly at that photograph anymore, because along 
with those significant facts, there is also a female Clerk and a female Sergeant-at-Arms. Just before we decided 
who should go up there from our party, the Leader of the Opposition, the first female Leader of the National Party 
in Western Australia, said to me, “I’ve been up there lots of times. You go.” It is a great pity that that photograph 
does not have our first female leader in there as well as a commemoration of that tremendously significant moment 
in time. 
Madam Speaker, you have impressed us all with the way that you manage the business of the house. Through all 
those difficult moments that occur in the chair, you carry yourself with great authority. You deliberate fairly and 
are well respected by all sides of the house and are a credit to this house and to this Parliament. 
I would also like to thank the Deputy Speaker, the member for Forrestfield. I note that the first time that he actually 
opened the proceedings of Parliament, he did stumble over the words of the prayer a little, and it was becoming 
quite amusing for him, but he eventually got through—he is very professional—and managed to carry on and get 
the business underway. 
I would like to thank the Acting Speakers—the members for Albany, Bateman, Cockburn, Dawesville and Kalgoorlie—
who have all taken on their new roles very seriously. I would also like to make note of the member for Maylands, 
who was Deputy Speaker in the previous Parliament, which was in this calendar year as well, so I acknowledge her 
also. To the new members: congratulations on your election. I say that with mixed feelings, but in a genuine sense, 
it is a tremendous honour to serve in this place. On a personal level, many of us understand that we might have 
different views, but the great thing we have in this country, as a rule, is a respectful understanding that there are 
differences of opinion. 
To the Premier, I would like to put on the record that we do not like to see the sorts of threats and pressure that is 
being put on you at the moment. It is un-Australian and un-Western Australian and it should not happen. People 
should be able to do their job as members of Parliament and not be put in that position. You have the support of 
the Nationals WA in that regard. 
The Leader of the House went through a whole lot of statistics so I will not bore everyone with the numbers of 
questions and bills. I note, though, that there were a few more than he claimed; I think 46 bills have gone through 
this chamber. I have to say, they go through pretty quickly, and sometimes we do not think there is enough time to 
discuss them, but there is no doubt that a very large number of bills have been dealt with since the March election, 
principally with the help of the Attorney General. When this Parliament first started, the Leader of the Opposition 
was tasked with representing the opposition in this place when the Attorney General brought bills here, but it became 
clear that she would never be able to do anything else other than sit in Parliament, so there has been a bit of a changing 
of the guard in that regard. 
I would like to thank our Whip, Peter Rundle, and acknowledge the work of the government Whip, the member 
for Belmont, in making sure that the house works well. It is not easy, when there is such an imbalance of numbers, 
to make sure everything runs smoothly, so well done to both of you for that. 
I would like to thank all the staff. The Leader of the House went through them all in great detail, but I would like 
to make mention of the Clerk, Kirsten, who always gives good advice. I know she gives just as good advice to other 
members, and she always lays out how the parliamentary processes work and explains it all very well. She is ably 
supported by her Deputy Clerk, Scott Nalder, who similarly offers great advice. To Mat and Liz sitting over there: 
thank you. Mat has had to go through many petitions for me, straightening them out and making a few helpful 
suggestions as to how I get all these nonconforming petitions actually recognised, so thanks very much, Mat. I have 
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nearly forgiven you for the change of cuisine at the committee offices when you first went over there and got rid 
of the sausage rolls and installed the stale Arnott’s biscuits! We have almost forgiven you; you did say that I hold 
a grudge longer than anyone you have ever met, and I think you are right! 
I acknowledge the Sergeant-at-Arms, Dr Isla Macphail; the Deputy Sergeant-at-Arms, Denis Hippolyte; and the 
parliamentary officers: Lachlan Gregory, Nik Carbone, Alison O’Shaughnessy, Marie Martin and Darren Seet; all 
of the Legislative Assembly research office staff and the committee staff; the Hansard reporters; and our education 
crew, who have already been recognised here. I did not know that Michael was retiring, so that is sad, and Peter is 
also leaving. Thanks very much for the service you provide, because one of my favourite things here is having 
a school visit from my electorate. It might be from a very small town in a quite remote place, and the kids are 
really excited to be coming to Perth. The quality of our education staff is high, as is the way they handle the kids 
by getting them excited and interested in what goes on and what has happened here in the past—the history of the 
colony of Western Australia. I have heard them downstairs looking at an early meeting of the Legislative Council. 
I have actually learnt quite a bit just from listening to them talk to the kids. When I have to show people around, 
I have picked up on some of those clues and repeat what was said. 
To all the other people, the Library staff, Rob Hunter and his crew, the caterers, the gardeners, the maintenance 
crew, security, those people who work somewhere in the bowels of the building churning out our pay and making 
sure that everything runs properly, thank you to all of you for everything that you do in this place. I hope I have 
not forgotten anyone. I would also like to thank the security staff and the police who greet us at the door and make 
sure that everything is going well around the precinct of Parliament. Thanks very much to all those people. 
I would like to thank all the family members who support all members of Parliament when we are sitting and when 
we are in our day-to-day lives, not just here in Parliament but also out and about in the community. Now that we are 
heading into this time of a more, supposedly, restful period, I would urge everyone to take care. Especially for country 
members, it gets very chaotic as we try to drive from one town or one place to the next and from one function to 
the next. The next couple of weeks will be a very busy time when we leave this place, as we get around to all those 
end-of-year events, all the school and other events that we get to attend as members of Parliament. 
I hope everybody enjoys their break and that one day soon we will all be able to reunite with family and friends 
interstate and overseas. We all look forward to that happening in the near future. 
I have a daughter who works near the Bayswater underpass, Minister for Transport. I travel up and down 
Guildford Road quite a bit as well, going to and from my electorate—it is the easiest way. I hope that the changes 
around Whatley Crescent can be resolved as quickly as possible because there is a bit of a problem going on there 
at the moment. I understand from someone that another truck got stuck recently under the Bayswater underpass. 
When the truck was approached by one of the Metronet crew to see whether it could be moved, it appeared it was not 
actually stuck; it had just run out of fuel because it had been sitting there that long in the traffic jam! 
With that, I hope everybody enjoys their Christmas and keeps very safe and well. Thanks very much to all staff 
and everybody who has contributed to 2021. 
MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham — Premier) [5.07 pm]: Firstly, I thank the Deputy Leader of the Opposition 
for his kind words towards me. Thank you so much; that is much appreciated.  
I also thank the Leader of the House, the member for Mandurah, for his very kind words to me and for his very 
warm and entertaining address, and his wonderful song. What he does every year becomes a YouTube sensation! 
He is quite famous. Apparently in some parts of the world he is highly recognised as he walks down the street! There 
are villages in Siberia that have his photo up in the town hall. He is an amazingly famous person. He was truthful 
when he said that he was the drunkest man at my wedding, and that was a very tough competition. He came through 
that night and the garden was never the same! He also has created a bit of parliamentary history with the voting 
system he has put in place, which I call the “Templeman technique”. We are all very hopeful that the Procedure and 
Privileges Committee will come down with a new technique and the Templeman technique will be a footnote 
in a volume of Erskine May’s Parliamentary practice at some point in the future, which parliamentary historians 
will analyse.  
The year 2021 has been a long one, just as 2020 was. We started the year with an election campaign. As all members 
know, the election campaign is a gruelling period. For me, it was basically 70 days from 4 January through to the day 
of the election. It was every day for 10 weeks, with all the stresses and pressures involved in an election campaign. 
It is a gruelling period, and all of us in elected office understand that. Indeed, every parliamentarian around Australia 
understands that, and it is probably worse at a federal level. That is what we put ourselves through as part of our 
system—this remarkable effort to be successful and implement your agenda. That is the democratic process. Although 
I cannot say that I enjoyed it, it was certainly harder than perhaps it appeared from the outside. 
On 31 January, during the election campaign, we went into a five-day lockdown. A day later, there was the devastating 
bushfire in the Perth hills, and that was followed by cyclones, floods and even a landslide. We had a lot of natural 
disasters throughout the year. We also had the wonderfully uplifting news of the discovery of Cleo in Carnarvon, 
which brought a tear to many eyes. It was a very exciting event. I have had people come up to me and say that they 
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woke up that morning to the news on their phone and they woke up their husband or wife to tell them that Cleo had 
been found. It was an event of world significance. Congratulations to all the police officers and analysts involved 
in that success. It was an amazing effort and all our thoughts go to Cleo and her family. 
Throughout 2021, we continued to deal with the pandemic, which has caused devastation across the globe. Since 
the lockdown periods in March, April and May last year, we have had a total of 12 days of lockdown. Other states 
have had hundreds of days of lockdown. It has been very debilitating for their societies, their health systems and 
their economies, and for the mental health of their people. Our situation has been immeasurably better. We had the 
general election, which I will talk about in a moment. Parliament still managed to sit for a full calendar of 18 weeks. 
Ordinarily, it is around 19 to 20 weeks, but this year we crammed in 18 weeks in the period after the election in 
March, so it has been an intense period of parliamentary sitting. 
Back in March, we started the vaccination rollout for the largest jurisdiction in the entire world. As all members 
know, we had a very limited number of people who could get a vaccination up-front, but supplies increased and now 
everyone over the age of 12 years is eligible. We now have a first-dose rate of well over 85 per cent for that group, 
which, in a jurisdiction the size of Western Australia, with all the difficulties that that involves, is a wonderful outcome. 
For the first time in history, we held the AFL grand final in Perth. It was a marvellously wonderful few weeks of 
excitement that I think lifted spirits all over the state. 
We had the election, and I want to say a few things about that. Firstly, I acknowledge those people who lost their 
seats during the election. It is a very hard experience. I have not been through it myself, but I know from people 
who have that it is very hard and very mentally taxing. A lot of the time, the reason for it has nothing to do with the 
member involved. Our thoughts are with all those people. To those who left voluntarily and went out on their own 
terms, I wish them all the best. A few names come to mind, and they are quite famous names when we think about 
it: Ben Wyatt, Fran Logan, Mick Murray, Peter Watson, John McGrath, Janine Freeman and Josie Farrer. Perhaps 
there were some others. 
Mr R.H. Cook: Mike Nahan. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: And Mike Nahan. 
Mr Y. Mubarakai: Dean Nalder. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: And Dean Nalder. There you go. There were a few others. They are quite famous names in 
Western Australian political history who left of their own accord, and some other people left as well who perhaps 
did not want to leave. 
I congratulate the Leader of the Opposition on her ascension to the role. It is a difficult job, as those of us who have 
been there know. It has many challenges, including getting up and doing it when you do not want to. I congratulate 
her on that. I congratulate the Leader of the Liberal Party, the member for Cottesloe, on assuming the role of 
leadership of one of the major political parties of Australia, which is quite an achievement. 
I also acknowledge you, Madam Speaker, the first female speaker of the Assembly. That is quite an achievement. 
After 27 years here—1994—the Speaker probably does not know this, but I doorknocked or letterboxed for her in 
her first campaign in Glendalough. I was out there wandering the streets of Glendalough. I had no idea where 
I was! Back then, I went and did that for her, and it is great to see you in this important role. By the way, you are 
doing a wonderful job; everyone says it. And I am not just saying that! 
To all the new members, there are 19 new members of the Assembly and 13 are women. Can I congratulate each 
and every one of you. It is a job like no other. Always remember, it is a privilege to be here. No matter what happens—
if you are here for 30 years—it is a privilege just to be here. For every one of us who gets here, a lot of people 
have tried, so always be appreciative of the importance of the role that you are performing here. You represent 
thousands of people in your electorates and millions of people across the state, so it is a very important role, and 
that should never be lost. 
Can I acknowledge that it was an unusual election, and it has created a few First World problems for me. Firstly, the 
caucus room is too small! That is a problem no leader of the government in Western Australia has ever had before. 
We have had to occupy the dining room, which causes its own issues, but that is obviously a First World problem. 
Secondly, it was problematic—and I will tell you honestly, opposition—working out the seating plan for you. Another 
First World problem was how to deal with that. I think we came up with a good compromise. It means that when 
future historians look at the picture of the Parliament, they will think the member for Mandurah was the Premier as 
a consequence of the new seating arrangements! I obviously upset some of our members, because sometimes in full 
flight, as do other ministers, we will yell that those opposite are useless or those opposite are hopeless and we are looking 
at all our own MPs! “Those opposite” is just a turn of phrase. It is another First World problem we have created. 
There are lots of MPs I would like to congratulate on our own side, and I do not mean to be partisan, especially those 
new Labor MPs who won electorates that had never been held by Labor before. Off the top of my head, I came up 
with Nedlands, Churchlands, Carine, South Perth, Bateman and Dawesville. Some of the seats that were won had 
not been held by Labor for 30 years or so. To those of you who won seats for the first time, congratulations; it is 
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quite an achievement. I suspect your constituents will be pleasantly surprised that you are normal, reasonable, decent 
human beings. That would be a good thing for your constituents to experience! By the way, you are all enthusiastic, 
excited, great people. It is a great team we have in government. 
Can I comment on this year. When we were sworn in, we were wearing face masks. Today we are living with minimal 
restrictions. Over the course of the last two years we have had a very normal life in Western Australia, but despite 
all of that—I know COVID dominates a lot of the attention around the country in Western Australia—we have 
had a program of reform. I will read some of our program of achievement and reform, because government is about 
achievement. That is all it is about. Over the course of this year I am very pleased that we have been able to put in 
place a record $5.8 billion budget surplus, something that Ben Wyatt was not able to achieve! 
Several members interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: I said it under privilege! I am seeing him tomorrow; I will remind him! 
We achieved electoral equality in the upper house; the lowest rate of national unemployment; 120 000 jobs over 
the last four and a half years; the implementation of voluntary assisted dying; railcar manufacturing back in Midland; 
the Beeliar wetlands protected; more TAFE courses with lower fees, and even free courses across the state; safe 
access zones for women; and the ending of logging of native forests, with 400 000 hectares put into national parks. 
There is the security of payment laws, the Plan for Plastics and even the ticket scalping legislation, which I think 
we got through in time for the grand final, so hopefully it made a difference. Recently we put in place the domestic 
gas arrangements for the Scarborough gas project. We have had the biggest expansion of national marine parks in the 
state’s history, our vaccination rates climb every single day and, obviously, we beat Clive Palmer in the High Court—
not that I am happy about that! 
We should also not forget our friends in the Council are still sitting and dealing with and passing important legislation. 
We thank them for all their hard work. 
In closing, I will acknowledge staff and people. Firstly, I thank the people from the Parliamentary Education Office, 
which the member for Mandurah mentioned, in particular, the retiring Peter Dooley and Michael Loney. Thank you 
so much for all your work. I find that they are so knowledgeable and so enthusiastic with school students. Such an 
incredible number of students come to Parliament; virtually every single day I walk out of my office, there is 
a school group there. So many students are coming through, which is great. Learning about civics and government is 
terrific. I always say hello to the kids. The education office does a wonderful job, so thank you to Peter Dooley and 
Michael Loney on your retirement. 
I acknowledge all the chamber staff, Parliament staff, in particular the kitchen staff and the gardeners who do 
a marvellous job around the building, and all the other staff in the building. I thank all the parliamentary security staff. 
They obviously have an important role now. I thank the police at Parliament. In particular, I just want to thank my 
dignitary protection unit officers, the police officers I work with. They are terrific people. It would be fair to say that my 
first four years and seven months in this role were fairly calm, but to quote my favourite philosopher from Anchorman, 
Ron Burgundy, “It escalated quickly.” I thank the dignitary protection unit staff for their assistance over recent months. 
I also acknowledge the Department of the Premier and Cabinet, Public Sector Commission and Treasury staff who 
work directly with me. They are all great public servants. 
I thank the press corps who are here. Yes, he is here. The press corps is here—there he is! I thank the press corps 
for all their work over the course of this year covering an election campaign, COVID, finding Cleo and everything 
else. It has been a big year. They work with limited resources and have to do multiple jobs these days. I thank them 
for all their work. That front page about me going to the footy—not so much. But I thought everything else was 
quite fair and balanced. 
I thank the ministerial and electorate office staff, particular my electorate office staff, who have had a hard time. 
Thank you to all the ministerial staff across government for your work. I thank all my staff in the Premier’s office. 
They are great people but I do not get much time to talk to them, honestly. Thank you so much for all the work you 
do supporting me, in particular my chief of staff, Daniel Pastorelli. I thank my retiring staff who left after the election. 
There were a few, but in particular I want to acknowledge Guy Houston and Jo Gaines. They are wonderful people 
and I miss them every day. 
The Deputy Premier and I thank the emergency management team. We go to emergency management team meetings 
in the morning probably three times a week now. I would like to thank staff in the Departments of Health and 
Premier and Cabinet, the Public Sector Commissioner, the Chief Health Officer, the directors general of Health and 
Premier and Cabinet, the Commissioner of Police, the Minister for Health, and all the associated staff who do 
a marvellous job as part of the emergency management team, making decisions to keep the state safe. 
Finally, I thank my family, my wife and three children. My oldest boy is shortly to return from leavers so I am sure 
he will be doing a lot of sleeping! Each of them has been wonderful. I am sure that goes for all of us about all our 
families who support us in this role. Thank you very much and happy Christmas. 
[Applause.] 
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MS M.J. DAVIES (Central Wheatbelt — Leader of the Opposition) [5.25 pm]: I rise on behalf of the opposition 
to contribute to this adjournment debate and offer our thanks and appreciation to everyone in this house who makes 
it possible for us to do our jobs as members of Parliament, and what a year it has been! Congratulations, Leader of 
the House, on that performance. I concur with the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. That was a marvellous performance 
and we all looked forward to it very much. 
I will start with you, Madam Speaker. Thank you very much for your service this year. It has been wonderful to see 
you take that position as the first woman in that role and to make sure that the house is in order, most of the time, 
during the year. 
To the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly, Kirsten, and your team, thank you very much. We have appreciated 
your guidance and support, particularly in a year in which many of us have been in new roles and had to deal with 
very unfamiliar processes, despite some of us having been in this place for a number of years. You are also very 
conscientious and your expertise is invaluable in assisting us with those roles. 
Thank you to all the teams that make the Parliament work: the Parliamentary Services Department, the 
Administration/Executive team, Security and Library and Information Services. As the opposition, we moved 
downstairs into the rooms just outside the chamber. We were originally in the top corner of the building in the old 
President’s suite for a number of years. That move was a mammoth task in itself. The Premier talked about the 
positions here and I know that Rob and his team, in trying to figure out how to fit us all in after the election, were 
equally as challenged. He has unending patience. From the Nationals’ perspective, we miss walking through 
the Library and stealing their Minties. We are not nearly as regular visitors these days. 
Thank you to the Hansard reporters for their tireless efforts. I now sit much closer to Hansard and the team that 
scribes here between the front benches. It is an absolute marvel to watch them work away, especially when the house 
gets a little unruly. They are quite an amazing group of people. When I explain to people outside this chamber that 
we get a full transcript of everything that has been said in this house at the end of every day, it is always met with 
great astonishment. They are a very talented and diligent group and they make us sound as sensible as possible 
when we go back and read our speeches.  
Thank you to the delightful Parliamentary Education Office staff who host tours throughout the year, both here 
and in the community. I have attended a number in Albany and I have seen them out and about in the regions, sharing 
the purpose and role of the Parliament and parliamentarians. To Michael and Peter, we wish you all the very best 
in your retirement. You have been fixtures in this place for such a long time. It will be very strange not to see you 
hosting students and guests around our Parliament. 
Thank you to the security guards who always meet us with a smile and keep us safe and to the dining room staff and 
hospitality staff who keep us fed and/or coffee-ed. Thank you to the police. I think it has been mentioned a number 
of times the significant increase in their presence here. I am not sure that it is the most exciting detail for the 
Western Australia police, but we appreciate very much having them here, particularly as we have had to deal with 
some difficult issues this year. To the cleaning and gardening staff working behind the scenes, thank you; we are 
truly blessed to work in such a beautiful building. 
To the media and the team that walk the corridors of Parliament House and also those who are spread across the entire 
state, we appreciate very much the fact that there are limited resources and that it is a job. We are almost symbiotic 
in what we do in this place. We rely as much on you as you do on us to fill those column inches and television screens, 
and we appreciate the opportunity to work with you all. I, like you, dream of press conferences that are a COVID-free 
affair. I suspect that we have some way to go on this, but we hope that next year there will be some other issues 
that we can turn our minds to every time we meet. 
To my colleagues in the alliance, the member for Cottesloe and the member for Vasse, the Leader and Deputy Leader 
of the Liberal Party, I thank you for your hard work, goodwill and commitment to making the alliance work. It has 
been a different year for us in the context of the outcome of the election and we truly have had to find ways to work 
together in a very short period. To my team, the Nationals WA, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, manager of 
opposition business and member for Moore; the member for North West Central; and the member for Roe, who is 
our Whip and earns every last dollar, along with all the shadow portfolios that they have taken on in addition to 
their electorate duties, thank you very much for your commitment and persistence.  
It has been an enormous year from a parliamentary perspective. I know that in the froth and bubble of debate, there 
are accusations slung from one side to the other about work ethic and what we do on this side of the house. I can 
truly say that, despite the truly extraordinary circumstances we started the year in, we have managed to turn up every 
day and make sure that we have asked the questions, run the debates, got across the legislation when we can and 
continued to work in our electorates and manage those shadow portfolios to the very best of our ability. The Premier 
acknowledged that he was the Leader of the Opposition for five and a half years and well knows the slog that comes 
with the joy of sitting on this side of the chamber. Thank you for acknowledging that, because it has been a hard slog 
with severely depleted numbers; that is a fact, but that is how the people of Western Australia voted. As the Premier 
said, it is a privilege to turn up here every day and be a member of Parliament, regardless of how the numbers look. 
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I offer a huge thankyou and a debt of gratitude to our electorate office staff—those who are on the frontline in 
our electorates every day. We work hand in glove with these remarkable, patient and dedicated people who are 
very passionate about serving their community. I make a very special mention of my electorate staff: Kath Brown, 
Rhonda Lawrence, Michelle Alvaro and Wendy Chambers. They are all amazing women. I could not do the job 
without them and I look forward to spending some time in the electorate between now and Christmas as the 
parliamentary year draws to a close. To the team we have working behind the scenes here in Parliament in the leader’s 
office—Sam Harma, Heather York, Tay Allers, Douglas Rogers, Emily Evans, Maddison McNeil, Liza Day and 
Michelle Rossouw—thank you very much for your hard work and dedication, early starts, late finishes and operating 
under pressure while maintaining good grace and patience with a boss who could lighten up every now and then. You 
certainly make our lives a lot easier. To Josh Nyman, Anthea Wesley and Ashwini Saseedaran, who left us during 
the year for new adventures, thank you for your service. We wish you all the very best. 

In closing, I want to say to the Premier and the cabinet and the ministers who work with us across the chamber 
that we appreciate it. To all the new members in this chamber, it has been an experience to share this chamber and 
halls of Parliament with you all. Premier, I echo what the member for Moore said. I truly hope the behaviour that 
has been displayed towards you, your family and other members will cease and desist. There is no place for violence 
and threats towards any person to get their point across, and anybody who does that should be condemned for their 
behaviour. It has been appalling to see that behaviour in public. Despite what may be said, there is no difference 
between us and the government in relation to vaccinations. I have absolutely no patience for people who peddle 
anti-vaccination misinformation. I urge everyone, as we head towards Christmas, to get out there and roll up 
their sleeves. We are all asked from time to time to do things that we may not agree with for the greater good of our 
community, and this is absolutely one of those things. To keep our community safe, for our friends, our family and 
our loved ones, our colleagues and the vulnerable, I share the message that the Minister for Health and the Premier 
speak so often, as I know every member does: just get vaccinated. 

To those who are going into the Christmas break after the Wooroloo fires and cyclone Seroja, which were mentioned 
earlier, we think of you and those who have been displaced or are trying to rebuild. Our hearts go out to you. Things 
move on very quickly and the world moves on, but they are all still dealing with the fallout of those challenges. We 
all think of you at this very difficult time. I hope everyone gets to spend some time with their family and friends. 
I hope everyone in here gets to spend some time with family and friends, because nothing is more important. 

Have a wonderful time over Christmas and the New Year, and we will see you, bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, ready 
for opposition in 2022. Thank you, everyone. 

[Applause.] 

DR D.J. HONEY (Cottesloe — Leader of the Liberal Party) [5.34 pm]: I am pleased to add a few comments to 
the end of year adjournment motion. It is a considerable understatement to say that the past year has been a very dramatic 
time for my party. The state election result was devastating. We lost the majority of our Parliamentary Liberal Party 
members. I wish to place on the public record my thanks to and respect for the contribution all those members 
made to this place. Obviously, as members know, those who lost their seats did not have the opportunity to make 
a valedictory speech, which is a pity, but I would like to acknowledge the contribution that the following members 
who lost their seats made to this place and their communities in the last Parliament: Zak Kirkup, Hon Liza Harvey, 
Hon Bill Marmion, Sean L’Estrange, Tony Krsticevic, Alyssa Hayden, Peter Katsambanis, Kyran O’Donnell, 
Hon Jim Chown and Hon Michael Mischin. I would also like to especially acknowledge Hon Terry Redman, who 
was not returned to his seat for the National Party. 

I congratulate all members. It has been a great pleasure to meet you and see the different perspectives you bring 
to this place. I have sympathy for you insofar as there are so many of you that it is perhaps hard for you to get 
the experience you deserve, but I can tell you that on this side we are getting a little bit too much experience in the 
parliamentary process, but we hope to remedy that problem at the next election. I miss the good company and 
support in Parliament of those colleagues who I have mentioned. 

Premier, thank you for your kind words. I think that I said when I first came into this place that I have great respect 
for the role that you and the government have. I have a great respect for and understanding of the difficulty of the 
role that you have. For all of us, it is more often our families who carry the real burden because they do not get the 
chance to be in the fray and they just hear the hurtful things and they just have to put up with it. But in the case of 
the Premier, for his family to be subject to the things that they have been subject to, and his staff in his electorate 
office, that is utterly unacceptable. As the member for Moore said, you have our complete understanding and support. 
It is utterly intolerable and unacceptable behaviour for anyone to demonstrate. I hope that you take strength from 
that support from this side. 

One of the fortunate consequences of the resounding loss was the need to form an alliance with our National Party 
colleagues and to make sure that we could be an effective opposition, because that is no small thing, as members 
opposite know. One of the highlights of the new Parliament for me has been the effective way that we have worked 
so well together to perform this task. I am extremely grateful for the support and leadership shown by the Leader of 
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the Opposition, Hon Mia Davies, and the genuine spirit of cooperation and goodwill displayed by members from 
both parties, and especially to my deputy, Libby Mettam, the member for Vasse, who has been a fantastic support for 
me in my role. 
I thank the Speaker and all her team for their valiant efforts to maintain order in this place. I think you do a wonderful 
job, and that assists us all. I thank all the parliamentary staff, who serve us so well, for their professionalism and 
discretion. The way that they ensure our processes run smoothly is just wonderful. I know that I can safely rely 
on their support and guidance whenever it is required. I thank all the dining room staff for their kindness and 
good company. Afternoon tea with Anna is a wonderful salve for the bruising parliamentary encounters! I want to 
acknowledge my staff, who do the hard work for little public recognition. I will not go through all those staff, but 
in particular I acknowledge Blair Stratton for the superb contribution he has made to our party and Parliament 
since 2005. Blair’s considerable talent will go to good use in his new role at Rio Tinto. 
I will not pretend that it has been an easy time since the last election. Given the compression of sittings during the 
second half of the year, the workload has been considerable for our reduced team. Nevertheless, I believe that in these 
difficult circumstances we have been up to the task of holding the government to account. I thank all my Liberal 
and National Party colleagues for their collegiality and hard work this year. 
The coming year will be a challenging time for Western Australia. At some stage our state will be opened up to the 
rest of Australia. This will be a welcome time for the many thousands of Western Australians who have been stranded 
overseas and interstate over the past 18 months, as well as the very many businesses that are desperate for workers. 
It will also mean that there is a near certainty that COVID-19 will enter our state. That will put pressure on our 
medical services and other parts of our state. Our health services are likely to be put under even more pressure. 
I genuinely wish the government every success in dealing with this eventuality. Whatever our political views, no-one 
wishes illness or disease on our community. I hope that the plans and contingencies put in place by the government 
are successful in minimising any negative impacts on our community. 
Otherwise, members, I wish all of you a very happy and safe Christmas and new year. Next year will be a very 
busy time for all of us and for everyone involved in government and the affairs of our state. I hope you all have the 
opportunity to relax and spend time with the people you love and return refreshed and invigorated next year. 
[Applause.] 
THE SPEAKER (Mrs M.H. Roberts) [5.40 pm]: Members, as others have reflected, 2021 has been a truly 
momentous year. Many of you in this chamber will have had your lives changed—some of them turned upside down. 
This time last year, many of you probably did not anticipate that you would necessarily be sitting in this chamber. 
Other members would not have anticipated being in the roles that they currently occupy. 
It has been a huge honour for me. I thank each and every one of you for supporting me in the role as Speaker. It is 
a particular honour to be the first woman Speaker in the 100th year since the election of Edith Cowan, the first woman 
to enter Parliament, not just in Western Australia but in Australia. It is also a special privilege, given that we nearly 
have an equal number of women members in this chamber as men. We are a fraction of a per cent short. I have 
reflected on the change since I entered Parliament 27 and a half years ago, when there was a vast majority of men in 
here. As others have commented, today’s numbers so much better reflect the community we represent.  
As part of the change that has happened in my life, this role has been a really significant change for me. Members 
will be aware that I served as the police spokesperson in government and in opposition for some 18 years, nine of 
those in government—five years in the Gallop government and the last four years in the McGowan government. 
Front and centre of mind for me in taking on that role was the welfare and wellbeing of our police officers—looking 
after those people who put their lives on the line to look after us. With a little indulgence, given the passing of the 
Police Amendment (Compensation Scheme) Bill 2021 today, I would like to make a couple of reflections. 
I had the huge privilege of introducing a range of measures to better protect our police officers. They were things 
that we now take for granted, such as occupational health and safety coverage; the universal issue of the Glock firearm 
for all officers, so they do not have to have lots of different firearms; and the universal issue of tasers as a nonlethal 
force option for our police officers. We initiated a post-service medical for police officers so that those who were 
medically retired could get their medical bills paid post-service. We introduced other entitlements such as mobile 
phones, body cameras and, very importantly, personal issue stab-proof vests, which are among the best in the world. 
We introduced a redress scheme for police officers who were dismissed for medical reasons in years gone by. We 
also made a legislative amendment to section 8 of the Police Act to ensure that those who were medically retired 
were not retired under the same section of the act as those in whom the Commissioner of Police had lost confidence 
because of corruption or issues of that nature. It was an undignified exit for medically retired officers to be retired 
under that same provision. We also introduced a certificate of honourable discharge for those officers and backdated 
those certificates. Those officers who were willing to come in attended a ceremony to get that honourable discharge 
because, unfortunately, many of them left the service without so much as a thankyou.  
The final matter that I wanted to achieve in my time as police minister was to have a workers’ compensation–like 
scheme for our police officers. That was the final piece of the jigsaw and it was not an easy thing to achieve. It was 
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not easy because it was not as simple as just giving police access to the same workers’ compensation scheme that 
other workers have. Police had a range of different entitlements that were pre-existing and those entitlements were 
embedded into the Police Act. They had vastly, and rightfully, more generous leave entitlements than other employees 
and other workers. They also had vastly and justifiably better arrangements to provide for their medical care whilst 
they were engaged as police officers. Historically, they were not even regarded as workers; they were officers of 
the Crown and that is why they were not included under various pieces of state legislation. It was not a matter of 
just incorporating them within an act. There was a lot of toing and froing by various people over the years; most of it 
involved negotiations that suggested that perhaps police could lose some of their existing entitlements for medical 
coverage or leave coverage or the like, in exchange for getting the lump sum compensation payment post-service. 
Fortunately, with the support of the Premier and government ministers in the last term of government, I was able 
to negotiate with the Western Australian Police Union of Workers terms of agreement for us to put in place a scheme 
specifically for medically retired police officers. 
I want to thank a number of my colleagues for that, in particular. Most importantly, I would like to thank the current 
Minister for Police not just for bringing the bill to the house, but for his genuine support over very many years, 
because I think with his service background, he had very ready empathy for those police officers. I also thank the 
Premier, the former member for Victoria Park, the member for Mandurah and the member for Landsdale, who did 
the Community Development and Justice Standing Committee’s The toll of trauma on Western Australian emergency 
staff and volunteers report. Those ministers and members all met with medically retired police officers who were 
very affected by their service. Some of the officers’ names who come to mind include Dave Bentley, David Matthews, 
Dave Nelson and Mike Thornbury. I know that the particular members I mentioned met with quite a number of 
those persons. I pay particular tribute to David Bentley, who headed up the Medically Retired Western Australian 
Police Officers Association and took on a whole lot of the burden of the redress and also the anxieties of those 
people who had been medically retired, because you cannot make everybody happy in that circumstance. 
The greatest tribute I think must go to Rachel Sackville-Minchin, who stood with me and who now stands with the 
current police minister, and who really did the nuts-and-bolts work of getting the legislation to a state in which it 
was to be able to be presented to the house. For those who do not know, Rachel was many years ago employed by 
the police union before she came to work for me in the Gallop government and then as my chief of staff in the 
McGowan government. We have stayed the course. Minister, I am very pleased that finally that legislation has 
been able to pass the house. 
I thank members for their indulgence on that topic, but as Speaker, I do not get the opportunity that all of you get to 
talk about lots things of interest to me every day. 
Today marks the end of the parliamentary calendar for the Legislative Assembly. I am inspired by all the new 
members who have been elected and I am also very grateful for the support of members who were re-elected. I want 
to give a special thanks to the member for Forrestfield as the Deputy Speaker, who has always stood at the ready 
and done a fantastic job whenever he has been in the chair. I would also like to thank the Acting Speakers, one very 
experienced in the member for Landsdale, but also five newbies: the members for Albany, Bateman, Cockburn, 
Dawesville and Kalgoorlie. Those members had never sat in this house before, and they have been doing a fantastic 
job as Acting Speakers—even though some of you have given them a bit of angst! 
There is a whole range of other people whom I would like to thank for their support to the Parliament. This is a new 
role, and I have got to know a lot more about the workings of Parliament, particularly the Parliamentary Services 
area, than I previously knew. I, too, would like to thank Mr Tony Paterson, our security manager; our reception 
services coordinator, Stephanie Nguyen; and our Hansard Manager, Laurie Mansell, and his team. In particular, 
I want to single out Barbara Pickett, a Hansard reporter. Barbara has been here for 32 and a half years—five years 
longer than me, Barbara! That is fantastic! We often see the Hansard reporters in the chamber each day, but to 
have so many longstanding and experienced Hansard reporters is a real asset to the Parliament. I understand that 
Barbara started in 1989 when Peter Dowding was the Premier of Western Australia. Over her time as a Hansard 
reporter, Barbara has seen seven Premiers, four changes of government and eight Speakers. I thank Barbara for her 
long service to the WA Parliament, and I wish you all the best, Barbara, for your well-deserved retirement. 
[Applause.] 
The SPEAKER: I would like to thank our Information Technology manager, John Buchanan, and his team; the 
Library manager, Ms Judy Ballantyne, who I see up in the Speaker’s gallery, and her team; and the Education Office 
and their team. In particular, I want to mention two people who have already been mentioned. The first is 
Mr Michael Loney. Michael is retiring at the end of the year. He has been a fixture in the education program at 
Parliament House since 2007. He has regaled thousands of students and community members with his dramatic flair 
and his extensive knowledge of the Western Australian Parliament and its history. Michael has also lent his acting 
skills to our programs here at Parliament House over the years. I think none of those were more special or fabulous 
than the performance of Edith earlier this year, Michael. That was a first and I think a real high point of the year. 
Michael will not be leaving us entirely. Hopefully he will be coming back to do the occasional tour, and maybe we 
can find some other ways of enticing you back, Michael, to do some work for us as well as enjoying your retirement. 
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I also want to mention Mr Peter Dooley. Peter will be leaving Parliamentary Services in the next few weeks. Peter 
commenced in the Parliament Education Office in 2017. He has provided excellent leadership to the education 
team over that time, at all times demonstrating immense creativity and a passion for education. Peter is well known 
throughout the Parliament for his positive attitude, his boundless energy and his talent for poetry. We wish Peter 
and his family all the very best, and we thank him for his service to parliamentary education. 
I will also quickly acknowledge other people who are very important to the running of this house, our Chief Finance 
Officer, Elma Ozich, and our acting Chief Finance Officer, Mr John Mordini, and their team; Tina Hunter, our 
Human Resources Manager and her team; and obviously Mr Rob Hunter, the Executive Manager Parliamentary 
Services, and his deputy, Patricia—I always have difficulty with her name—Traegde. Who else is there at the 
back? I also want to thank Belinda Corey, Director of Parliamentary Information and Education and her team; 
Hugh McCaffrey, our Building Services Manager and his team; and Mr Enno Schijf and the catering team, who 
are the ones I think most of us get to know the best. I particularly thank Anna Murphy, who is the Speaker’s steward, 
and obviously provides good company for people over afternoon tea. 
My final staff thanks go to the team we work most closely with, and that is our Assembly team: our Clerk, 
Kirsten Robinson; our Deputy Clerk, Scott Nalder; Dr Isla Macphail; Mr Mathew Bates; Ms Anne Day and 
Ms Rashelle Predovnik. Those people have provided us with excellent service and have certainly made my job as 
Speaker a much, much easier one. Also in the Assembly office are a whole range of people; I will not delay the 
house by mentioning them all, but their work is very much appreciated in the Legislative Assembly office and the 
Legislative Assembly committee office. The Leader of the House mentioned quite a number of the people and the 
teams that work with his committees. I thank each and every one of them. 
Finally, I want to thank those who have spoken already for your very kind words; I certainly appreciate them. To 
the Premier, the Deputy Premier, the Leader of the House and the Labor team: thank you for your support. To the 
Leader of the Opposition, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and your team: thank you, too, for your kind words 
and support. To the Leader of the Liberal Party and Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party: thank you, too, for your 
kind words and support. 
One of the things people touched on is the experience of this job and the impact it can have on your family; sometimes 
not just your immediate family—your spouse, partner or children—but sometimes even more distant relatives and 
friends who are affected by your role in this house. Hold those people close. We are about to head into the Christmas 
period, so make sure that you spend that time with your family and celebrate with your family. I hope that each and 
every one of you have a brilliant Christmas and some really joyous times with your close family and friends. 
Members: Hear, hear! 
[Applause.] 
Question put and passed. 

House adjourned at 5.55 pm 
__________ 
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